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The trucking industries in Canada and the United States have been deregdateci on 

Rational bases for many years now. Transborder deregdation, however, bas not yet 

beea achieved; even in the midst of traùe agreements designed to aliow for greater ease 

in moving gooQ across the Canada-U.S. border. The existence of cabotage regula- 

tions, which limit the transport activity of a foreign truck driver and his tractor-Mer 

while on domestic soil, is a major impediment to transborder deregulatiion. 

Chapter 1 provides a history of trucking regulation and deregdation in Canada and 

the United States almg with a discussion concerning how the Canada-U.S. T d e  

Agreement and the North American Free Trade Agreement have brought the issue of 

transborder truckhg to the fore. Cabotage regdations are carefully outlined and evalu- 

ated while the ment "reformsw to these regulations are appraised in the iight of poten- 

tial efficiency gains to transborder truckers. Because of the complicated nature of these 

regulations, a swey of CananiSn tmcking b s  is provided in order to gauge under- 

standing, cornpliance and attitudes toward reform. The results obtallied impact on the 

economic theory of regulation that, in general, States that h s  understand, and even 

influence, the body of regdations under which they operate. 

In chapter 2, a mode1 of the for-hire trucking industry is developed in oràer to es- 

tablish the welfare gain accniing from deregdation. The mode1 is also used to show the 

M e r  welfare gain that is expected to arise h m  cabotage refom. A supply-side a p  

proech is developed using the for-hire industry combined with a representaive trucking 

fim. The demand-side is developed combining the hnthaul and backhaul markets so 

that inferences with respect to cabotage refonn may be had. The combined supply and 

demand models provide a useful means for comparing the welfare effects of regdatory 

change. 



nie implications of the complete modei are extended, in chapter 3, by use of: (1) 

rent seeking theay that serves to highlight the stmtegic behavior of trucking nnnS op 

erating under regdatory protection; and (2) marginal w e k  aaalysis that will show 

th .  margiaal welfan gain h m  cabotage deregdation. 

F M y ,  chapter 4 provides coacluding remarks with respect to the mode1 and its 

policy implicatims for deregulatim and cabotage reform in North Amerim 
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This dhrbîio11 involves a great deal of &W regardkg fm-hire hucking regda- 

tion and deregdation in Canada and the United States; especially as they relate to cabo- 

tage regulatim. In order to carry the d r  comfortably tùrough the analysis of this 

material-- which is ued as the foudation for the econornic mode1 of the for-hire 

trucking industry, to be developed- the following summary is provided. 

The two applicabfe trade agreements between Canada and the United States, as well 

as these countries' initiatives leading to for-hire trucking deregulation. are as follows: 

Free tm& Inter-pmv. /-te derqgdatiou 

CUSTA (1988) MCA(U.S., 1980) 

NAFTA (1994) MVTA (Canada, 1987) 

htra-mv. /*te den-PU1âtion * 
Airline Improvemen t Act (U. S., 

1994) 

Interprovincial Trade Agreement 

(-, 1994) 

CUSTA: C d - U . S .  Trade Agreement; NAFTA: North Amencan Free Trade Agree- 

ment; MVTA: Motor Vehicle Transport Act; MCA Motor Carrier Act. 

* While it may seem curious that an Act relating to airlines precipitated intra-state 

truckhg deregdation, it is in k t  true. As defendant in a court challenge, Federai Ex- 

press Courier service won the right to move its private truck f l e t  between states. For- 

hire carriers demanded, and won, reciprocity through this subsequent Act- With respect 

to Canada, the 1994 Interprovincial Trade Agreement set in motion a proceu that 

would Iead to complete intra-provincial dereguiation by 1998. 



Çabotage teguiations in Canadii and the United States, as weil as their reform and 

te-interpretation, are summanIed as follows: 

Foreh  driver * 
Immigraton Act 

Cabow R d a t i o n g  (Canada and the U.S.) 

~ w t o r - t r a *  # 

Customs Act 

* In both Canada and the U.S., this Act requires a foreign driver engaged in cabotage 

to possess dual-citizenship or be at least a 50 per cent by-blood aboriginal. 

# In both Canada and the U.S., this Act treats al1 equipment crossing an internationd 

border as a temporary import with zero duty assessed. 

Types of Trucking Cabotas 

(1) Incidental move (Canada and U.S.): part of an import or export move combining 

domestic fkeight on the foreign vehicle. The domestic freight may only precipitate mi- 

nor deviations from the transborder route of the import or export. 

(2) Repositioning move (Canada): carriage of solely domestic freight by the foreign ve- 

hicle. This move must be used for the purpose of rnoving freight to an export pick-up 

point leading to depamue h m  the country. 

(3) Retum-trip/outward (U. S. ) : a restricted reposi tioning move. It forces Canadian ve- 

hicles to proceed northward when mowig domestic freight to the export pick-up point. 



c2kage.e- (Canada and U.S.) 

The Amencan Truckhg Associations (ATA) and the Canadian Trucking AUiance 

(CTA) began r e f m  talks in 1993. Only the Customs Act was discussed. Immigration 

was not on the table b u s e  it was considemi too political an issue given the h e s  of 

Mexico with respect to d e  relations. Canada's Goods and Services' Tax (GST) pre- 

vented reform due to the federal finance deputment's unwiiiingness to exempt the mar- 

kt value of U.S. equipment h m  this levy when cabotage is to be undertaken. 

retation (Caaada and U.S.) 

Customs officiais, beginning in 1996, would use the fieight's bill of ladhg as the 

distinguishing characteristic for separahg a transborder move from a cabotage move. 

Freight that crosses a border, but not yet reaching its fmal destination, will stil l be con- 

sidered internationai. In this way, a foreign d e r ' s  transport of such freight- picking 

it up on the other side of the border- wiu not be considered as cabotage. Such was the 

compromise worked out given the inability to negotiate revisions to the Customs Act in 

either Canada or the United States. 



(1.10) A brief bidory of trueking Rgulation and dereguQtion in Canada 

and the United States. 

The purpose of this chapter is to M y  establish the context under which fù- 

twe regulatory reforms of transbordez trucking activity in North America may 

take place. To this end, an overview of the history of the regulatory and deregu- 

latory processes of the trucking industries of Canada and the United States 

serves to highlight their particular structures as weil as their responses to market 

forces and govemmental policy. From this foundation a greater appreciation of 

the econornic mode1 of the transborder trucking uidusq, to be developed over 

subsequent chapters, will be achieved. 

A history of the relationship between the tmcking industry and the govem- 

ment that regulates it serves to intmduce the major players that interact in the 

regulatory process. Much has been written on both a theoretical and empirical 

bais concerning the process of regulation. While this process with respect to 

the tnicking industry is discussed here, it is necessary to examine how and why 

the drive towards deregulation of that industry occurred. It shouid be borne in 

minci that deregdation involves the removal of regdations that govem business 

conduct but by no means implies the removal of all regdations that may exist. 

The trucking Lidustry developed into a viable means for fnight transporta- 



tien m o ~  than half a century after rail became recognized as the most efficient 

land h;msp6it mode when the shishippiag distance was taken to be the critical fac- 

tor. When technoI0gid advances in the horsepower of intemal combustion en- 

gines aüowed motmkd truchg to be seen as a substitute for the horse-drawn 

carriage, the process of urbanization was aiready well established and a large in- - of rail lines existed in all developed countries. In this sense, trucks 

were used as an exclusive part of urban transport dong the incTeasing network 

of paved roads. The hegemony of rail would not yet be challenged. Of course, 

with an increasing avaitshility of motor vehicies to the general public due ta the 

introduction of the assembly line process of production, the desire to travel 

ever-pater distances in a pemnaiized mamer led to the development of inter- 

urban highway systems. Once the infrastnrcture for roadway travel expanded, 

trucks would be put into service for longer distances and it wodd not be too 

long befm trucks would play an active d e  in merchandise trade on an inter- 

provincial, interstate and, ultimately, international basis. For North America, 

rail development was biased toward intra-national transport which was io be ex- 

pected given: (1) the Mfional Policyhigh tariff outlook of the Canadian gov- 

emment in terms of bringing, and keeping, the Prairie and Pacific regions 

within Confederation2; and (2) the preoccupation of the United States with West- 

ward expansion beyond the industriai northeast While rail tended to folIow an 

east-west travel pattern in both countries, trucking came to be seen as a more 

flexible means for international trade between Canada and the United States. Of 

course, the distance factor wouici remain in favor of the rail mode for many 

Y-* 

Starting in the 1950s two specific forces would enhance long distance truck- 

ing in the eyes of shippers. The first was the railways' own drive toward inter- 

modalism by way of piggy-backing brailem on flat bed dcars.  While the inter- 



est of the railways to engage in trucking operations widi uieir own fleets =y 

have been for the purpose of mitigating cornpetition from the trucking fimu 

themselves, it introduced shippers to the benefits of M e r  haulage. Secoadly, 

the rail strilues that were to take place in both countries at various times tbrough 

the 19603 and 70s would expose shippers to tnicking as a viable shipping alter- 

native. 

The next three sections examine the history of truckhg in a North Amencan 

context. Canada and the United States will be examiwd as separate historical 

cases in sections 1.12 and 1.13, respectively, after which section 1.14 takes up 

a common thread ninaing through the evolution of the transborder trucking mar- 

kets of Canada and the United States- the formation of trade agreements. The 

Canada-Uhited States Free Tmde Agreement (CUSTA) and the Mrth Amenan 

Free Trade Meennent (NAFïA) are the two specinc treaties that wiU be exam- 

ined in terms of their implications for the transborder truckhg industry. 

(1.U) Canada 

The regulation of commercial trucking activities in Canada was passed onto 

the provincial govemments de hcto during the mid-1920s, more officially in a 

federaVpmvincia1 trucking accord in 1932, and hal ly  with legislation by way 

of the Mtor VehrcIe Tramport Act (MVTA) of 1954. This process was natural 

since the provinces already had jurisdiction over the roadways. In a simple 

sense, the federal govemment recognized uiat very little trucking activity in the 

1920s was interprovincial in nature, meaning that the provincial govemments 

would be able to effectively oversee practically a l l  of the activity of the trucking 

finns situated in the provinces. A report prepared for the federal govemment in 

1937 showed that ody 3% of tnicking activity in Canada was interprovincial 



(Knphm, 1989). In this sense, trucking advity wodd be regulated by nine 

autoaomous boer& while the fdral  grnenianent msinGnned sole regulatory 

contd over the railways. The autonomous nature of the provinces memt thaî 

each individuai board varieci in terms of its intewentionist philosophy. Ontario 

and Quebec reptesented the interventimist exwme while Aiberta represeated 

the noninterventionist extrerne. Of course, the federal govemment always pos- 

sessed the constitutional authority to reguiate truckhg activity and the provincial 

boards would be considered the agents of the feded govemment. 

The &pi Chimihion on Transportation or 'Macpherson Report" of 1962 

stated that alî modes of transport in Canada should find and maintain their mar- 

ket niches so as to attain e f f i c i e q ;  that is, no intermodal cornpetition was con- 

Sdered to be a desirable goal. Ksphui (W) puaphrases the thmt of this Re- 

port in the following words: "then is a need for ai l  and a place for each" . This 

point of view was very much the way the federal government felt about trans- 

portation as a aationaî issue and such views were reaffirmed over the ensuing 

years between 1928 and 1962. Tt was in 1928 that Canada's rail interests began 

lobbying the federal govemment to curtail ûucking activities that had begun to 

operate over areas once served only by rail. Of course, at the heart of the pro- 

tests were the rdways' inability to adjust as fast as they would have Wred to the 

onset of tracking competiticm. Some reasons for this inability include: excess 

rail capacity owing to overly optimistic rail iine expansions between 1900- 19 14; 

the relative strength of the trade union presence in the rail industry and the gen- 

erous wage settlements made through the 1920s; and W y  the improvements 

in road infrastructure that began to limit- only somewhat, in reaiity- the 

comparative advantage the railways enjoyed over trucks with respect to distance 

traveled. It may be argued that the railways practically gave away the portions 

of market share lost to trucks h m  the 1930s through the 19609 in the sense that 



railway managers, whde aperaîing 4 t h  a ngime of f & d  Ckww Rate reguk- 

tion of wheat and M e y  sbipping, acteci as if their jobs were merely to move 

trains instead of, first and foremost, providing customer service. 

The trucking indusfry mntuiued to extend its muthg distances and was able 

to counter some of the arguments of the railways. They argued that the govern- 

ment either directly or indllecdy subsidized the d w a y s  beginning in the 19209 

through the = .  Freigt Rate Assistance Act and the 1927 re-affirmation of 

the famous Crow Rate. It sbould be noted that the Maritime subsidy was ex- 

îendeà to trucking as well beginning in 1969 by the federai govenunent in re- 

sponse to the interests of the A b t i c  region. But when the Wtm Graia 

Traaspoortation Act (WGTA) of 1985 replaced the Crow Rate with a manage&- 

but-flœting fieight rate, the rail interests w m  successfd in lobbying the federd 

govemment to kep the subsidy applicable to railady transport since they 

feared an extension of it to truchg would necessitate the phasing out of un- 

profitable branch liws. Nonetheless, grain transport subsïdies were never pay- 

able to the raitways. The adficially low statutory rates were, in effect, a tax on 

the raiiways rather than a subsidy which was quite contrary to the views of the 

trucking industry which ody perceiveci the obvious govemment-induced k e n -  

tives for shippers to move grain via rail. 

In the drive toward piggy-back intermodalism Canada's two iargest rail- 

ways, Canadh National and the Canadian Pacifie Railways, bad begun pur- 

chasing trucking frms as early as the 1950s. * But it would take until 1967, un- 

der the Mtional Tranrportation Ad (NTA), for legislation to be enacted to pre- 

vent these raüways from cross-subsidizirig their trucking operations thrwgh the 

diversion of their oi! profits. In fact, the "Part III" portion of the NTA was set 

to re-stablish federal control of all interprovincial and international tnichg but 



this m o n  was never proclzlimed as part of the NTA. Fededpmvind dis- 

d o n s  at the time highlighted some of the difficulties over a rwxtablisbnient 

of f e d d  control: federally regulated carriers would operate on a provincially 

controUed highway; and solely intmprovincial trucking f h s ,  rernaining under 

provincial regdation, might have to compte with federally regulated inter- 

provincial fimu which could operate h g  the same mutes. The provinces fore- 

saw that the disaffected firms under their controI might request harmonization 

with federal regdations in order to compte more effectively. According to 

Sb- (1980) it seemed that the provincial govemments did not want their 

boards' jurisdictiolliil powers reduced d be forced to appear before a federal 

panel as just another special inte- group. Furthermore, the provinces, through 

l i~ea~ure,  c ~ u l d  affect eamomic development in remote regions by promothg 

truckhg liceuses for these areas and requiring reguiated aniounts of SerYicing as 

conditions for entry. In short, the provinces would stand to lose a lot of power. 

The 1932 fededprovincial trucking accord, in order to diminish uncer- 

tainty in this inherentiy volatile industry, stipulated jUnsdictional Iicensure for 

the first time, freight rate regulation, safety standards, and insurance require- 

ments. In effect, entry control was brought about in the tnicking industry to the 

benefit of the incumbent firms. The operating authority would be a source of 

windfd benefits to the first recipient and becorne a cost of entry ca rp i t ahd  into 

the vaiue of firms. Furthermore, the onus was on any new applicant appearing 

befm a provincial regdatory board to make the case for its entry on an effi- 

ciency or "public convenience and necessity" (PCN) bais. And, of course, in- 

cumbents would be able to rebut any and all arguments. As mentioned above, 

the diversity of the provincial boards meant that the regulation of rates could in- 

volve no regulation, simple rate filing, or rate tiling subject to board approvd. 

And with respect to entry, aU provinces but Alberta wodd enforce, to varying 



degrees, the PCN requisement. a iack of Coorcfination m n g  the provia- 

cid boards, rates to be set for interpmvind muting were not very restrictive. 

Boncher (l99l), for example, examined the entry dedons d e  by the Que- 

bec Transport CommisSion over the yean 1976 1980. One of the fidings 

showed that views of the incumbent h n s  dominated the decisions made by the 

Commission and that the niccess of entry was positively related to the size of 

the firm wishing entry? 

Deregdation of the interprovincial tnicking industry came to Cana& by way 

of the new MVTA of 1987 which was in response to the dereguiatory process 

that had o c c d  in the United States several years earlier coupled with the 

near-completion of the CUSTA discussions. The new MVTA beoune effective 

on January 1, 1988. Trucking finns in Canada and the United States were corn- 

peting more fresuently almg transborder routes through the 1980s anyway and, 

while by no means possessing a unanimous view, the Canadian trucking indus- 

fry lemed toward deregulation as a means to level the playing field. The U.S. 

Mtor Camer Act of 1980, wwhh pmvided for the dereguiation of interstate 

trucking in the United States, allowed for Canadian entry into iransborder mar- 

kets. The initial act of trucking deregdation in Canada began in 1985 when the 

federal and provincial Ministers of Transport signed their "memorandum of un- 

derstanding" as to the agreed process of reform to interprovincial and transbor- 

der trucking. This culminated into, aven the pmbusiness attitude of the federal 

govemment, the "Freedom to Move" plan which sought deregulation in all fed- 

e d y  regdated transport modes. Important shipper groups such as the Canadian 

Manufacturers Association also supporteci the rnove and would certallily have 

been in a position to foresee potential efficiency gains for Canadian trucking 

given that their members made use of transport services in both Canada and the 

United States. 



A major point to note is that the nature of the reguiatory proces rneant that 

deregulation in Canada wouid never need to be as comprehensive as it was in 

the United States. Jurisdictionai licensure was of course the nom but rate regu- 

laiion was never as stmng as it was in the United States by way of its Interstate 

Commerce Commission (ICC) and more intementionist tariff bureau. The extra 

cornpetition that would arise in Canada would be due more to incumbents break- 

h g  out of their "mic~market" restrictions and competing in other markets as 

opposed to new entrants to tie industry itself. And, of course, U.S.-based h s  

would be allowed entry and would, by 1992, account for 28.5% of total license 

applications (Chow, 1995). Nonetheles, the presence of omer-operabrs wodd 

increase in the industry. 

The dereguiation proceu set out in the MVTA of 1981 aliowed for a five- 

year transition pend where all rate repuiations, routing and commodity-type 

restrictions for a kense were to be removed. Entry control would wane over 

the transition period through a reverse-onus system whereby the incumbents 

would have to show public harrn as opposed to the previous system of the en- 

trant having to show PCN. By 1993, the entrant would merely have to prove fit- 

ness based upon the requirements to be firifiiled for insurance and the mainte- 

nance of safety standards. Each province would administer a nationally uniform 

market fitness test as weii as a National Saf'ety Code. The provincial regdatory 

boards would oversee individual applications for intra-provincial operations 

while the applications for interprovincial operations would be govemed through 

the uniforrn, nationwide fitness standard set up for 1993 and beyond. 

As for intra-provincial regdation, some provinces began to follow the ex- 

ample set by the MVTA and, by 1989, five of them dong with both temtories 



abaodoasd PCN ami adopteci the reverse onus method of entry. By 1995, British 

Columbia, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and Nova Scotia were bystanders as the 

other provinces and territories adoptai f i t n e m y  entry standards. Alberta, of 

murse, was never a regulated province in the nrst p b .  However, it shouid be 

noîed îhaî di provinces and territories beoune signatories to the hteiprovincial 

Trade 4graamedt of 1994 which eflectively caiied for dereguiation of intra- 

provinciai trucking by 1998.6 

As noted above, deregdation added cornpetitive forces to Canadian trucking 

operatioas- The= is a greater presence of U.S. -based fin= the les-than- 

tmckid &TL) sector has been comLicfiiting into latger h s  with fewer as a 

remit; and owner-opetators7 bore the brunt of the freight rate cornpetition that 

was unleashed d e r  the requirements of the MVTA ooupled as weîl with the 

recession of l99O-91. 

Evidence gathered bas shown deregdation to have been beneficid overall to 

shippen. Cab and Boaland (1989) in an early study of the impact of de- 

regulation looked at a =pie of 174 h s  comprised of shippers and carriers in 

a variety of geographic locations across Canada These h s  were to report on 

the state of their business roughty 8 months after the introduction of the MVTA 

and the ail-mode-enwmpassing NTA of 1987. One-- of the shippers that 

used for-hire trucks reporteci deaeases in freight rates with only a "small minor- 

ity" reportkg an inctease. At the same time, 83 % of surveyed shippers over d 

modes clairned thaî s e ~ c e  quality rexnained stable while 15% claimed an in- 

crease. It may be concludeci that deregdation led to a lowering of transport 

cos& hced by shippers. 

The impetus for the lowering of trucking costs, which lead to the lower 



-, wâs &O dm due the the ampetition within the truckhg industry af- 

ter 1987. But Collins and Bwvland also cite over-capacity of mw entrants as a 

cause far the fall in profitability that axrurred over the pericxi as well. Certady 

firms that were merely expanding operating authority during the years of reguk- 

tion would find themselves with over-capacity as they emerged out of once- 

protected marketphces. With respect to freight rates and competitim the pictu~e 

would be the same over the next few years (Annuad Review of the NTA of 

Canada, 1993).8 The difference wodd be that the d o n  of 1990-91 would 

also be a force in driving rates àown aud many fhns would begin to create alli- 

ances with U.S. ones. Between 1989 and 1993, TL and LTL domestic rates 

would follow the same cyclica patîem except that LTL rates enjoyed a roughly 

0.5 percentage point premium. Transboder rates for the TL and LTL clapses 

wodd be mughly 0.5 pncentage points lower than thei. domestic munterparts. 

Using LTL rates to indicate the pattern, freight rates inflated around 1.5% in 

1989 to 2% in 1990 iollowed by dkhfktion leading to nearly 0% in 1992 be- 

fore a 0.5% increase in 1993. 

ûne benefit derived fiom a U.S. alliance is the ease of interiining as part of 

transborder operationa Stili, applications by Caoadian f i rms to the ICC for in- 

terstate operathg authority mntinued to rise h m  the late 1980s with 200 appli- 

cations in 1986 to nearly 900 by 1993. This shows t h .  routing patterns for Ca- 

hadian trucking h s  grew increasiagly north-south in an attempt to compte 

more effectively within U.S. temîory. In wntrast, U.S. applications through 

the MVTA for provincial authorities between 198% 1993 had been stable be- 

tween one to two thousand applications per year. 

In the post recessionary period of 1992 onward, a representative sample of 

d e r s  showed that the large unionized carriers faced the more severe effects of 



restnrturing whïie the non-unionized ones were m o n  fiexible and found it cas- 

ier to adapt to the more competitive environment. To give an idea of the change 

in the indusûy, consider that 37 of the top 100 Caaadian trucking £km (based 

on f l e t  Zze) in 1988 either &ut down or merged with aoother &m by 1993. 

And by 1993 the top 40 carriers useà 26% fewer vehicles than did the top 40 in 

1988. A nnal aspect of fieet rationaiization concemeci the use of owner- 

operators. While the p e n d  1988-93 saw the number of vehicles in the top 40 

firms drop between five and ten thousand units from year to year, owner- 

aperator usage would peak in 1990 and drop by no more than one thousand ve- 

hicles in a given year. And owner-operators may be paid on a distance basis or 

out of a percentage of revenue per shipment but, of course, the red savings 

arise to the fkn due to the absence of employee benefits. UniOnized finns 

would resist or limit the use of such labour thus adding to their iaabiiity to ad- 

just to market changes. 

It is intereshg to note that of the 35,000 owner-operators working for Ca- 

oadian b s  in 199 1, l l ,000 of them incorporated their business (Mathieson, 

1994). Such a move shows the serious presence of owner operators in the indus- 

try as weli as their attempts to minimize business ri& The distinction behveen 

for-hire d e r  and owner-operator has becurne somewhat b l d  to the extent 

that some incorporated owner-operators are hiring drivers of their own to main- 

tain iarger flets. The average fieet size of owner-operators eaming between 

thxquarters to one million doliars per year was seven trucks in 1991. 

Deregdation of trucking in Canada in 1987 was a fuoction of the overail 

trend towards liberalization of markets occurring in various industries and 

acruss various countries. The economy and industry were benefiting h m  con- 

tinued expansion Snce 1982 and the U. S. economy d e d  ahng Canada's. 



Furtherm~re, the dereguktion efforts in the United States became something far 

Canada to emakte. Such initiatives might have been tempered bad the effects of 

the next recession been anticipated. 

(1.13) The United States 

State regdation of tmckhg began in Pemsylvania in 19 14 foiiowed by 

th.iq-five other states in tbe years up to 1925. These regdations affecteci entry 

and rate maxima and minima and were overseen by state commissions that were 

also us&, incidentally, for the regdation of raihuis. The regdation of inter- 

state commetcial trucking activity in the United States, however, began with the 

Mtor Cwnk Act (MCA) of 1935. The MCA served to clanfy the division of 

federd and state powers since the states, whicb had control of intrastate trucking 

activity for sorne time, had attempted to control the firrns on their soi1 that 

wished to engage in interstate activity. Such activity on the part of the states 

was not regarded with much conceni during the 19209 since: (1) the U. S. Su- 

preme Court set a precedent in 185 l whereby states couid regdate ail activities 

that affected interstate commerce provideci that the issue was of local concern 

but the interstate effect was "indirect or incidental"; (2) ICC estimates for 1929 

showed that only 20% of toial ton-mile activity by truck was interstate and, of 

that, threequarters were aîûibutable to private trucking (Feïton, 1989). 

However, by the 1930s, econoinic depression as weU as lobbying efforts on the 

parts of railways- federaiiy regutated since 1887 by the newly-created ICC- 

and certain large trucking finns set the stage for formal federai regdation of in- 

terstate trucking a~tivity.~ The ody effective opposition came from agricultural 

organizations which manageci to secure an exemption h m  MCA regulation for 

trucks that exclusively carried livestock and fàrm produce. l0 But the final hurdle 

was overcome when the U. S. Supreme Court in 1935 d e d  that the EBb'onaI liz- 



d m  R#X>icry Act (NIRA) was unconstitutional in tenns of its delegaiion of 

Congressicmal legislative authority O industry representatives. ùi effect, the 

Arne- Trucking Associations (ATA) lost their power to self-regdate and 

from that point they supported federal reguiation. In the absence of king able 

to set codes of conduct for its members, the ATA found it preferable to become 

more of a lobby group to work closely with the ICC rather than to continue to 

oppose some semblaoce of control over the industry.ll 

The systern of entry, senrice, and rate mguiation would continue in the for- 

hire truckhg industq for another 45 years with ody a few points of refinement 

dong the way. The ICC's application of the PCN requirement was so strict that 

placing the burden of proof on the entrant d t e d  in incumbent carrier protec- 

tion. The time and monetary costs of entry applications meant that it was easier 

for a nmi already in the trucking industry to expand into another jurisdiction 

than it would be for a strictly new entrant into the tnicking industry to obtain a 

first-time License. In fact, the ICC was more approving of mergen of fums 

where interlinhg was already occurring, since that, in its view, represented evi- 

dence that minimal disturbance to existing routes would occur. Operating 

authonties were required on both a cornmodity and temtory basis and it was not 

uncornmon for a carrier to possess over 200 certificates outlining its operational 

lirnits. More significantly, it has been shown that some did not or codd not pos- 

sess authority to serve intermediate points or engage ia backhaul service. l2 The 

extra consumption of fuel and labour due to unnecessary circuitry combined 

with Iow load factors represented an obvious source of X-ineficiency in the 

reguiated industry . 

In terms of ICC rate regulation, there was no Congressional oversight or 

guidelines rneaoing that the regdatory process was open to influence by the 



tn#:king firms? shippers groups, rate bureaus, and the courts. The rate bureaus 

were ngiwal o r p h t i i o a s  supported by the dues of prticipating carriers. The 

member carriers would meet to set rates subject to ICC appfoval. To the extent 

that these bureaus were seen as *ce-nxing entities, diey were nonetheless ex- 

empt by Congres fmm any antitrust action by way of the Raad-BuIlninEde Act of 

1948. The ICC hiad no choice but to largely approve the set of literally thou- 

sands of daily rate quotes sent to it frwi the butaus due to the cost hvolved in 

analyzing the men& of each. The bumaus made it easier for h s  to p a s  the 

extra cast of unionued labour ont0 freight rates and, furthermare, the aggrega- 

tia mechanism of the buieaus meant that a generai rate increase was based 

upon average as opposed to marghi  cost incosts. AU inefficient firms in the 

mix would be able to force a g e n d  rate increase for ail. And, of course, the 

bureaus made sure that any firm thaî atternpted to nit rates was subject to pro- 

test l3 

An important aspect of the rate approval process of the ICC was that it did 

not wish to wnsider the joint cost and peak-load pricing problems involved in 

trucking supply in the sense that it did not endeavor to aUow for the setthg of 

differential fronthaul/backhaul and peakfoff-peak rates. The ICC' s working con- 

cept was " e q d  rates for q u a i  miles" which led to discriminatory rate setting in 

that fronthauvbackhaul and -off-peak breakdowns in transport demaad were 

not to be a consideration by the firms. In this setting of d o m ,  distance-based 

rates a shipper muld easily be either overcharged or, in effect, subsidized by 

another's overcharge. hstead of acknowtedging the fundamental traceability 

problem in joint cost allocation, the ICC developed its own method of s e h g  

backhaul rates.14 In its betief that market based backhaul rates would lead to de- 

structive wmpetition on those routes that other fïrms used as their fionthad, the 

ICC entrenched excess c a p @  through empty baclctrauls as a permanent feature 



Afinalsourceofdiscnminatory . * .  
rates came in the form of setting rates in di- 

rect proportion to the ratio of the good's value to transport cost. Using t y p i d  

price discrimination th- the rate bureaus and ICC realized that the higher the 

ratio of the market value of the good to the ohipper's mqmrt  cost the more 

prie-inelaotic would be the shipper' s demand for transportation service. l5 

A d e  of thumb used between 1935 and 1969 was that rates shod6 provide 

carriers with operathg ratios (Le. costs to revenues, both befm interest and 

taxes) of around 93% and that these rates shodd be on par or higher than feder- 

d y  reguiated rail rates (Anderson and HuttseIl, 1989). Altemative f inaud 

measures such as r e t u .  on investment per time p e n d  were rejected When rate 

of return evidence was W y  considered an adequate criterion afkr 1969 there 

was to be no indication h m  the ICC as to what cunstituted an adequate return 

until 1978 when a return to stockholder equity of 14% was considered acoept- 

able? As well, this benchmark was to replace officiaily the operating ratio cri- 

îeria. 

The changes to the trucking industry h m  1935 through the 19703 lead to 

demands for regulatory reform. interstate truckhg grew rapidly in the 1950s as 

the interstate highway systern came into bill biwrn b ~ g i n g  truckhg firms hto 

increasing awareness as to just how complicated ICC control had become. Re- 

cession in the rnid-1970s coupled with railway reforms led the ICC, under pres- 

sure from the trucking firms, to begin to relax some of its strictness with respect 

to entry and operathg rights. The liberabtion process would continue in an ad 

hoc marner through io 1980. 



Deregdation of intemtate trucking would corne to the United States in 1980. 

The new MCA of that year aliowed the ICC to remove its PCN entry d e  and 

replace it with a reverse onus d e  as Caoada wodd do seven years later. With 

respect to rates, the ICC would establish a band width or "zone of reasonable- 

ness" that would not lead to too much voiatility in freight rates but would d o w  

for a semblance of competition in the trucking markets. Coktive rate making 

as set through rate and tariff bureaus was eased somewhat and independently 

Hed nites to these bureaus were encouraged. The bureaus wodd continue to 

oollectively set inûa-staie rates for interline se~cing or where antitrust was an 

issue. As in Canada's expenence with truchg reguiation, the extent of regula- 

tion across the states îhemselves differed greatly. 

Without geographic barriers to operations, interlinhg became l e s  prevalent 

among U.S. firms whiie, as mentioned above, Canadian h s  could now enter 

the U.S. market. At the same time, the fall in rates coupled with the recession 

of 1982 Ied, ironidy,  to market concentration and destructive competition in 

the country's largest sub-market, long haul LTL. By 1987 bankniptcies in this 

sub-market climbed to a level 10 tirnes what they were in 1978 (Cbow 1995). 

The lack of reciprocity for entq of U.S. h s  into Canada did not go mot iced  

by U.S. finns during the years when only their country operated under deregu- 

lation. The Wtor M e r  &&y Act of 1984 banned entry of Canadian and 

Mexican finns into transborder markets in the U.S. but Canadian authorities 

managed to work out an exemption from this legislation. Essentially 

" mernoranch of understandingsu (MOUS) were exchanged by each federal gov- 

ernment that outlined guidelines under which transborder disputes wodd be set- 

tled. 

Even though the United States did not achieve entry reciprocity between 



1980 anci 1987, the fall in rates ou the US. si& of the border would have an 

effect upon the Canadian tirms using their new transborder routes. The presence 

of some U.S. firms with so-dled "single line authority" allowed them to un- 

dertake pick-ups/drogoffs at specinc Canadian sites close to the bonier. This 

dowed these firms to apply the same discount programs to these transborder 

routes as they wodd to their U.S. domestic routes, to the detriment of the regu- 

lated Canadian carriers. Furthemore, some Canadian shippers would find it 

cheaper to by-pass Canadian for-hire tnickers altogether in that they would sim- 

ply rent their own vehicles to move their g d s  to the U.S. border in order to 

interiine with a U.S. carrier nethg discounts as high as 65% in doing so 

(Skorochod and Bergervin, 1984). Canadian regdators had no choie but to 

allow a discount of the rates applicable to transborder markets and it was always 

possible for the U.S. finns to simply put in a bid for a targeted Canadian opera- 

tion for the prnpose of acquiring its opetating authority and thereby create an 

affiliate. It would be episodes such as these which would set Canada on its own 

track to deregdation in 1988. 

In 1994 deregulation in the United States was expanded by way of the 

Transportation lndustry Regdation &hm Act (TIFtRA) which abolished ICC 

authority over freight rates for the truckhg industry. The ICC itself would be 

abolished in 1996 and its powers shifted to the U.S. Department of Transporta- 

tion. Of coune, the remaining authority over rates left in the hands of the bu- 

reau was, for a time, not threatened. 

The issue of intra-state deregdation also came to a head in 1994, around the 

same time as it wodd in Canada. Ironidy,  it would be a court case involving 

an air d e r  that would be the catalyst. Federal Express, an official air carrier 

with a private f l e t  of trucks, could operate h 1 y  in any state while its for-hùe 



truckhg cornpetitors oould not When Federai Express won its court case allow- 

ing freedom of movement, the truckhg industry pushed for intra-state deregda- 

tion and this was accomplished through the FederaI Aviation Admrnrstra . . tion 

Authorkition Act or AirLine (prowmeot Act of 1994. Si& to the situation in 

Caaada, States would contrd dety and insurance issues. Bureaus would now 

lose the power to make collective rates under previous antitrust exemption. 

Canada and the United States were moving down a cornmon path of deregu- 

lation. However, they took to this path in the fashion of  a paraiiel movement in 

two separate lanes rather than a shared interaction. Each country uedertook de- 

reguiation for domestic reasons but it would be the advent of general trade ne- 

gotiations between Caoada anci the United States that would bring iato fbcus the 

need for hamonization of continental trucking. 

(1.14) Two common threads between Canada and the United States; CUS- 

TA and N m A  

While both Canada and the United States were wrestling to deregdate their 

domestic trucking markets on provincial, state and federal bases, initiatives 

were simultaneously developing for deregdation o f  international trade; that is. 

f k  trade in the more cummon term. The b t  step towards econornic iltegra- 

tion of the North American economies took place through the Canada-U.S. Free 

Trade Agreement (CUSTA) in 1988 followed by the most recent step through 

the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994 wùiciich brought 

Mexico into the free trade area. The Canada-U.S. Automotive Products Agree- 

ment, or "AutoPactn, of 1963 may be seen as merely sectoral in nature. 

The d e  of transportation as a facilitator of aade is obvious but CUSTA is 



wteworthy in that the transportath sectm was not subject to any part of the fi- 

nal agreement. A timetable for bilateral tariff nmoval was set in place but the 

issue of transport modes was left unresolved. Both Canada and the United States 

would continue to &tain sepluate systems of truck weight and configuration 

npUiati01ls to the detriment of the spint of free movement of goods. What 

CUSTA did manage ta do was to focus attention cm North-South trade flows 

and increase the impoimpce of transborder trucking because of the tendency of 

trucks b be the transpat mode of cbice in trrade between Canada and the 

United States. l7 

NAFIA negotiatioas brought the ûansportatiion sectm to the table because 

of the special case that Mexico posed with respect to this and other secton of 

the continental m o m y .  While Caoada and the United States benefited from a 

lcmg-es&blished trade nlatimship and similar degrees of industrial and infra- 

stnictuial sophistication, M e b  was an emergïng economy with a less than sta- 

ble record of industrial development. In fact, infrastnicture issues made d e t y  

and the environment speafic topics to be addressed which, in that regard, made 

it impossible to ignore the transportation sector. Of course, the trilateral aspects 

of the negotiation process meant that Canada and the United States would begin 

to address some of the difficulties with respect to bransport harmoriization. The 

d e  of operathg authority for trucking finns would be an important point to 

clarify for the firms that wished to take advantage of the trade opportunities to 

be found among the NAFTA partners. An agenda was put in place whereby for- 

eign trucks wodd eventually no longer be re~uired to interLine with Mexican 

trucks with their g d s  destined for Mexico. This provision alone wodd Save on 

the provision of the a- hhstnicture such as transfer termiaas and stag- 

hg areas while dieving the congestion that occurs at border t o m s .  At least 

with the new provisions a foreign LTL Qmer that still wishes, for example, to 



interfine may w w  do so deeper hi0 Mexico soi1 to where the domestic Mertican 

carriers have their nahnal "breakbulk" termihals. 

The NAFTA environment wiU dso ratioRalize tnicking operations between 

Caaadian and Mexican carriers. Consider a technid but signifiant problem: 

when the neceSSary interlinhg operation between the Cariadian and Mexican 

carriers took place, the prohibition of Caoadian entq meant that the msfer 

took place on U.S. soil. The implication was that if a Cariibdian carrier picked 

up U.S. transborder fieight destin& for Mexico as part of the Canadian 

c-er's LTL transborder shipment it wouid be guilty of a cabotage violation 

when this U. S. freight was interlined on the U. S. si& of the border. la  A point- 

tepoint transport of domestic freight by foreign-based equipment andor &ver 

at that the, as weli as currently, is subject to the laws governing aiiowable 

cabotage. in the spirit of ailowing Canadian carriers to have transport access to 

the Mexican markets, both countries signed a MOU in March of 1994 that al- 

lowed Canadian carriers to undertake entry into the six U.S. -adjoined MeKim 

states up to a distance of 20 km h m  the border in order to interhe. 

The k t  Canadian crossing into Mexico took place on ûctober 7, 1994 by 

Cambridge, Ontxbbased Challenger Motor Freight Inc. The United States 

would sign its own MOU with Mexico in April, 1994 but it is worth noting that 

the Mexican govemment has been dealing with the United States very cautiously 

since it is concerneci with the ability of its fims to modemize fast enough to 

meet the expected U.S. cornpetition for transborder markets. Ton (1994) notes 

that the average ages of U.S. and Mexican trucks are 3 years and 10 years, re- 

spectively. Furthermore, the typical M e r  used in Mexico is shorter than the 

standard 53-foot type popular in the United States and, in that regard, the Mexi- 

can govemment bas not as yet allowed U.S. carriers to enter with h t  type of 



M e r  when king pull& by a tractor with an attached sleeper unit (Chow, 

1995). S p d k a Q ,  Mexico's current reguiations d o w  for an overd 53-fmt 

tractor-trailer combination. In this way, a significant portion of U.S. Cameni 

are effectively barred entry iato Mexico. The United States, for its part is to al- 

low, by reciprocity, access by Mexican carriers to its border states but diat 

measure too has been restricted by the federal govement, because of its con- 

cem over d e t y  issues, to small zones wirhin these states. The Amencan Truck- 

hg AssoCiations (ATA) and the border state govemments accept an open border 

policy but one view is that the real issue is politics rather than safety. The U.S. 

Teamsters union used election year pressure to lobby the federal govemment to 

keep the border closed (Tm& West, Aprii 19I7). The U. S. -Mexico border 

dispute puts Canada in the middle since its own 53-fwt trailea are barred and, 

ironidy, challenger Motor Freight hc. c a ~ o t  use equipment h m  its U.S. 

division for Mexican operations, thus creatiag needless inefficiencies. Fortu- 

nately for Canada its primary trade market is still the United States with Mexico 

at about 2% of impodexport flows as compared to the United States.I9 As of 

1998 the U.S. -Mexico international border dispute shows no signs of lemng 

up. " 

The on-going NAFïA agenda includes the following: 

(1) adjacent states on both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border may be s e ~ c e d  by 

the respective foreign carriers as of December 17, 1995. Country-wide trans- 

border access is to be achieved by Januaq 1, 2000. Caoada will receive the 

same privileges as the United States. 

(2) Mexican carriers that engage in transborder business may be up to 49% for- 

eign owned as of December 17, 1995. As of January 1, 2001 foreign h s  may 



own a majarity interest (51 96) in a Mexican carrier engaged in transbder op 

eratims. F d y ,  by January 1,2004, complete f&gn owneRhip of these car- 

riers is possible with, in that y-, reciprocif~ aliowed for Mexiotn investors as 

well. Again, Canada receives the same pnviieges as  the United States. 

(3) A set of five haasport system harrnonktion cornmittees were set up to deal 

with issues of smndandization. Their respective responsibilities are: 

(a) vehicle weights, dimensions, brakes, tires and emissions 

(b) driver standards and medical requirements 

(c) dangerous goods movement 

(d) road signing and traffic contml devices 

(e) rail d e t y  

The process of standardization involveci in point three is one of the toughest ar- 

eas to resolve. The United States possesses the most restrictive set of regulations 

governing weight and dimensions at the feûeral and state leveL2I 

Canada and the United States have gone a long way since the 1980s dong 

the road of deregulation. A remaining question concems how trucking activity 

will adapt to the current openness. Strictly speaking, how "levelu is the current 

playing field between the two couneies? The question is important since several 

Canadian carriers have been concemeci about how deregulation wouid affect 

theu transborder market. The fear was either of dominance by the U.S. carriers 

or relocation of the Canadian camers to the United Sîates. Chow and McRae 

(1989) examined nine non-tariff barriers (NTBs) in force in the United States 

and Canada and wncluded that they were ali non-discriminatory in nature. Fur- 

thermore, it should be borne in mind that after the publication of bat paper, as 



noid above, both the US. states (in 1994) and Caaadian provinces (in 

1989-1998) w d d  deregdate as weil. What is most important to realize is that 

comparative djlP?U1wntage can arise due to govanment reguiaticm h m  a variety 

of sources." However, the authors did cite cabotage regulations as the ody sig- 

nificant source of conern for Canadian carriers wishing to operate in the U.S. 

white h g  exclusively based in Canada Cabotage reforrn is the next and tinal 

step on the deregulation road. 

(1.20) Cabotage regdation 

Cabotage regdations are specific to transborder trucking operatms but they 

are by no means subject to slraightforward interpretation on the parts of either 

the officiais responsibb for enforcement or the trucking fimu that m u t  operate 

under them. This section examines the form of these regdations and dimisses 

how have corne to cope wïth them. Finally, an analysis of the current 

cabotage refonns is provided. 

The word cabotage derives h m  the french word caboter meaning to coast 

or to move from cape to cape. Another variation is the spanish word c a b  

which spec i f i dy  means a cape. From these it can be seen that cabotage is a 

transport activity that first applied to ocean vessel shipping; specifically pick-up 

and delivery dong a wastline. In the United States, ocean vessel restrictions 

were covered by the lk&rcbt Mriae Act of 1920 which is also referred to as 

the "Jones Actw after its author, Sen* Wesley L. Jones. Ocean vessel traffc 

dong the United States coastline was restricted to ships built and registered in 



the United States and m e d  anâ operated prsdominantly by its citizens. The 

Jones Act was justif?ed in terms of ensuring a suffiCient merchant marine capac- 

ity in order to meet defense needs. Naval power and commercial sea lane access 

are equated with protection of mmmercial power? While cabotage beaune a 

regulated activity in ocean vessel shipping through the restrictions of foreign 

flagged vessels on a particular coast he, the term came to be used in de* 

tion of dl forms of transport activity that took place on sovereign temtory by a 

fore@ conveyance. As aitemative modes of transport developed, the same pro- 

tections were transferred to them. 

(1.22) Cabotage regnlatioo of transborder trucking in Canada and the 

United States 

Cabotage regdations are an interesthg phenornenon b m  an eaniomic point 

of view. Economic theury predicts that regulations wiU be put in place for the 

benefit of the firms king regdated since they are able, through theu intimate 

lrnowledge of the industry, to "capture" control of the govemmental bodies that 

regulate them (Stigler (1W1); Peltzman (1976)). Many examples of such 

"capturing" occur in tems of associations for teachers, Iawyers, accountants, 

physicians, etc. that advise, or even sit on, the regdatory boards that oversee 

their i n d ~ s t r y . ~ ~  Indeed, as noted in sections 1.12 and 1.13, in the days of juris- 

dictional licensure, the provincial and state motor d e r  regdatory boards put 

the onus on new entrants to rebut the arguments of any incumbent firms that felt 

that further entry would be a detriment to the industry as a whole. Cabotage 

regulations, which oversee the operations of a foreign truck while on domestic 

soil, are a different matter. These regulations are intemational in scope and are, 

to a great extent, subject to ambiguities which thw makes cornpliance difficdt. 

As a remit, many fhns that engage in transborder operations may find it safer 



to ernpty backhaaut if traosborèer fRight cannot be found, rather than m p t  a 

cabotage m e  only to face delays m terms of estabhihg legaliîy or fdciog 

fines if the move were found to be in violation. 

The limitation of f d g n  operators and their tquipment in domestic juridictions 

came to be applied to all modes of transport, and the effects it has had or: trucking in 

the United States and Canada bave come to the fore since deregulation in each country 

opened up international borùers to increased foreign truckhg cornpetition. In both Can- 

ada and the United States, cabotage regulatiom bave been divided into a set of 

regulaîioas applying to the equipment used- which is treated as an import; albeit a 

tem- one- and another set applying to the driver, who is permitted only to move 

goods directiy in and directly out of the country concemed. The equiprnent is covered 

under the respective CLstom ACtp whife the driver is covered under the respective Un- 

m@tion Acis. 

The details under each Act for Canada and the United States are not reciprocal and, 

of course, the level of enforcement on each side of the border is always subject to vari- 

ation and interpretation. Two specific cabotage moves of note are lmown as: (1) 

incidental domestic moves; and (2) repositioning domestic r n ~ v e s . ~  Highlights of the 

reguiations as applied to each will be examined in him. It should be bonie in mind t 'ai  

while Canada provides for both types of moves, the United States prohibits what may 

be d e d  " flexible" repositioning moves. 

A foreign tmcker may engage in domestic "incidental" operatioas when domestic 

goods are deEvered while carxyhg less than a full load of irnports or exports. The d e  

mestic operation is incidental in the seme that it takes place totally within the country 

in question and the route is consistent with the transborder mute itseLf. Only rninor de- 

tours off of the transborder route are acceptable. While "minor" is subject to 



interpretation, a maximum 20 km deviation might be d d e r e d  acceptable by customs 

officiais (House, 1993). S U ,  the reguiaticms for both amhies are not specEc and 

this suk$ectivity adds to cornpliance costs in terms of, say, a camer's the  cost in in- 

vestigation of operat id  legaiity or in its turning down of tectinidy legal operations 

out of ri&-aversity due to lack of cIarity. A further insight into these regiilstiom cornes 

h m  mting thai, for foreign trucks operaihg in Caaada, the domestic "incidental 

goods' cannot ex& 30% by weight and value of the international goods carried. For 

example, a U.S. tnick that was 99% Ioaded with furniture imported inîo Canada muid 

not, as pan of a c h d i a n  incidental operatkn, pick-up and dropoff while still in Can- 

ada, an extremeiy valuable diamond that couid fit in the 1 % of space av&Ie because 

the 30% of value d e  would be v i o M .  The United States d a s  not appeer to have a 

weight or value restriction appIicable to incidentai moves. Since incidentai movement 

reguiations apply to exportables and importables, a U.S. truck transporting U.S. items 

h m  a U.S. ongin to a U.S. destination but happening to cross into Canada (through, 

for example, southern ûritario noah of Lake Erie) as part of that US. operation would 

not be eligible to engage in the transport of Canadian goods. There are no limit. to the 

total number of incidental moves undertaken as part of a transborder operation so long 

as each confoms to the reguiations. 

&th Canada and the United States d o w  for incidental moves to be undertaken as 

part of the inbound and outbound portions of the transborder route. The foreign truck- 

hg finn and its equipmeut must, however, be licensed by the particuiar province or 

state and the driver must meet the provisions of the respective Immigration Act of 

which more will be said below. In the United States, unlike in Canada, the provisions 

for incidental moves r e q k  that they be par& of a "regularly scheduled" transborder 

operation which implies, it would seem, that only Canadian trucking h s  with an es- 

tablished record of U.S. entry over specific mutes would receive the privilege to 

engage in incidental operations by U.S. customs o f f i d s .  



During an incidental move, exportables or importables must be & si- 

muIGineowly with the domestic items (and COLLfanaing with the 30% d e  in 

Canada). If the domestic items an transported alone, the move is not illegai; the 

only Merence is that the operation haJ chaaged from an incidental move to a 

rqositioning mwe. Again, note that this operation would only be le@ uoder 

the Canadian reguiatim. nius, h g h t  domestic Canadian goods can be m s -  

ported alow by U.S. irucking f%ns so long as that operation puts hem in 

position to make a transborder move. The key ciifference overail between Can- 

ada and the United States is that, for the latter, the internatid route must be a 

reguiarly sckduled part of the trucking h ' s  business no matter how much 

fieight is actually carried each and every time; it is the travel fresueacy that is 

important. This provision on the part of the United States ensures that any inter- 

national move is not "aictificially stnictured" so as to foster a cabotage move 

since cabotage must always be incidental to the overall purpose of the transport. 

A repositicming move occurs whereby one, and only one îrip involving 

solely domestic goods may be transporteci anywhere berneen the dropoff point 

of the original transborder move and the pick-up point of an export load; that is, 

the repositioning move must place the vehicle hto a position such that a trans- 

border operation out of the country will take place. To qualify as a repsitioning 

move Canadian officiais require that: (1) the export load for movement out of 

the country must be pre-ananged before pick-up of the domestic goods under 

which the repositioning move is to take place; (2) this export load must be 

availabIe for pick-up oace the repositicming move has beea completed meaning 

that there cm be no stopping over; and (3) the domestic load dropoff point 

must be in direct h e  of the export pick-up point rneaning that only a minor de- 

viation off of the intedonal route is admissible in a simila fishion to 



incidenOiI movements. To elaborate M e r  upon point (3): between transborder 

dropoff point (A) and bnnsbmler pick-up point (B), the repositioning move 

must occur wirh ody  a miaor deviaticm off of the A to B direct iine and the re- 

positionhg dropoff need not be anywhere near B; ir just has to be in <iirect Line 

(coIlinear) to it and the point of exit. One can also ider that doubhg back is 

not aUowed since the reposition dropoff must be reacheù with point B in- 

between the dropoff and the intemational border- Note that even though only 

one RpWtioniag move is ailowed by a U.S. truck while on Canadian soil, the 

length of the move is unrestncted. Also the direction of the repositioning move 

is mmstricted only so long as doubling back is not occiaring; that is, aii direz- 

tions but northward of point B are possible for a reposititioning move in Canada 

Finally, any repOmtiOning move in Canada has a t h e - K t  involved since aiI 

foreign trucks, tractors and trailen m u t  leave Canadian soi1 after 30 days from 

the date of entry. Since Canadian routes foilow east-west patterns, by and large, 

Canadian repositioniag moves wil l  d y  follow that patteru. 

As stated, the United States does not provide for repositioning rnoves. 

However, a variation is allowed in the forrn of the d e d  retum, outwani 

trip. In a sense the repositioning move loses any flexibility ou the part of the 

Canadian truchg firm in that it is restncted by U.S. officiais to be in a north- 

ward direction. Furthemore, U. S. Customs S e ~ c e  reguktim specify that this 

cabotage move be "reasonably incidental to [the truck's] economical and prompt 

departure from a foreign country" (Bouse, 1993). The interpretation of this 

provision on the part of U S .  Customs o f f i d s  has been overly restrictive in 

that the departme must be northward to Canada and the border exit must be at, 

or very close to, the original point of entry. Assuming that U.S. authonties 

wodd ever allow multidirectional, repositioning cabotage it might work to 

Canada's advantage in a fuUy intepted North American free îracie area in that, 



if a dropoff is made in the United States, a xqmsitionkg move codd be made 

into the U.S. deep-south if a transborder move immediately out of the U. S. and 

back to Cana& could be arranged.% Perhaps a relatively short move out of the 

United States to Mexico would be possible thus allowing a r~entry to the 

United States with the possibility of taking more domestic U.S. gwds up north 

through anorber rrpositioning move that might be long enough to dlow for the 

arrangement of a transborder move back to Canada. 

Immigration legislation for both Canada and the United States is such that 

ail cabotage activity requites the use of domestic labour. This is whaî makes 

cabotage such a difficuit activity for transborder trucking firms. The equipment 

is granted certain M o m s  of tramport but the &ver must not be foreign. Im- 

migrant status or a work visa is required and, of course, the latter would be 

dificult to &tain aven that cabotage activities are always "incidental" or 

"secondary" to the overail value of the international operation. û d y  drïvers tbat 

had dual cihnship as weLl as abonginals would be able to engage in cabotage 

under these conditions. Neither CUSTA nor NAFTA provide any relief Frorn 

these restrictions. 

One complication involved in U.S. Customs d e s  that might affect the pos- 

sibility of Cana& invoking the NAFTA legislation so as to use the United States 

as an intemediate transport area whiie proceeding into Mexico is to note that 

the d e s  specify, it will be recalled, that the exit point h m  the United States 

must be at roughly the border crossing from which original entry took place. 

Does this eliminate a Canadian truck's exiting the United States h m  the south 

into Mexico k t  and then eventually malring its way to the same Canada-U.S. 

border crossing some time later? The legislation is not CI-, the matter wiIl turn 

on interpretation. Furthemore, do the interests of the NAFTA ovemde U.S. 



Custom~ legishaîion? The answer qxars to be no. 

Uniike the United States, Caoada does provide for switching procedures for 

U.S. carriers engaged in a transborder movement. if the U.S. tractor andor 

traiter needs to return, for whatever reason, back to the United States while in 

the midst of its transborder trip in Canada, U.S. replacement equipment may be 

dispatched from a Caoadian location to keep the load moving provided that such 

a movement of the equipment qualifies as a repositioning move. Since the goods 

are on Caaadian soil they are considered domestic as far as the replacement 

equipment is amcemeci. But another US. driver may be used as well if the 

cargo were solely a U.S. export or import indicating that only the replacement 

equipment must foUow the cabotage regdations in this case. In terms of emer- 

gencies such as equipment breaking down while in Canada, any US. equipment 

andor drivers may be used as replacements to keep the freight moving even if 

such a movement of replacements did not constitute a repositioniug move. Only 

such emergency procedures are, in point of k t ,  allowed in the United States as 

weli. 

(1.23) Current proposais for reform 

After deregdation of the trucking industry came into effect Li Canada and 

the United States, freedorn of entry aîIowed foreign trucks to enter strictly d e  

mestic markets. At k t ,  transborder markets were only to be used for the 

movement of exports and imports but as the presence of more (foreign) carriers 

incrpased, domestic shippers became aware of greater opportunities in which to 

move their g d s .  The federal governments of Canada and the United States be- 

gan, in partial response, to ciraft regulations that would d o w  for limited point- 

t q o i n t  domestic transportation on the parts of foreign carriers. The elimination 



of forced interlining and the greater ability of the mostly TL Canadian carriers 

to &tain a backhad when traveling deeper into the United States would add to 

the effitiency of the long haul portion of the industry. However, the implemen- 

tation of NA.€TA combined with the rapid growth in transborder activity in the 

19809, would make cabotage reform an issue for discussion in the early 1990s. 

In 1995 the CTA and the ATA designed proposais that would reduce some 

of the restrictions on cabotage activity on both sides of the border. Hannoniza- 

tion and refonn discussions had been taking place since 1993. The proposafs in 

generai recommended that each carrier would be ailowed one free point-&point 

domestic movernent. The problem was that the proposils addressed only cus- 

toms regdations and not the more politically charged issue of immigration regu- 

lations. In this way the foreign equipment would be liberated, so to speak, but 

not the foreign driver? 

Whiie the modest proposais of the CTA-ATA had been taken up by the two 

federai govemments early in 1997 the acceptability of the proposais h m  the 

point of view of U.S. tnicking firms had diminished. The reason was due to the 

relationship between U.S. equipment cabotage and the provisions of the federai 

Eircise Tax Act goveming Canada's Goods and Services Tax (GST). The current 

view of Revenue Canada is that cabotage would trigger a GST levy on U.S. 

trucking finns for both the domestic service they provide as weli as the full 

market value of their foreign equipment itself and it is the latter levy that pri- 

marily concems U.S. ca~riers.~~ With respect to the tax on cabotage service pro- 

vided, there is even some concem by small U.S. carriers that, whiie they may 

receive input tax credits on the GST they pay, they are not able to wait the time 

required for reimbursement. In addition, these fïrms must comply with the pro- 



d u r e s  for GST ~0~ and nling which may be looLed upon as an extra 

administrative burden. However, the =A-ATA rn of the view that it is rea- 

ooaable to allow the GST to apply to domestic seNices provided by foreign car- 

riers sina domestic carriers are abject to the ame levy. 

The CïA-ATA do feel that a GST levy on the value of US. equipment is 

mdbed unfair. Revenue Caoada is of the view that the U.S. equipment entering 

for the purpose of cabotage is an imported conveyance that is subject to GST in 

order to enslm equitable tax treatment with domestic goods subject to tax. Un- 

der the provisions of the Wons Act of C h d a  the stibis of the equipment as 

an irnport (alkit, at a duty rate of zero) has always prevailed but it is interesthg 

that at this time of reform Revenue Caaada now wishes to ciaim GST within a 

more liberalized cabotage environment. Certainy the U.S. equipment was not 

abject to GST when purchased in the U.S. while the value of Canadian equip 

ment pinchased in Canada was. The view of Revenue Canada may level the 

playkg field regarding taxes but it also provides a disincentive for US. carriers 

to engage in cabotage.30 

The difficulties with the GST issue have put plans for new cabotage regda- 

tions on hold and, i n d ,  the focus has shifted to a re-interpretation of the ex- 

isting d e s  goveming equipment cabotage on the parts of Canadian and U.S. 

Customs officids. The more lenient interpretationdl proposed apply to the fol- 

lowing areas: (1) luading and re-loadiog foreign trailea with g d s  h m  the do- 

rnestic country; (2) moving empty foreign equipment; and (3) transport of do- 

mestic goods m foreign traders engaged in incidental or repositioning moves. 

The implications of these points will be considered in turn. 

Point (1)  serves to create efficiency gains for LTL carriers in tenns of their 



ccmsoIidatiion operations at the terminais. For example, conisider a U.S. trailer 

that amives at a Canadh temiirial carrying U.S. experts. After its initial cargo 

is unloaded and the trailer is lœded with other U.S. exports to be traasfened 

elsewhere within Cariisda, such an operation muid no Longer be interpreted as a 

cabotage Operatioa. The new goods. despite having already been exported to 

Caoada, are still amidered to be an export in transit and thus not domestic 

goods. In this way. ai i  export goods that cross the border are eligible to be 

transported by equipment h m  the exporting country. Furthemore, this move 

will not be considered incidental sina the g d s  are deemed i n t e d d  thus 

avoidiag the cabotage mguiati011s.~ 

Point (2) indicates that the movement of empty foreign equipment wiu not 

fall under a strict cabotage interpretation; in fa* th& movement wiil be con- 

sidemi as a "non move". The appîicabiüty of the cabotage regulatians t~ 

goods-laden equiprnent only will remove the question of iUegality with respect 

to M e r  spotting of Canadian Mers in the United States. For example, a Ca- 

nadian tractor-traier may amve in a U.S. city, have its cargo unlmded, and 

then pn>ceed to another U.S. city whereby the empty M e r  is switched with a 

l d e d  trailer to go back to Canada. The empty trailer's transport MU not be 

govemed by cabotage regiilations. It is also the case that the new l d e d  trader 

may be U.S. equipment as weii. What is important is that the total contents are 

intemational freight. 

Finally, point (3) addresses the more s p d c  forms of cabotage. The current 

system in Canada, it will be d e d ,  rquires that a repositioning move be 

completed within 30 days of entq while the US. system does not allow for 

such a move at aii. In the United States the Canadian M e r  m u t  exit the coun- 

try after the delivery of its transborder goods meaning that any cabotage under- 



taken a h  the initial dropoff mut  be in a backhaui direction. In this area, 

U.S. Customs proposes not b enfocce the restrictive words 'regularly sched- 

dedw so that such moves need not be part of established transborder operations 

for Canadhn Carriers.u Of course, the restriction to northward backhaul direc- 

tions will remain in piace and the point-to-point domestic move must involve a 

pick-up of exports back to Caaada when the domestic cargo is dropped 0% 0th- 

erwise, the move would be an illegal repositioning. The new interpretation in- 

creases the îikelihood of IOQded backbauls because, in the pst, some backhauis 

had to be tumed down since they existed at points where backhaui runs were not 

" reguiariy scheduled" . 

The reinterpretaticms of the Cuistoms Act in both countnes thus involve what 

is to be meant by a domestic and an international move. The emphasis also 

changes from a focus on the movement of the equipment to an empbans on the 

origin and destination of the cargo. What is not explicit in the new interpreta- 

tions, and is a @lem for the LTL sector, is the disposition of a trailer that 

contains both U. S. and Canadian cargo or, for that matter, goods that are both 

international and domestic and yet from the same country. For example, in a p  

plying point (1) above, when a Canadian tractor-traiier engages in a point-to- 

point movernent of U.S. export goods in transit, may U.S. domestic goods also 

be transportecl between these two points or between any two intermediate points 

in-between? It would seem tbat the domestic goods movement would have to 

satisfy the regulations goveming incidental movement cabotage. 

As can be seen the cornpiete reform of cabotage regulations WU be a slow 

process because of the political nature of: (1) taxation in an era of deficit and 

debt reduction; and (2) immigration policy in regard to domestic employment 



p o a i ~ t i e s .  The c m n t  border dispute between the United States and M e x h  

highlights the point concerning immigration and it wouM seem that aie NAFTA 

environmat would force any sideaeal worked out b e ~ e n  the United States 

and Canada to be e v e n W y  applicable to Mexico. Furthemore, neither Canada 

n a  the United States are averse from securing employwnt protection at the ex- 

pense of one another. 

(1.30) Cabotage a d  the issue of regniatory compbce 

This section serves to take what was developed in sections 1.20-1.23 and 

discuss how the transborder tmcking fkns actually operate in an environment 

where cabotage operations may or may not be seen as viable. The lack of clarity 

and overt misinterpretation of the regdations on the parts of tmcking firms are 

a source of econornic inefficiency that cannot be discounted. 

Sections 1.21 -1.23 highlighted the compiicated nature of cabotage regula- 

tions in both Canada and the United States. The regulations pose difficdties for 

tnicking finns engaged in transborder operations because they are govemed by 

regdations enforced by offids of another country and, furthemore, cabotage 

regulations are split into a Czi.stom Act jurisdiction overseeing foreign trucking 

equipment and an Imjg-ation Acr jurisdiction overseeing foreign drivea. The 

issue of wmpliance is important because it i s  usehl to laiow whether of not ef- 

ficiency gains due to cabotage reform will be had because h s  will either: (1) 

now find it easier to engage in legal cabotage; or (2) not be subject to fines due 

to inadvertently violating these protectionkt regdations. Certainly, if most f h s  



h d  themselves in point (1) after r e f m  the effitiency gains to the trucking in- 

dustry will be greater. 

(1.32) Resuits from a previous survey of trucking fhns  

The resuits of the Transnode (1991) suwey of Canadian and U.S. trucking firms 

will be summariled here before the results of  the 1996 nirvey, completed specifically 

for this dissertation, are examineci. Note that the Transmode survey took place befm 

any officiai public overtures with respect to cabotage reform were made. Problems with 

some of the technical points r a i d  by the Wnters of this survey will be pointed out 

sime, it wodd seem, they were not aware of certain specifics related to the cabotage 

regulations. This does not cal1 into question the overall results; rather it serves to fur- 

ther add to a perception of innocuousness that pervades the transborder trucking indus- 

try. The 1996 swey completed as part of this dissertation does not include opinions on 

the parts of the surveyed with respect to the specific ATA-CTA ptoposals since 

they were not in the public domain at that tirne. But the effects of the NAFTA environ- 

ment would certainly be expected to be more clearly understocxi by these fims than by 

those nirveyed in the 199 1 study . 

For the Canadian part of the Transmode s w e y  the contact set comprised of 78 

mostly TL generd freight and specialty fïrrns selected by various provincial tnicking 

associations, as opposed to stmight randorn sampling. One-third were in Ontario, an- 

other one-third in Quebec and the remainder in the rest of Canada. It should a l ~  be 

noted that the firms need not have been Canadian-owned; rather, some could be U.S. 

subsidiaries located in Canada. The greatest demand for cabotage operations cornes, in- 

cidentally, from TL carriers due to their incidence of empty backhauls. 

The survey technique was a mailed-out questionnaire with telephone follow-up for 



purposes of c ~ c a f i i o n .  A total of 33 responses were rrtumeû out of the 78 solicita- 

ticma. The infoimatcm sought was: (1) quanti@ of aansborder operatioas (in revenue, 

t o ~ e s ,  and kilometers); (2) describing the current cabotage undertaken and outhhg 

any regulatory diffidties found in the United States; and (3) beaefits and cos& to the 

particular h, as weU a9 those anticipated to befaIl the entire industry, if a change in 

envimunent h m  status quo to complete cabotage were to occur. Furtbermore, how 

these cost and bene& would affect tocation of offices, terniinals, and maintenance fa- 

cilities was also a requested part of point (3). 

The problems and bisses involved in this survey, itccording to Transmcxie, were: 

the low response rate due to apparent cynicism conamhg the government's intentions; 

Coaflicting, though stroogIy-held, opinions conceming points (1) and (2); and the diffi- 

cuity for the nrmS to speculate enough to adâmss point (3). 

Of the s d  sample, the conclusion drawn in the report was that, of the ernpty 

hauls occUmng in transborder operations, 70% of them were in the northbound direc- 

tion. This meant that Canada would stand to achieve efficiency gains h m  relaxed U. S. 

cabotage d e s  by filLing empty backhads. Of course, the question remaineci at the time 

as to whether or not Canada would agree to reciprocate in its own rules. Of note as 

weU was the k t  that several of the specialhd carriers experienced empty hauls on 

more than 20% of total transborder operations. Of the 33 respondents, 10 indicated that 

" triangulation" was an Unportant tool for the maintenance of efficient loaded mile ra- 

tios; that is, traveling to the United States from a point in Canada, retuming to another 

Canadian destination, and then pioceeding back to the point of origin ( u d y  in an 

east-west fashion). 

Another interesthg point, highlighting the ambiguities of the reguiation, was that 

most Canadian carriers beiieved al2 forms of driver cabotage in the United States were 



prohibited while such a view of US. Custums legislatim was clearly too m g .  What 

some Canlrfian finns did was ernpby U.S. drivers and aactors (i-e. owner-) 

for the U. S. legs of their operatious. There was also the perception by the firms that 

U.S. cabotage d e s  were mon vigmusty enforced than were the rules to restrict their 

U.S. counterparts operating in Canada. Of course, such feelings can be werblown. 

Two comma problems Canadian fims cited were: (1) a U.S. shipper has a domestic 

and Canadian trailer in his yard and inadvertentiy l d s  the latter for a U. S. operation 

(which is certainly a hazard involved in M e r  spotting); and (2) when a Canada-based 

trailer is consigneci to a U.S. Customs yard awaiting clearance, which can take several 

days at times, problems can anse if the driver rehuniag to make the pick-up is not the 

original one. These ambiguities work against legitirnate cabotage operations or force 

fiws upon h s  iaadvertendy performùig illegal cabotage. 

In terms of moving from soitus quo to limited or unlunited cabotage, of the 33 re- 

spondents, 13 saw w new benefits, 10 felt that the number of ernpty hauls would be re- 

duced, and the d e r  10 identified specific efficiency gains such as: 

(1) greater opportwiities to ioclude 2 U. S. points in a eiangular route for 

either repitioning or simply using more available domestic opportuni- 

ties to d u c e  ernpty d e s .  

(2) building on point (l), the triangle route could be hirned into a square 

mute which would have the effect of equalinng and rationaking east- 

bound and west-bound braffic in Canada. 

(3) both limited, and complete, cabotage aliow for a greater prevalence 

of npositioning moves while wmplete cabotage, specifically , would al- 

low for the complete integratioa of trailer pools as a source of efficiency 



gains for the industry. 

Under a new regdatory regime, legality of cabotage moves would have to be more 

clearly defineci. For example, "repositioning" wodd need a specific definition in that: 

". . . would a move from Boston to Florida be considered a repositioning if it permits a 

truck to pick up a ld of produce bound for Canada?" (Transmode, 1991). It is sur- 

pnsing thaî the Writers of the report would ask that question since: (1) the answer to 

their question is yes; and (2) repositioning moves were, and are, Uegal in the United 

States barring a revision to its Ciistons Act. Nonetheless, the survey results, despite be- 

h g  sparse, show evidence of reguiatory inefficiencies. However, some respondents 

gueStoned the Canadian side of the transborder industry's ability to cornpete with their 

U.S. counteqmts in a more open tepime. Another result from the sample was that 

western Canadian trucking fimu favored greater cabotage more so than their eastern 

coun terpartS. 

In tems of the U.S. side of the survey, TL carriers were used since they are the 

part of the industry more Wrely to experience cabotage difficdties in Canada. The LTL 

sector is dominated by large d e n  iikely to maintain a Canadian subsidiary or inter- 

line with Canadian carniers. Thus, they tend to make use of Canadian driven and 

equipment in their US.-to-Canada operations. For these reasons, they were excluded 

h m  the survey . The portion of TL sector sampled was basically U. S. -bas& and oper- 

ated, using only U.S. equipment in its transborder operations. 

The survey for the United States was more informa1 since cabotage was considerd 

to be l e s  of an issue for U.S. truckhg firms. Telephone and in-person interviews were 

carried out covering a standard set of questions. For the large firms contactai, Canada 

was seeo rnerely as an extentim of the U.S. market. Their prirnary market in Canada 

was southem Ontario. As weU, firm size was not directly related to the size of its Ca- 



nadian operations- W e  U.S. ca,rrhm actively soliciteci US.-bound Caaadian freight 

for their r e m  trip, 

Carriers were asked M y  if their [sic] felt their l d e d  mile ratios 

would be higher if they were able to carry domestic freight within Can- 

ada. The response was unanimously 'no'. They indicated that not ody 

were they generally not interested in carrying Canadb domestic fieight 

as part of their international operations, but that their operations were 

not geared to short-haul movements. In their perforrnance-oriented envi- 

ronment, they found no m m  for domestic cabotage movements within 

Caoada They were of the view that if Can;bdian fkeight was to be car- 

ned, it would have to be carried using Canadian drivers and equipment 

in order to most effectively utilize Canadian operating des, financial 

conditions and market circurnstances (Transmode, 1991; pp. 5 W ) .  

While the survey produced a generalized response dong the lines that Canadian 

cabotage regdation did not present a problem, the respondents were not aware of the 

technidy illegal actions that could be undertaken by carriers with respect to such 

things as vehicle breakdown, equipment repositioning and demurrage. According to the 

writers of the report a typical, though potentially illegal response to vehicle breakdown 

while on route in Canada was to deploy a fresh U.S. driver a d o r  tractor and many re- 

spondents were su-sed that such a move could be deemed illegal. Of course, it was 

show in the review of the regdations above that legitimate emergency procedures 

were legal, according to Canadian officiais. But with respect to repositioning through 

Mer-spotting, many fïrms were surprised to learn that only the driver that physically 

brought the trailer into Canada, or the driver that would physically take the trailer out 

of Canada, would be aiiowed to move a M e r  between b d e r  pools in Canada Fi- 

d y ,  the demurrage aspect whereby a U.S. M e r  cannot stay in Canada beyond 30 



&YS was also uew information for some of the nspondents. 

In tenns of relaxed d e s  of cabotage, the U.S. respondents felt that less regdation 

was better than more but that no substantive change in their Canadian operations would 

result Again, it seemed that the cabotage issue was perceived as more important to the 

CaBadian side of the industry and it wodd have to be decided whether or not cabotage 

d e s  in Canada are in place because they are seen as a useful form of non-tariff barrier 

or seen as an antiquated impediment to a Canadian industry interested in fiexibility and 

cornpetition. The techniCatities mentioned above were seen as simple anistraints to the 

realities of transborder trucking; that is, how might deploying another U.S. driver to 

keep a shipment moving, or repositioning an empty traiier between pools, or letting it 

rernain in Canada past 30 days, affèct business? 

The survey did make clear the point that while trucking firms might not have been 

able to articulate d e f i t e  positions with respect to cabotage, the industry's oqaniza- 

tions and associations were very much able to do so. An interest group framework of 

analysis was hinted at: "In many cases, industry organizations recognued diverging in- 

terests among their membership. They can, nevertheless, put forward an overall posi- 

tion without dissent among their ranks. Similady, industry organizations recognize the 

apparent regional differences, but can compromise sufficiently to endorse the national 

position articulated by the Canadian Trucking Association." (Tramode, 1991; p. 

68) 

In terms of the Canadian regionai aspects involveci in the information gathered, 

since western Canadiari TL carriers have developed a strong position in transborder 

markets and penetrate deeply into the United States, they would clearly benefit from 

cabotage reform in that better repositioning opportunities in the U.S. may be afforded. 

While the Alberta, Saskatchewan, and British Columbia trucking associations favored 



cabotage refotm, it is ciaimed, such reform was not a high priority issue in thai region. 

The m e y  also spcined that these proviaces, aluiough Juppomve, did net Eeel that tbe 

benefits tbey would receive were high enough to reveme the oved i  indusîry view- 

which was probably influenaxi and f d  in cenaal Canada- as king against cab 

rage reform. This highlights the compromise within the Caaadian industry. The Mani- 

toba Truchg Association is more concemed about east-west transport aud is also more 

ancemeci about U.S. competition than are the more western provinces meanuig that, 

while Manitoba achowledges benefits to some carriers, its preference is for the stahri 

quo. In Ontario, the presence of U.S. competition is more clearly felt in terms of the 

m n g  presence of U.S. LTL carriers serving the province and interlining with local 

carriers, and recentiy the U.S. TL carriers' expansion of operations into southem On- 

tario and the Tomtr>-Montreal corridor. In the Ontario and Quebec region, the belief 

that U.S. trucking fïrms possess a cost advantage is strong enough to outweigh any vis- 

ible benefits that might accrue h m  relaxed cabotage mgulations. Geography is such 

that, while cabotage creates more operating effiicency through greater available oppor- 

tuaities wherever one may travel, the travel oosts of peneaating deeply into the United 

States wodd s t .  exist and this is seen as a hollow benefit in Ontario and Quebec. In 

other words, cabotage reform is seen to improve operathg efficiency but m o t  over- 

corne cost differentials between the United States and Canada in tems of he-haul op  

erations. 

In wntrast to the western region' s lack of fear concerning U. S. competition, the 

Ontario and Quebec trucking associations highlighted the fact that their markets are 

bigger and more lucrative than the western ones, thus serving as a better target for U.S. 

encroachment. Finally, Atlantic Cahada, çomewhat Iike the wea, does not fear & 

tage refom since those provinces did not claim to feel vulnerable to U.S. competition. 

Befause of the trianguiar routes developed by Atlantic-based transborder trucking firms 

a move to the U.S. is followed by a northwarù move into Ontario, which puts an At- 



lantic &er in a position to taLe Avantage of mon fàvorable easfbound rates The At- 

lantic region would bendit h m  greater oppomimties for npositioaing and more hci- 

dental o p e r a h  in the United States. What was of ccmcexn by the inte- in that rc 

@on was the extent to which the route from Ontario eastwatd wouid become dominated 

by U.S. carriers or whether U.S. carriers would arrive in the Atlantic region and move 

freight westward in order to qmsition in Ontario or Quebec in the event of a relaxed 

cabotage environrnent. It should also be ernphasued that the provincial governments 

themselves across Canada echoed by and large the views of the industry in their respec- 

tive jurisdictions. meaning that cabotage reform was supported in the west. opposed in 

central Canada, and cautiousiy endorsed in Atlantic Canada Of course, the industry 

liw at the t h e  was for s t a ~  quo aloag with more vigorous checks for cornpliarice on 

rhe part of U.S. carriers operathg Canada 

In summary, deregdation of the trucking industry in the United States and to a 

lesser extent in Canada has led to increased transborder aperations. U.S. TL carriers 

have increased their p-nce in Canada (especially in southeni Ontario) in this regard. 

The cabotage issue pits the view of increased efficiency in north-south operations 

against the view, held in Canada at the time of the survey, that the United States is bet- 

ter equipped to compete in a market mbject to cabotage reform. If the statzu quo is de- 

sired then the relevant regulations must be M e r  clarifiai in both countries and 

stncter enforcement to insure cornpliance m u t  be met in order to eliminate irregulari- 

ties. The spirit of the reform proposais covered in section 1.23 seem to highlight this. 

(1.33) The 1996 Cabotage Sorirey 

To updaîe the findings of the Transmode survey, this dissertation undertook 

another survey, over the montbs of April through September of 1996, dealing 

mostly with Canadian &ers. The swey covered Canadian firms in a l l  prov- 



inces, except Quebec, with the Adantic provinces being covered as a r e g i d  

block A list of prospective firms Wrely to engage in, or have opinions conceni- 
. . 

hg, cabotage was obtained from the relevant provinciai trucking assmahons. 

Firms were first wntacted by telephone and an employee at the executive level 

was asked to identify knowledge of, and engagement in, cabotage activities in 

the United States. If one or both of these criteria wen satisfied a hard copy nu- 

vey questionnaire was faxed to the h. What stands out in the results to be 

presented are the differences in knowledge of the regdations by firms claiming 

to engage in transborder operations and the tiny percentage cf h s  that actually 

identify an undertaking of cabotage (Le. o d y  one C d a n  and one U.S. f%m 

indicated cabotage activities out of 16 hard copy ssureys sent out and approxi- 

mately L O O  separate telephone inquiries). 

What foilows is a documentation of the results obtained from the faxed 

questionnaires as weil as the, albeit anecdotal, views of various h s  on related 

issues most of which were given at the telephone i n t e ~ e w  stage. The results of 

this survey will be compared to the fiadings of the Transmode survey. 

A cornmon thread that ran through the inquiry of h s  was, in many cases, 

ignorance as to the proper use of the word "cabotage". When the definition was 

explained, many firms identified it with the word " intersîathgw instead. The 

two tenns can be taken as synonymous as far as Canadian carriers are con- 

cemed. Nonetheles, the majority of transborder Canadian firms contacted cited 

strictly transborder moves and to the extent that U.S. operations took place at 

ail, they were facilitated by i n t e r h g  with a U.S. subsidiary or contracted 

parhier employing the necessary domestic equipment and driven which thereby 

avoided the need to engage in cabotage in the United States. 



The following represents some of the firmst views, gathered in telephone 

conversation, with respect to alîowable ami non-allowable transboFder and cabo- 

tage activities. ki order to protect the ancmymity of the surveyed h s ,  they 

will be identified only by province of head office residence. A d a p i n i o n  p 

vided by a h ( s )  wiU be presented in each point below and thea commented 

=!?on- 

(1) Movement w i t h  a state is fine but one cannot cross its border to another 

state with a load originating in that state (Manitoba h). This highlights the 

cornmon opinion tbat "interstatingw is iliegal when a Canadian firm undertakes a 

U.S. cabotage move. The review of the regdations provideci in section 1.22 

does not hold up to so ngid a view. The U.S. route for the cabotage move must 

be regularly scheduled (i.e. a part of normal U.S. routing) with ody minor de- 

viations if any. There is no mention in the reguiations of such a move king re- 

stiicted to an individual s t e .  Certainly , though, the more States that corne Uito 

play the more the h s  run up against differeot U.S. Customs officiais which 

may thus explain theK aversion to legal interstahg via ailowable cabotage 

rnoves. 

(2) "Repositioning" moves in the US. are h u g h t  with difficulties. 

(a) Take the specific case of Mer-spotting. A Canadian trailer is dropped off 

at consignee (A) in Chicago and then the tractor is moved to pick up another 

Canadian M e r  in Chicago at consignee (B) to be rnoved back to Canada. This 

is felt by U.S. Customs to be illegal; especially when another tractor d o r  

driver pich up the original trailer at consignee (A) (Manitoba fhm). Similarly, 

a Canadian driver delivering a load in the United States and driving empty to 

pick up a pre-loaded trailer while spotting the empty one at the pick-up point is 



amsidered by U.S. Customs to be cabotage while Canadh finns do not accept 

that view (Saskatchewan h). 

Trder-spotting is not a form of cabtage and, furthemore, trailer-spotting 

of Canadian equiprnent is aegd in the United States but not in Canada so iong 

as the move qualifies as a repositioning move (House, 1993). This is where the 

wnfusion on the part of the Saskatchewan firm arises: the activity described is 

not cabotage but is sa illegal nonetheless. The problem with the Manitoba 

b ' s  case, as descnbed, is tbat it is not redy an example of traiier spotting. In 

Canada, where the practice is indexxi allowed, the movement of the tractor fiom 

point A to B, carrying an empty t d e r  picked up at point A and dmpped off at 

B, represents true Mer-spotîing. The case described by the Manitoba firm is 

perfkctiy legal as long as the trailer picked up at B is carrying intemational 

freight bound for Canada and departure is through approximately the same bor- 

der point as entry. The case of a different tractor andfor driver doing the pick- 

up can indeed lead to difficdties with U.S. Custorns officials in terms of time 

costs because such officials are using their discretion in the administering of am- 

biguous regdations that do not specify one way or the other that the pick-up 

must be by the origuial tractor andor driver. Coincidentally, an official of the 

Alberta Trucking Association has said that he has received cornplaints h m  Ca- 

nadian b s  experiencing problems with U.S. Immigration in Chicago regard- 

ing the (completely legal) movement of an empty m e r  with its Canadian 

driver. 

(b) The view of the Saskatchewan Trucking Association and the CTA is that 

only south-bnorth repositioning in the U.S. is aiiowed. This is indeed true 

since the "repositioning" aüowed in the United States, it will be recalled, would 

be better characterized as "retuni mp, outward" . For example, consider a load 



that U droppal in Ongon. If a load were avaüable in WOrnia to go back to 

Canada it wodd not be legal to take a domestic load from Oregon to California. 

A Caoadian d e r  must move back to Canada aRrr the transborder drop has 

taken place. But in Canada the geography is such that U.S. repositioning moves 

in Canada are usually east-west (Saskatchewan Brm). Once a U.S. load is 

dropped off, the general direction of Cauadian equipment from that point rnust 

be northwd. The ambiguity &ses, however, with respect to exiting to Mexico 

as opposed to retuming to Canada. A mwement to Mexico would then faiciiitate 

a move back to California later in order to pick up the Canada-bound shipment. 

The interplay of NAFTA and e x i h g  U.S. Customs repuiatio~~s is not as yet re- 

sdved especially given thaf approximately two years &ter these comwnts 

were solicited, officials bave ody now undertaken a reinterpretation of the regu- 

iations. Nmetheless, acconding to the Saskatchewan fim, Saskatchewan Gov- 

eniment Iasuraace (SGI) would not at that time provide insurance to Canadian 

carriers wishiag to transport to Mexico. A reform desired by a few of the firms 

contacted is the allowance of east-west U.S. repositioaiag moves similar to 

those curnntiy allowed in Canada (New Brnmwiek, Prince Wward Island 

and two Nova Scotia h n s ) .  

(c) Reposifionhg moves by U.S. trucking fimis are occUmng in Canada white 

they are illegal in the United States (Ontario and Aïberta nrmf). The Ontario 

h gave the indication (which was claimed to represent the views h m  various 

of its customers) that U.S. trucking ntms were using U.S. drivers in such rqm 

sitioning moves in Canada. While it is txw that repositioning moves are allowed 

in Canada they are iliegal in the United States except for the restrictive "return 

trip, outward" move. Of course, the U.S. firrn must always employ a Canadian 

or dd-citizen driver when making such a move with U.S. equipment. The 

regdations goveming repositioniag seem to be the place when recipraity is 



least and it % understaridable diat Chnach firms may falsely believe thaî reci- 

procity with the Umted States is the cage since they readily obsenre their U.S. 

oounterparts engaging in such acfivity in Canada. 

(3) Cabotage enforcement is tougher in the United States than in Caoada 

(Mhitoba, Ontario, Nova Seoüa, and Alberta ~HDS) and there is a kick of 

clarity in the US. laws and different degrees of enforcement in a c h  state 

(Saskatchewan nim). These findings mirror those of the Transmade survey. 

Some h s  are aware of the possibility of engaging in tepositioniug moves but 

such moves are avoided because of the hassle involved (On&rio h). Lack of 

clarity i s  the case far both the United States and Canada. Because of this lack of 

cianty the different degrees of enforcement seem a natural outcome on the part 

of officiais that find themselves by necessity acting in an ad hoc mariner. But as 

aoted in point 2 (c) above, a view on the paa of nmis that reciprocity is 

"ntpposedn to exkt may lead them to believe that offids are more sbingent in 

the United States when they are really enforcing a legal prohibition on the type 

of repositioning move allowed there. 

(4) Cabotage in theory may be possible but a realistic barrier to any such l u m -  

tive activities is that, even after ail the red tape is cleared, there is a problem in 

fincihg a sufficient number of U.S. drivers so as to legally use the Canadian 

equipment in aIlowable U.S. cabotage (Saskatchewan firm). The iniihility to 

uçe Canadian cirivers is a problem when a great percentage of a h ' s  business 

necessitates moving into U.S. temtory (Ontario orm). The problem with the 

current immigration reguiations is tbat the drivea of the Canadian equipment in 

the United States must have U.S. citizenship or equivalent status. The rnobility 

of the equipment amss the border makes no difference in the cabotage issue 

unless the driver has dual citizenship or a U.S. driver can be located. And this 



situation shaU remain a problem into the future since the immigration side of the 

reguiations w e n  not the subject of reform discussions; wr are they expMed to 

be in the near future on the part of the ATA and CTA. 

(5) The whole area of transborder moves is grey and thus d e s  can be "bent" as 

necessary . For example, domestic U.S. transport of goods can be doae "on 

route* with the export from Canada (Ontario fiim). This opinion shows a lack 

of understanding of the current regdations since such a move may indeed be le- 

gal under certaia circumstances: the transborder move into the United States 

must have been reguiarIy scheduied; and the move with domestic freight must 

be northward once the original international neight is dropped off. But the sig- 

nificant requirement is that the driver must be a U. S. citizen when transpomng 

domestic fieight A way around the problem is to intedine with a US. ftrm be- 

cause, even if a U.S. driver were hired to move the Canadian tractor/trailer, 

there is sa a limit to the number of cabotage moves that are ailowed while on 

U. S. soil. Interlining ailows complete freedom of movement in the United 

States when the interlined firm acts as the Canadian one's agent (Ontario 6rm). 

A final point of note is that, in its renirned s w e y ,  a Saskatchewan f hn  in- 

dicated that it was not even aware that cabotage was at ali legal in the United 

Sfates. This seems significant given that this firrn also estimated that mequarter 

to me-thkd of its total sales revenue was obtained h m  transborder operations. 

(1.34) Summary of the hard copy m e y  

16 hard copy sweys were retunied. The breakdown by location is: 4 from 

Manitoba; 4 from Saskatchewan; 1 h m  British Columbia; 2 h m  Alberta; 3 

h m  Ontario; 1 Atlantic Provinces; and 1 h m  the United States. 



Respondents were asked to iadicaîe, roughiy, the contribution of transborder 

d v i t y  as a percentage of total operations in tem of wat revenue. tonnage 

and kilometers. The three time periods were pre-198 1 (U. S. and Canada regula- 

tory environment), 198 1-87 (US. motor carrier deregdateci enviroarnent), and 

1987-present (both corntries dereguiated). Many of the firms had trouble corn- 

p1eting this table in full. The results tbat were obtained are as listed below. 

S. operations as a percent of total 

(1) revenue O 4 20 

(2) revenue 3-5 
tonnage 3-5 
kilometers 3-5 

(3) revenue 40 50 60 

Ontario: 

(1) revenue O O 45 
tonnage O O 45 
kilometers O O 60 

note: rhis was the only i ï ~ ~  to c h  cabotage activity, as wiU be d i s c u d  
belo W. 

(2) revenue O 
tonnage O 
Hometers O 

(1) revenue 50 
tonnage 50 
kilometers 50 

(2) revenue 85 
tonnage 85 
kilometers 85 



(1) revenue O 
tonnage O 
kilometers O 

Saskatchewan: 

(1) revenue 35 
tonnage 30 
kilometers 40 

British Cohunbia: 

(1) revenue 2 
tonnage 2 
kilometers I 

note: each numkr in parenthes indicates a separate fym h the padcular 
pr0Moc;e. 

The surveyed firms were asked to indicate the nature of their cabotage ac- 

tivities (if any). Only two indicated such activity . An Ontario finn, noted in the 

above table, indicated involvement in both repositioning moves and incidentai 

moves on U.S. soil. What is signifiant is that repositioning moves are iliegal 

with Canadian equipment. The remaining firm to indicate was a Wisconsin, 

U.S.A. firm which did not fom part of the table above. This firm claimed to 

engage in repositioning moves in Canada which are of course provided for in 

the regdations. However, the firm also indicated that it eogaged in "Small 

'dedicatedt operations, operating in a closed bop system with &-Canadian 

equipment" which, of course, would get around any cabotage problems if the 

drivers were Canadian as well. 



It is i n t e d g  tbat such a srnail amount of evidenœ for a c t d  cabotage was 

fouad S h œ  Canada and the Uaited States were, at the time of the swey, in- 

volved in a cabotage reform process there should have been signifÎcant pressure 

put on bot& federal govemments by the various trucking associations. This pres- 

sure would have arisen out of the need to open up markets M e r  for: (1) firms 

intexested in undertaking cabotage; and (2) those fim that illegdy engaged in 

cabotage but wished to see their operations made legal. The greyness of the is- 

sue suggests a greater prevaience of this activity than this survey was able to 

capaire. In this regard, the h s  were asked to indicate problems with cornpli- 

ance in their transborder operations with respect to U.S. authorities. The poten- 

tial pmblem areas are: US. Customs, U.S. Immigration; State Authorities; and 

domestic U.S. shipment availability . Eleven fims respollded in this aiea. The 

results are aven below. 

Diffiidties with US. Cwtoms: YES 

2 Saskatchewan 

2 Manitoba 

2 Alberta 

1 Auantic 

Difficufties with U.S. 

Immigration: 

YES 

2 Saskatchewan 

1 Ontario 

1 Alberta 

3 Manitoba 

NO 

1 Saskatchewan 

1 Uanitoba 

2 Ontario 

NO 

I Saskatchewan 

1 Ontario 

1 Alberta 

1 Atlantic 



YES 

2 Saskatchewan 

1 Ontario 

1 Manitoba 

NO 

1 Saskatchewan 

1 Ontario 

2 Manitoba 

2 AIberta 

1 Atlantic 

Difficulties with U. S. shipment availability: 

All answered 'No" except for one Saskatchewan firm. 

With respect to refonn issues 14 h s  responded. The finns were to answer 

"in favor, against; or inMerentu to the following three staternentdquestions 

patinent to the reform discussion takhg place in 1996 : 

"The Canadian Trucking ASSOciation and Amencan Trucking Association 

are jointly proposing that the Customs Act repuiations for both the U.S. and 

Canada- which currently limit the use of tractors and M e r s  on foreign soil- 

be amended w, as to dlow complete freedom of movement for aü such equip 

ment on foreign soil. What is your company * s view on this issue?" 

AU answered in favor. 

" Please indicate your company ' s view regarding a cornplete relaxation of aU 

U.S. Customs and Immigration legislation to give complete freedom of move- 

ment in the U.S. for aii Canadian equipment as weii as Canadian drivers." 

AU answered in iàvor. 



'Wotdd your view in the previous question be different if similar fieecloms 

were gïven to U.S. compenies to openite in Canada?' 

YES 

1 Alberta 

NO 

1 Alberta 

4 Manitoba 

4 Saskatchewan 

3 Ontario 

1 Atlantic 

Firms were asked to indicaîe a ranLUig of the cabotage and transborder regu- 

Iations. 14 firms responded and the results are indicated below. 

The three choices are given below: 

(1) No difficulty with current regulations whatsoever: O responses. 

(2) Slight difficulties with the current repuiations: 1 Saskatchewan; 1 Ontario. 

(3) The current regdations seriously impact business prospects in the U.S.: 

3 Manitoba 

3 Saskatchewan 

2 Ontario 

2 Alberta 

1 Atlantic 

1 Wisconsin, U.S.A. * 



* S k  this is a U.S. hrm the answer is in the cuntext of current Canadian 

ceguiaticms. Also, this fim cited only a problem with Canada Customs as op 

posed to Immigration and provind authorities and, Wre most of the Caoadian 

responses, this fVm is in hvor of Customs and Immigrati011 reforms on both 

sides of the border. Its other comment was: "The biggest problem with the 

reguiatims is not wmpliance per se. Rather, the problem with the reguiations 

(in both the U.S. and Canada) is that they hinder development of a 'continental' 

fleet and require segregated equipment operation. This is inherentiy more costiy 

and l e s  flexible, and thus harmful to the consumer. The sigdicance of the 

US.-Canada Ireforml proposa3 is that it will allow for greater flexibility. Thus, 

the real gain is flexibility and not explicit wst savings." Of course, it should be 

pointed out that cabotage reguiation is d y  ow hiodrance to the formation of a 

t d y  continental fleet; another is the patchwork of weight and dimension rem- 

tions on both Bdes of the border (q. V, supra-note 21). 

The revenue, tonnage and distance data collected show that most of the Ca- 

oadian h s  in the survey have significantly increased the percentage of their 

transborder activities after the 1987 deregdation of Canadian motor d e n .  In 

terms of cornpliance, there seems to be no problem for these firms in locating 

shipping opportunities in the U.S. but, at the same t h e ,  64% of the firms re- 

sponding indicated ptoblems with U.S. Customs and Immigration and 36% with 

state authorities. If cabotage is a rare activity, as found in this sumey, then the 

difficulties cited here m u t  be in terms of what the authorities consider to be 

routine checks that the fims feel are a time and red-tape cost. In dus environ- 

ment it rnay be reasonable for the firms to shy away h m  an atternpt at cabo- 

tage. 

In texms of reforrn, the resuit seems to be unambiguous. Reform, of any 



khd, is @y desired by the tVms and bey are willing to accept k - t y  

with the United States in orch to achieve it, This seems to be a reasodle re- 

sponse given that the generai view by these firms is that current regdations rep 

ment a serious impact to business prospects in the United States. 

In summary, the current regdations are costly to the firms and they desire 

refom. If these h s  feel that gains wiU be made even under reciprocity then 

the case can be made for an unambiguous welfare gain h m  dereguiation of 

transborder activities. With transborder activity significantly nsing since the 

1987 dereguiatory moves in Canada, it seems ceasonable to argue that the re- 

maining issue of cabotage represents a theoretical 'margind" adjustment to the 

current regime in place in both Canada and the United States and that fkns on 

both sides of the border are in a position to take advantage of the increase in 

shipping oppominities afforded in a oomplete cabotage environment. 

(1.40) Chapter conehisions 

This chapter has presented a history of trucking reguiation and dereguiation. 

It has aiso discussed the nature of the cabotage problem and appraised the re- 

form process that has taken place. It is obvious from both the histoncal discus- 

sion and the s w e y  of h s  that cornpliance with cabotage regdations is diffi- 

cult for trucking firms operating in transborder markets. One is led to the con- 

clusion that a gain in efficiency is likely to occur under a cabotage reform proc- 

es.  Indeed, this process has begun but there is a long road ahead before the 

process is complete. The next chapten deal with the development of an eco- 

nomic mode1 of the transborder trucking industry that should serve to shed some 

light on the nature of these expected efficiency gains. 



It is by no meam efficient to remove aii goverorneutal presence in the op 
eration of business activity. Regdations for the purpose of contract enforcement 
and the establishment of pmperty rights are essential for the efficient operation 
of any firm. 

In context it is worth noting that the Mtionai Po& enacteci in the 1879 
federal budget of the recently elected Liberal-Conservative govemment was in 
part a response to the previous Li'beral govemment's Wed attempt to negothte 
a "ReciplOCitym agreement with the United States Li 1874-75. The economic na- 
tiodism unleashed at that time wouid be pervasive for many decades to corne 
and politicai rhetonc would be cast into an implied choice between the two 
seerningly divene concepts of Canadiansm or Continentdism. 

Newfoundland would join Confederaticm in 1949 bringing the nurnber up 
to ten. Of course, as a region, the Maritimes tended to act in unisai as wit- 
nessed by the formation of the Atlantic Trucking Association. 

An aside is  the différent courses of development that intexmodalisrn took in 
Canada and the United States. Most U.S. railways were content to act as 
'who1esaleaW and provided piggy-back seNice to the trucking firms without at- 
tempting to capture their shippers by way of building their own truck flets. The 
Canadian railways, cm the other hand, became multi-modal by their purchse of 
ocean vessels, trucks, airplanes and even hotels. With respect to truckhg serv- 
ices, the Canadian railways became "retders" with the result being that any 
ûucking firm that consigned a trader to a railway's piggy-back service might 
soon find the railway 'back-solicitingw that shipper for an exclusive contract for 
use of their own trucks. In this sense, piggy-backing in Canada was niostiy aa 
in-bouse a f f '  for the railways. 

The findings of this papa will be M e r  elaborated upon when the con- 
cept of rent seehg is introduced in chapter 3. 

British Columbia dereguiated on October 1, 1997 while the other four 
provinces would follow suit on January 1, 1998. 

Less-than-truckload operations involve the mriage of freight h m  various 
shippers that are consolidated at terminais for pick-up and delivery to another 
terminal. Tmckload o operations usually involve the transport of freight 
whoily owned by a single shipper. Owner-operators are persons that own one or 
more tractors or tractor-trailers that are Ieased out to for-hire carriers. A corn- 
plete analysis of the effects of deregdation on owner-operators is provided in 
Eïeads etal. (1991; chp. 6). Statistics Caaada, in its annual TmelMg in 
Canada publication, employs a weight-based definition of LTL and TL opera- 
tions. These are: an LTL d e r  transports shipments of no more than 1Qûûû 
bs. or 4,500 kgs; while a TL carrier transports shipments of weight greater 
than 10,000 Ibs. or 4,500 kgs. 



Tbe data cited in the nmaindrr of this section refer to this report dess  
otherwise r n e d .  

Robyn (1987) stites that a specid interest group of iavestors with iaterestJ 
in railroad Securities formed d was made up of more than I75W banks and h- 
surance companies. The group was called the Security Owners' ASsociation 
and, in 1932, helped to establish the National Transportatim Commission which 
would, in 1933, recr>mmend federal regdation of interstate trucking. 

l0 Feiton (1989) provides a wmplete analysis of this exemption. For exam- 
ple, a for-hire trucking fmn that exclusively transported farm equipment was 
not exempted fiam rate and entry regdation while one that exclusively trans- 
prted unprocessed agricultural products was. 

l1 Tbe actions of the ATA are exactly the type that economic theory would 
predict concerning speciai interest group behavior. The mode1 prwented in 
chapter 3 will elabmate M y  on this literatme. 

l2 Anderson and H u m  (lm) cite a survey of interCity common and 
contract micking firms which found that 70% of the regular-route cornmon car- 
riers did not possess fbll authcnity to serve intermediate points and more than 
10% of these had no authority at d. Approximately one-third of the carriers 
had limited backhad autbofity and 10% had no authority to accept bar:kuis  at 
all. 

l3 Robyn (1987) notes that protests by the bunaus on behalf of their mem- 
bers to rate undercutting on the part of firms was pcacticaiiy au automatic proc- 
es. The author cites a case whereby an exasperated trucking f5.m filed a rate 
with the ICC to cany yak fat h m  Omaha to Chicago. Thixteen Camers tiled 
protests through th& bureau; but the interesthg pari of this dispute was that 
yak fat was an Unaginary prduct. 

l4 The ICC's calculation method was as follows: (1) iine-haul cost (Le. 
transport mst exclusive of pick-up and delivery charges at terminais) per mile 
was calcdated hdependently of the load f ~ o ~  (2) the result would be divideci 
by the average (1 00 pound weight) load for the round mp in order to &tain the 
line-haui cost per 10-weight-mile; and (3) the result would be multiplieci by the 
fronthaui OT backhaul distance as appropriate (Felton, 19%1). In this way , back- 
haul shippers would be forced to pay for a portion of costs inclusive of 
fionthad asts. 

l5 nie price-elasticity of transport demand can be said to be more *ce- 
ineMc for manufactured goods as opposeci to primary goods since transport 
demand is a s d e r  source of value-added for the former. A nse in freight rates 
to this class of shipper will lead to a fall in their quantity of transport demanded 
with the net effect of total revenue to the tnicking flm rishg. On the other 
hand, the priceehticity of demand for any transport semce may in- 
when more viable substitutes becorne available. Shippers began to mcrease thei. 
usage of air freight as well as make use of private fleets. As Robyn (l9û7; pp. 



24-5) notes. "The los0 of 'good f'reightt- fkight assigned rates that were 
cially high relative to cust- evemtuaïIy kcame one of the most serious . prob- . .  
lems faced by the regulated tnicking industry." To effectively @ce discnmtnate 
it is indeed mcessaq to sepamte d e d  classes based u p  price-elasticity but 
the firm must also maintain market &are withh these classes as weU. 

l6 As Asght be expected, rates of rehim to protected firms were higher than 
those that were not The trucking h s  were not held to a maximum rate of re- 
htrn. Because of entry reguIafion, operating rights muid be acquired through 
merger. In the United States the most comprehensive was the "general commod- 
ity, regular route" d a t e .  The operating authority itself acquired market 
value and became acceptable by banks as collateral. It should be kept in mind 
that the ICC granted operating rights free of charge to those nmis that satisfied 
its criteria. RobJn (19a7) notes tbat the eight iargest trucking firms, in 1977, to 
hold general commodity, regular route certificates earned a rate of r e m  on eq- 
uity double that of the average Fomiae 500 company. Moore (1Wa estimated 
the total market value of operating ri- of U.S. aucking h s .  This study 
fomd that out of 23 attemps d e  by fims to q u i r e  operating rights, they 
would pay on average 15 percent of the expected annual revenue to be earned 
under those rights. Using that average, Moore went on to eJtimate the tota! 
d u e  of operating rights far large and medium-gzed trucking firms to be be- 
tween $2. l to $3 b a o n .  

l7 Kingbarn (1996) shows that for 1988-90 the modal split for exports and 
imports was: 68% truck, 20% rail, 10% air and 2% water. 

la As wili be seen in section 1.22 there are specific rquirements for the 
U.S. freight to rneet in order to be considered allowable incidentai move cabo- 
tage. hnt ice  and Gomian (1992) examine cabotage and the Mexico border. 
The cornpliance problem facing the d e r  is that it may incorrectly think that it 
is not necessary to meet these requirernents given that the freight is, in effect, 
an export rather than domestic freight. Section 1.23 shows how ment changes 
now support this view. Cornpliance is discussed in section 1.30 in full. 

l9 Border contml legislation passed by the U.S. Congres in 1996, and to be 
implemented in September, 1998, was designed p n d y  to stem the tide of il- 
legal immigration to the United States h m  Mexico. The legislation is referred 
to as the U. S. Lüegal ~~R &hm and hm&ant lkspm'biLity Act. 
The problem for Canadian carriers was that, without an exemption, dI entrants 
would have to fil1 out visas before entry and, h m  that point, carry a passport 
with fingerprints and other &ta. Under the threat of reciprocity action by Can- 
ada it is k l y  that Canada will obtain an exemption h m  the legislation. W1th 
current daiiy Canada-U.S. trade of around $1 billion, and around two-thirds of 
it moving by truck, the bottlenecks at major border crossings such as Windsor 
and N i  Falls, Ontario wouid be horrendous. The Canadian Trucking AUi- 
ance (CTA) estirnated that waiting times at the busiest crossings wodd be any- 
where between five to seventeen hours. (Note that in 1997 Canada's provincial 
trucking associations merged with their federal counterpart, the Canadian 
Trucking Association, to form this new CTA). This new and eniarged federal 
body has now increased its toast-tmt membership h m  50 to 2,000 h s  



and it would ~eem that a fiederation appmach to its iobbying effbsts w3.i put the 
CTA in a berter position to lobby coacerning the larga N m A  issues tha$ must 
still be redved. The voting power is distniutd ammg the provinciat aSSOcia- 
tiens as followr: Ontario and Que$ec have five votes each; B.C., Alberta. Man- 
itoba. and the set of Atlantic provinces possess four votes &; and SaskatChe- 
waahastbfeevotes. 

20 New technology is dowly being implemented w h d y  a cornputer chip 
installed in a tractor wouid allow for identification of trucks, loadings, and driv- 
ershiadvanœofthebordercheckpointdthuskprocesJedby~~~t~msand 
immigration officiais before arrivai. A paperless system would serve to elimi- 
nate border delays. To date, demonstratim prujects have been oaurring in di 
three NAFTA countties but ao specific program has been implernented. 

*' For a cornparison of these regdations among the NAFTA countries see: 
Riinhani (1996) and Montidnr and Cln~rtw (1997). 

The interfixe between operating efficiency and governent regdation is 
the tme environment in which a tntchg 6rm must wo& The 
operation, geographic market, and exchange rate are the major 
h g  comparative advantage/disadvantage. Chow and M m e  (1989) found that 
Caaadian h s  f k e d  input custs 10 to 14 percent lower thaa theK U.S. counter- 
parts which, tbey claimed, more thaa offset any govemment+mated disadvan- 
tapes. A Midy by Trimac Condthg Services (1991) mvering only Canadian 
owner-operators found a mean input cost p d u m  of 7 percent over their U.S. 
cou~lterparts with the assumption of an exchange rate of $1 CDN=!§û.85 U.S. 
As well, Canadian owner-operators earned 73 to 86 percent of the revenue re- 
œived by their U. S. couterparts over mutes of corn le distance. The 
parity-exchange rate was dciitateA to be $1 CDN= r .75 U. S. With respect to 
tax differences a study by Rat Marwick Thorne (1991) sampIed specinc state 
and provincial jurisdictions. Federal corporate tax rates were higher for U.S. 
caniers dian they were for Canadian ones but when provincial/state tax rates 
were included, the effective tax rates tended to equalue. Only for "small" carri- 
ers with inoome less than $200,000/yea.r did Canadian carriers enjoy tax rates 
around 10 percentage points lower. 

" F w i s  &al. (1996) examine the welfare effects of a retaxed Jones Act 
on domestic merchant marine activity. The w e l h  gain to the merchant marine 
market was found to be in the range of $2 to $3.4 billion a n n d y .  Note that 
cabotage was also an issue between Canada and the United States with respect 
to airline route expansion. While tallrs in tbat area have amcerneci freedorn of 
entq in transborder markets (Le., a city pair separted by the international bar- 
der), local traffic rights, whereby a foreign commercial airplane may land in the 
destination city and then fly beyoad to another in order to camy domestic pas- 
sengers, was ais0 subject to discussion. The hitch is that the extra flight must 

7 some foreign passengers h m  the originatiag point so that the fiait is a 
de cf0 contiauation of the transborder seNice. Some aspects of t ~ ~ ~ l à n g  & 
tage are sïxdar to that provision. Finally, intercïty bus operations are also sub- 
ject to these regulatims when crossing the Canada4J.S. border. For example, a 
Canadian bus and driver may enter the United States to pick-up U.S. citizens io 



Éake h m  on a tour of Canada, The driver enters the U.S. as a NAFTA 
'business visitotm but may not take those passengers back to the United States. 
If he had, a point-&point U.S. m e  w d d  have o c c d ,  despite the entry 
into Canada, and wouid thus be a cabotage violation since ail passengas were 
h m  the U.S. and the bus and driver were C e .  An adual case dong these 
IùEs is d i s c d  in Joyce (1997b). 

24 DePIl ind RoLop (1996) provide an application of the 'captiire thesis* to 
the area of tacher certification and University training. 

25 A thKd type of cabotage move, peculiar to the Caoadiaa reguiatim, is 
the m e d  "sufferaace warehouse pick-up" sanctioned by Canada Customs in 
January of 199 1. in this operation the delivery concerns international fkight 
that had been origindy dropped off at a sufferance warehouse in Canada pend- 
ing a customs release. Any foreign t d e r  (including the originai that dmpped 
off the goods at the warehow) may be used to pick up those goods when re- 
leased so long as the conveyance equipment entered fhada in accmbce with 
tariff item 9801.00.00 m e d g  that it must have enterai Canada with a load of 
hbound fofeign freight. As far as the tiactor used in the pick-up is co~lcerned, 
in a similar sense, if it is not the original tractor used in the transport of the 
newly r e 1 d  goods, the tractor is required to have entemi Canada with an in- 
ternaîional load. More detail is provided in Tmnsmo& (1991). 

26 The r e f m  discussions that have taken p h ,  combined with a NAFTA 
environment whereby Mexico may be loolIed upon by Canadh truckhg firms 
as a viable "exitiog* point from the United States, serves to question the reasou- 
h g  khind a "northward" interpretafion. Section 1.23 wiU outline the latest re- 
f m  discusions. Furtfiermote, some Caoadian transborder trucking nrmS have 
questioned why they observe U.S. cornpetitors engaging in east-west cabotage 
in Canada but face a restriction to northward cabotage in the United States. 
What these firms do not reaüze is th&, while feciprocity is indeed not the case, 
U.S. officiais were mandated to ensure that the move was stnctly o u t d  as 
opposed to paralle1 to the border* Section 1.32 deals with the issue of interpreta- 
tion and cornpliance on the parts of the transborder trucking fims. While nei- 
ther CUSTA w r  NAFI'A provide for explicit integration mechanisms for trans- 
port policy it is interesthg to note that it is only ncently that Europe began this 
proass even though the economic integration process itself began in 1958 with 
the T m t y  of Rom. A review of the European trimsportation experience is 
found in PIehwe (19I7). 

CUSTA has a designation hown as Business Visitor (B-1) that provides 
for temporary entry into the host country for a specific occupation. In the sec- 
tion dealhg with "distribution occupationm there is an explicit prohibition 
against traasportation of domestic cornmodities or passengers by such persons. 
NAFTA does not over-ride these provisions in any way. As to aboriginais, it is 
the case that they are treated as dual citueas under both Immigration Acts. For 
example, section 289 of the U.S. lmmigratiou Act provides for this right. But it 
dso States "[that] such right SIMU extend oaly to persons who possess at least 50 
per centum of blood of the American Indian race." Status is proven by the pos- 
session of a Band card. 



TrBnspOIt Law expert Daniel Jayce, who writes a newspaper column con- 
cerning intedonal trucking laws, i n d i d  that his law offiœ received severai 
c a b  h m  &vers a h g  for clatificafion of the Ci"A-ATA proposai since the 
immigration issue was not at ail mentimed as even a aiwt emptor (Joyce, 
1996). Such collcems and omissions drive at the kart of the cornpliance issue. 

rr While Revenue Canada collects the GST, the Tan Act iîself is gov- 
emed by the Department of F~nanœ. There is no recipracity in this regard since 
the U. S. Feded Excise Tax, cumntly at 1296, would wt apply to the value of 
Canadkm equipment entering the U.S. for cabotage purpoçes. The Depamnent 
of Fuiance has indicated no signs of reviewing the possibility of exempting the 
total market value of U.S. cabotage equipment h m  the GST. 

It is interesting to pouder the trade-off that would occur in terms of in- 
creased GST revenue on the value of U.S. equipment on the one hand versus 
lost revenue on cabotage services that are not undertaken because of the disin- 
centive created. It is c e w y  the case that the current and lunited cabotage of 
U.S. micking finns is not subject io GST but, for some reasotl, the tax authon- 
ties desh to tax the same activity when carried out under CZrstom Act refonn. 
Furthemore, it is not clear how the GST on the market value of U.S. equip 
ment would be adrninistered. A one-time levy on the straight-value of the equip 
ment upon entry seems to be most Wrely. Also, that levy could not be refunded 
by claiming an input tax credit since ody imports d d  within Canada enjoy a 
GST tax credit. Of course, an input tax credit may be claimeci for the cabotage 
servÎ" but the tax on cabotage equipment is unrecoverabie for the tirm. 

3i These interpretations are administrative niiings based on legal opinions 
which, as such, over-ride all prim nilings inconsistent with the new interpreta- 
tions. The United States Customs SeMce has aanounced that it would appiy 
these new interpretations effective Dec. 1,  1997. 

32 Joyce (1997a) notes that there is nothing to prevent the internationai 
gcxxis from being transported intemodally as well. For example, goods bound 
for the United States couid be transporteci h m  Canada by raii or air and picked 
up by a Canadian tractor-Wer for M e r  transport within the United States. 

33 At this point one cannot say how U.S. Customs officials wül in fan p m  
ceed with respect to this proposal. Currently customs officials interpret regularly 
rheduled shipments to mean those occurring hourly, daily, or weekly. Monthly 
is likely to be considered too infrequent. In this way, TL international shipping 
is disadvantaged with respect to cabotage poss'bilities over the more m u e n t  
LTL intemational shipments. 

Joyce (1Wa) notes that goods picked up in the United States by Cana- 
dian trucks that are to k interliried with a Mexican truck on the U.S. side of the 
border wodd not be involved in cabotage since the goods are now to be inter- 
preted as intedonal since they are ultimately an export. This point removes 
what was once considered to be a source of m&ty for Cmadh trucking 
firms that shippeâ freight destined for Mexico. 



This chapter draws upon the historicai overview of chapter 1 in order to 

build an economic mode1 of the transborder trucking industry. Sections 

2.20-2.21 discuss how for-hire trucking firms nspond to temporary changes in 

demand for their semices when placed within either a reguiatory regime or one 

characterized by deregdation; the IWO types d i s c d  in the previous chapter. 

Basically, deregdation will be taken to mean complete freedom for all b s  to 

set freight rates cornpetitive@ and to operate without the need for jurisdictional 

licensing in any domestic trucking market. Sections 2.3û-2.3 1 discuss the nature 

of temporary demand and will incorporate the effects of transborder tnrcking 

operations hto the modei. Section 2.40 discusses the nature of the equilibrium 

to be found in the model. Findy, section 2.50 draws some conclusions frum 

the maiel, 

Qom) The supply si&: A diagrammatic approach 

A theory as to how the trucking industry respouds to cyclical demand shocks 

under regdatory and deregdatory regimes has been given in Prentice (1994). 

That analysis proposed industry supply curves which were specialiy "kinked" to 

highhght the fact that the industry chose to either rate-adjust or quantity-aàjust 

to an expansionary or contractionary demand shock depending upon which of 

the two regimes was in p h .  It is through cornparisons of these temporary 



q u i l i b ~  that &mates of the welfare gain accruhg h m  deregdation, to be 

funy discussed in chapter 3, can be made. What is interesthg is that this welfare 

gain through a reghe change exists independently of whether the industry is 

facing demand expansion or contraction. 

Consider how the trucking industry responds to a temporary demand shock while 

under a regdatory regime that controls both k ight  rates and entry.' The long rudshort 

run distinction of supply used for the building of typical suppiy c w e s  is not used here 

in the traditional micr~ec~nornic sense because time periods for adjusmieut, and the 

presence of fked fkt0t-s of production, are not really the issue; raîher it is the b s '  

response to regdations that are important. The point is that the p r i e  elasticities with 

respect to industry supply M e r  dependhg on the context; that is, f h s  ch- to 

quantity-adjust during a recession (Le., a cyclid contraction of demand) when in a 

reguiatory envimunent but, in a deregulatoiy environment, choose to rate-adjust in- 

stead. 

Consider the regdatory environment and its effect on industry supply. Dur- 

h g  an expansion in demand, regdatory barriers to entry (Le., operating 

licenses, geographical operation limits, juridictional weight and dimension re- 

strictions) mean that industry size, in terms of the oumber of firms, is fixeci and 

fieight rates expand hter than do the quantity of services supplieci due to the 

ability of incumbent h s  to ceordinate prices because of regdatory protec- 

t i ~ n . ~  D u ~ g  a contraction in demand, the regdatory regime serves to prevent 

cornpetitive rate cutting which thus aUows firms to scale back their operations 

by lethg a part of their flets remain idle and by laying off chivers and other 

related personnel. This quantity-adjustment process on the h s '  part d o w s  

them to ride out recessiow and maintain Iimited cornpetition by irnplicit coop 

eration serving to reduce capacity and keep rates higher than otherwise. 



h the dereguiatory environment the situations are essentidy reversad h m  

those above. During an expansion in deniand there is a greater incentive for 

firm mtry which serves to dampen the rate-adjusting process found in the regu- 

latory envirauwnt. Not d y  dœs entry occur, the incumbent firms wodd 

more effectively compete by d g  the* own fleets longer hours and perhaps 

limiting truck turnover (which makw the case that fleets becorne overworked 

and l e s  d e ,  leadùig to an argument for at least some d e t y  ~ g u i a t i o n s  to re- 

main in place). To the extent that the dereguiated trucking indu- relies to a 

large degree on, and indeed creates incentives for, owner-operators, the expan- 

sion of fleets involves very short t h e  lags. During a contraction, cornpetitive 

rate cutting will indeed mur since owner-operators face the h e d  costs of their 

vehicle, forcing them to stay in business and '10s-minim;Tew; that is, while a 

large trucking firm may be able to a f f d  to ide one or even a few trucks (as in 

the regulatory case), an ownerqmatm m o t  do Iikewise so easily, owing to 

having to p e m d y  bear the hed cost of the vehicle. The indivisibility prob- 

lem f ~ g  omerqerators is a reason for the greater cyclical variatims 

expected to m u r  under deregdation. 

Freight rates wodd be lower under the deregulated supply than under the 

reguiated supply which WU tum out to be the theoretical source for the w e l h  

gain found to occm under a change h m  regulation to deregulatim of the truck- 

ing industry. In this regard, an industry demand cuve can be joined with the 

indusw supply c ~ r v e . ~  

As can be seen in the two paneis of figure 2.1 below, a relative welfare gain 

occurs when supply characterized by reguiation is discarded in hvor of that al- 

lowing for deregulatim, irrespective of whether demand is contracting or 



expeadiag. The welfan gain d t e d  with a move to dengutate is given by 

the familiar Ruberger w e l h  triangIe BCD. The deregulatory r r d t  b d g s  

about a greater quantity at a lower rate @omt C as compared to point B). Point 

A represents a long run, steady state equilibriurn in the sense that the equilib- 

riurn rate and quantity are not affected by a change in regime because all firms 

are. by assumption, fully adjusted to the permanent (non-cyclical) demand @) 

in the market. In the expansion and contraction cases, the demand curve shifts 

appropriately to point B which represents the initial regulatory equilibriurn h m  

which the welfare gain from d e r e w o n  rnay be examin&.* 

Figure 2.1: Demand Eirpanrion and Contraction 

trips 

The welfare gain of BCD represents the sum of the expanded consumer and 

producer sufpluses obtained in achieving point C instead of point B. The break- 

down of the welfare triangles is as foilows. Point D represents the minimum 

cost of provision of quantity Q while point B represents the rent-laden industry 

rate set under regdation. Thus, the lùie segment BD represents the incremental 

rent earned on the marginal output unit Q. At point C there are no rents since 

the number of firms in the industry has expanded to a cornpetitive eq&bn~rn.~ 



The incumbeat nrmS do not exit the ind~ssy  if they have regdatory protection 

and owner-opraûm do not exit so lmg as they can loes minimite. At point C, 

there are more firms in the industry as compared to point B (Uely owner opera- 

tors trying to thnve in the deregulated environment) and the cornpetitive 

mttxutting expected d u ~ g  a contraction allows for no rents to obtain. Again, 

it shouid be noted in the contraction case that point C is not a long run equiiib- 

rium; rather, it is a short run equilibrium. Since the incumbent firms are simply 

ridiag-out the recession, they are waitiag for an expansion of demand to move 

the industry back to point A. This point highlights the cyclical nature of the 

tnicling industry in that the movement back to point A is completely demand- 

determined and the demand for trucking seMces is itself, of course, a 

deriveddemand. 

In figure 2.1 it was assumed that the industry freight rates adjusted fdly to 

temporary demand shocks even when aperating within a regdatory regime. 

However, as was discussed in chapter 1, rate regulation was prevalent in the 

United States through the ICC. The application proces for rate changes in re- 

sponse to real or expected demand shockî meant that rate adjustments lagged 

behind those required by the market to bring about a temporary market equilib- 

num at point B. Looking at the applicable long run freight rate at point A as an 

effectively fixed rate in the immediate run under regulation, the implications for 

the welfare gains from deregdation may be restated under conditions of a regu- 

lated hight rate that is sticky. This is shown in the two panels of figure 2.2. 



Denind Erpaislon and Contraction wih a StIcky F'reight 

rat8. A 

Rate 

It is assumeci under rate reguiation that the observed market outwme in the im- 

mediate nia is generated by : Q(Ri) = min [QD(Rl); &(RI) 1. in the expansion 

case, the effective rate conml yields a transfer h m  producers to wnsumers of 

(R2BERl), relative to the uncontroUed case of (R2>Q), and the welfare gain 

ftom dereguiation would be AE'E given the fixed suppiy point of (Rl,Ql). In 

the contraction case, a transfer of (RICBR2) occurs h m  consumen to produc- 

ers and the weEare gain from dereguiation would be ACE' given the h e d  

demand point of (RI,&); not QI in the 2nd panel because rnin(Qi,Qe) is Q4. In 

each case, the respective welfare gains found in figure 2.1 are wholly contained 

within those of figure 2.2 which implies that rate regdation is potentially a 

more serious problem for the trucking market than is entry regulatim alone. 

The nature of the supply fimctions may be better understd when combined 

with a ~presentative f k n  that faces adjustment in the midst of temporary de- 

mand shocks. In the regdatory regime the behavior of the representative finn 

will appmximate that of a monopolistically cornpetitive fïrm6 while, under de- 



regulaton, the fkn wïii approxbmte a prfectiy cornpetitive one. Thus, under 

dereguiatim the firm is a priœ-taler while under regdation, barriers to entry 

&Ofd the incumbent fimu a degree of market power. Operatid and gee 

graphie restrictions specined under kensure represent the source of product 

differentiation thaî is approximated here. Basically, shippers denve a brand Ioy- 

alty based upou a trucking h ' s  ninning rights. As wil l  be recalled from 

chapter 1, multiple juridictional Liceuses held by firms were hown to dter the 

routing patterns so that uniformity in tems of routing or carrkge need not have 

been the case even by fïms in close proximity to each other and to their shipper 

clients. The mode1 below assumes that the representative fitm under ngulation 

is Large in terms of f l e t  size while, under deregulation, the representative fïrm 

is an owner operator reduced to a fleet size of one vehicle. 

Consider the case of a temporary contraction in industry demand as trans- 

iated down to the fïm level. This is Uusîrated in the two panels of figure 2.3. 

This figure and the one to follow allow for a cornparison of the adjustment 

process d e r  both regdation and deregulation regimes. At point A, the steady 

state equilibrium, the firm is making zero economic profit and is operating at 

minimum average total cost (ATC). The firm is fdiy adjusted to its operating 

environment and the permanent industry demand c m e  (D) is taken by the f h n  

to be the expected and noncyclical demand meanhg, in this sense, that it is fit- 

ting to consider point A to be a long run equilibnum. The firm's demand curve 

(D) cornes from the price-taker attribue of the representative h when facing 

freight rate (Rd. If one wished to imbue market power on the initial state of the 

timi then point A for this fum would be somewhat to the left along its ATC and 

excess capacity would be the result. Such a result would, however, be unrealis- 

tic in the long nui, because it would quire an assumption of permanent 

regdatory protection which does not wnform to the historid record of the 



2 3  3 : d  Contradion aad the Represnhtive Firm 

W~îh a temporary contraction in industry demand h m  D to D', coasider 

first the regulatory regime. Fimis need not exit the industry readily in the midst 

of a recession. The representative firm will -te excess capacity by idling a 

portion of its fleet. Such a tesponse is eauly observable by other firrns, leading 

to the hnplicit itoooperation involved in the quantity-adjustment process allowing 

the fimis to ride-out the recessi~n.~ Both the h ' s  and industry's output level 

and freight rate WU fall as point B is achieved. Point B is characterized by a 

drop in the h ' s  ATC since it will Like1y be the case that as trucks are idleci: 

(1) the variable cost of labour wüi drop as excess drivers and maintenance staff 

are laid-off; and (2) the fixecl costs of inswance and licemure for the f l e t  will 

drop. However, the analysis useû here may d e l y  assume that only fixed costs 

are dropphg so as to conveniently d o w  d y  the ATC to drop without the need 

for addiag the further complication of a fall in mupinai cost which would 

thereby make the location of point B at the firm-level Iess maight f o m d  and 



depcndent upou the reiative sizes of the margiaal proddvities of each variable 

faaor of prodUCtim.9 The fdl in industfy demand and the idling pœss on the 

part of incumbeat nmis works such that the rate set out at point B in the indus- 

try panel &fines the degree to which ATC falls in the firm panel in or&r to 

equate with D' fm the fîrm so as to reach point B in the firm panel.'* In the 

firm panel it can be seen that point B is characterized by zero economic profit 

which is the oniy consistent outcome at the bottom of the remsion or trough of 

the cycle. If one fimi succeeded in making a positive economic profit during the 

recession, other fïrms within the jurisdiction would respond by putting another 

huck on the roed so as to wmpete und these profits were removed. 

When contraction occurs under deregdation the existing Eirms, as owner op 

erators, cannot so d y  ide their trucks since their nxed costs of operation 

~prrsent a large part of total costs. Sina the orner aperator is assumeci to own 

only one truck, he faces an indivisibility @lem ihat the large nrmS did not 

face. In order to ride-out the recessim, the owner operator chooses to loss- 

minimire as s h o w  by the movement from points A to C in both panels. As 

long as factors are supplied through cornpetitive markets, the recession causes 

the ATC of tnickbg services to f a  so as to a b w  the h to make only zero 

economic profit once the bottom of the recession is reached at point C. The 

trucks still on the road will, in this sense, see their re-sale value drop as the in- 

dustry moves through the recession. To the extent that the truck is on loan there 

would be a s u n k  cost faced under iiquidaticm. Furthemore, in Canada, employ- 

ment insufance benefits would not be payable to an owner operator who is 

essentially both employer and employee. These penalties to exit force the loss- 

minimizatinn process to continue. 

In order to facilitate cornparison between the owner operator and the large, 



fleet-based trucking h n  one may d d e r  the latter whereby the firm panel 

is the demanci for a single tnrk ia the down-ski (contraction) or harder- 

worlred (expansion) fieet; in d e r  words, it is assumeil that the large firm's 

demand curve is symmetric and proportional across every vehicle in its homoge- 

nous flet, It will then be noticed that ATC bas fidien equaiiy in both regimes 

since the fixed cos& per truck are reasooably assumeci to be equal in both of 

these regimes.I1 The iegulatory regime is characte- by excess capaciîy as 

measured by (Q&) h g  with the positive freight rate differential of (RrRc). 

The excess capacity represents the prie Society pays for the product differentia- 

tion process by way of g&c and c o d t y  restrictions imposed by the 

regdatory boards. 

Now the effects of a ternporary demand expansion will be considend. In a 

reguiatory regime the representative fina is operating under the benefit of a bar- 

rier to entry achbistered by a regdatory board tbat rquires a new entrant to 

show W. When the barrier to entry is fÙUy enforced to the benefit of the in- 

cumbent it is then in a position to price-adjust in the midst of a demand 

expansion as  shown by the movement frorn point A to B in boa panels of figure 

2.4. At the peak of the expansion process, the price that is paid for such regula- 

tory protection cornes in the forrn of market capitaJization of profits and rent 

seeking payments to the regdators that force the ATC for the h to rise to 

ATC' where it makes zero ecoaornic profits. l2 Such rent seeking paymeats de- 

rive from the costs of licencing and board hearing cornpetition. The equilibrium 

for the representative fim is, of course, characterized by excess capacity due to 

it possessing the negatively sloped demand curve Dg. The firm charges the in- 

dustry rate (RB) that will becorne merely compensatory once the shift to ATC' 

OccUTs. 
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In the case of deregdation there are no effective barriers to entry under an 

expansion. Incumbent owner operators wili work their trucks M e r  in the 

midst of the temporary demand increase while new entry will occur which puts 

upward pressun on the wsts of necessary factors. The quantity-adjutment 

process takes place at the industry level forcing the representative owner opera- 

tor to operate under costs reflected by ATC' ' < ATC' . Entry occurs und 

economic profits becorne zero for al l  firms. 

In wmparing the two regimes under a demand expansion, Qc > Qs at the in- 

dustry level whiie the oppsite occurs at the firm level. Again, to aid in 

cornparison, the regdated fmn wodd have to be recast in ternis of the demand 

conditions facing one truck in a homogenous f l e t .  The reguiated fjrm is creat- 

h g  more output with a given truck than is the owner operator but the industry is 

larger when made up of cornpetitive owner operators. l3 As weli, ATC' > ATC' ' 

because of the lack of cornpetition in the regulaatory environment leading to inef- 

ficiencies as outhed above. This is in contrast to the comparative resuit under a 

contraction when ATC fell e q d y  in both nepimes. Under regdation, fïrxns 



w m  in a position to impffcitly coopeate during a contraction in an effort to ride out a 

d o n .  The nxed cost effects of an idled tnrk and one oprrating under Ioss- 
mhïmkatinn wese taken to be approxiniately equal. 

(231) The supply si&: a mathematicai approorrb 

The market supply functioa for the mode1 outîined in the previous section may be 
denved h m  the industry profit function: 

where (6.r/ML) = R - C' (Q) = O 
or R=Ct(Q). 

Q is the number of trips per time pend per either fieet or individual truck as 

appropriate and R is the freight rate (or price) for a given load. C(Q) is the total cost 

functicm of which a simple form is C(Q) = F + c(Q). F> O is the fixed cost and c(Q) 
is the variable cwt. It may be assumed that: c(O)=O; C(Q is: continuous and 
incmashg; /hmq,, C(Q) =oo; and [C(Q)/QJ > O meaning that average total and 

variable costs (ATC and AVC) are always positive. 

For a given R the short run supply c w e  is the locus of the matpinai cost cuve  

above the average variable cost: 

as h m  R=Ci(Q) bounded by AVC(Q) =Cr(Q). Since rQR=(@r/6QbR)= 1, it foilows 
that (dQs/dR) > O as expected. Note that the general criterion, rqR(dQs/dR) > O, is 

discussed in Samuelson (1983; p. 39). Wcaliy, the change in the Qvariable with 
respect to its corresponding parameter must be the same sign as ~ Q R .  In a cornpetitive 

setting, total revenue is directly related to the output price so that profit m u t  rise over 
all Q. Thus, the quantity supplied rises when the prke rises, aetenS panbus. Equation 



(2- 1) a>rrespoads to the steady siate supply based on a permanent demand @) at point 
A as illustrated in figure 2.1. 

The deregulatory regime assumes that there is a large set of owner-operatm fkns 
thar each possess me truck. In Eeeping with this, the following indu~~ry supply cuve is 
constructed: 

where (Q/6E)  > O and E= number of h entry decisiolls. 

where r<= temporary economic profits, and (i) inûicates an incurnbent finn. 

Firm entry will take place so long as aU h s  within the industry are making positive 
economic profits. Li (R,Q) space, entry wili shift the nipply m e  (eq. 2.1) rightward 
besed upon the nse in ATC as given by: 

w here: (6ATCIbE) > O; (6MCBE) > O; Q* = QD = Qs; and MC = marginal cost. 

Under contraction, E =O which means that the number of incumbents is stable. The 
supply cuve remauis as given in equation (2.1) with the requirement that: 



which represents loss minimhtion until temporary equilibrium whereby 
ATC(Q*) = MC(Qf). 

The regdatory regime assumes a large number of fhms with large flets divided 
into Merentiated &markets. The firms WU supply services to national shippen that 

demand traqort through multiple jurisdictions. This indicates the followiog supply 
curve: 

where (ôQs/GF) >O and F= number of fieet uni& contractai. As the fieet 

contracts (F< O), quantity supplied falls (Q< O) giving the positively signed 

derivative. 

Specifidy, 

F(*; for T<= zNi= 1 Ti , for every Ti < O. 

There are N firms, N sub-markets, but (m) preferences O: f firm-types for each nationa 
shipper. Fieet contraction occurs when all  N, and thus all (m), h s  are making losses. 
The possession of a demand curve with priceelasticity less than infinity brings about an 
equilibrium such that: 

where: (6ATC/6F) > 0; (6MCI6F) > 0; and Q*=QD = Qs. 



The short run suppIy m e  (eq. 2.1) wil i  shi f t  to the lefi unda fleet contmction and 
thereby trace out the npuiation sitpply curve basxi upm: (1) a specific fall in ATC that 
is  charaaerized by excess Capenty; and (2) a &mand curve whose pnce-elasti~ity is 

induced by the fonn of the repuiated sub-market. 

Under temporary &mand expansion, F=O and equation (2.1) applies dong with 

ATC(Q*) > MC(Q*) meaning that excess capacify remains. W e  it is trw that monop- 
olistically mmpetitive fïrms do not pwsess supply c w e s  per se due to the non- 
existence of a one-toone correspondence betweeu price and quantity supplied at the 
f k n  level, the supply curve for the industxy is approximated, under regdation, by: 

(1) Requiring a unique temporary equilibrium at the fkm level to obtain based u p n  the 
predictable firm demand denved out of the industry demand. Again, predictability 
cornes through the spacific proportion of the (m) to N firm-types desired to be usai by 

the national shipper. 

(2) R e q e g  a specific change in ATC basxi upon fleet size changes d u ~ g  
contractions and specific X-inefficiencies to occur during expansions, as captured in the 
former by (GATClbF). 

Note that while (GMCIbE) and @MC/@) >O at the industry level, these pertial 
derivatives were assumed to be zero in figures 2.3 and 2.4. For simplicity, fixed costs 
alone were the cause of cost changes meanhg ATC would change while MC would not 
at the finn level, 

AUowing both MC and ATC to change in the midst of a change in demand would 
leave the effect on Q to be ambiguous. In a cornpetitive mode1 if the f l e t  (F) is & h e d  
as a factor of production with a per unit cost of (f) then: 

Furthemore, it may be show that: 



where ~ F Q  is the output elasticity of the pcentage change in the fleet size. 

(6MC/6Q*) > O since Q* exists at min-ATC and (F*/Q) > O must also be the case since 
F*=O would necessitate Q=O as well. Thus, (6Q*/bf) > O  if and only if EFQ is inelastic 

meaning that MC rises less than does ATC. Therefore, the simplify.ig assumption of 
changes in ATC occumhg with MC held constant would be a reaçonable one. 

1s O < EFQ < 1 misonable? The implication is that under a contraction, when fleet 

size is reduced, a 1 % drop in fleet sUe means a less than 1 % drop in output. The 
remaining trucks are wmked harder which is at the heart of why the tirni is able to ride 
out the recession and avoid losses once the temporary equilibrium is achieved. 

(2.30) The demaad side: a cliagmmmatic appmach 

This section will discuss the demand side of the model in greater detail than was 
provided in the previous two sections. It is here where the issue of cabotage may be 
inWuceci into the model. Specifidy, only incidentai movement (Canada) or renirn 
trip, outward (US) cabotage wil l  be examinai since this requires only an adjusment 
to the cost structure of the industry whereas repositioning move (Canada) cabotage 
would require, in addition, an expansion in backhui demand since, after cabotage 

refonn, other backhaul markets becorne legally accessible to the foreign trucking 
firm. 14 A tmcking firm supplies output, from its own perspective, in the form of round 
trips while shippers have two distinctive fonns of demand in terms of what amounts to 
either a fionthau1 or a backhaul. In this sense, demand is separable while supply is 
joint. The trucking h faces the classic problem that involves the pricing of two 

separate goods under joint supply . l5 This section wiil develop a distinction between 
industry demand with and without cabotage reform. 

For evexy fronthaul there is a correspondhg backhaui (either empty or loaded) as 
part of the joint production aspect of a round trip. Cabotage regdations restnct the 



possiilities of domestic activity on the part of a fareign driver and his equip 

ment while engaging in tmmbmk tnu:king. A relaxation of such regdations 

would make that equipment eligible to compte more effectively on foreign soi1 

and thus increase the possibility of obtaining a bacEchaiil. Fdermore, an in- 

crease in backhaul pmspects allows for a deeper penetratiou of a Canadian truck 

into U.S. soil. Curzently about a 200 km penetration h m  Ontario and Quebec 

is the nom (with the western provinces extending about triple that distance) 

while U.S. comterparts have access to all urban areas of Canada due to its 

population, by and large, sûaddling the U.S. border. The demand mode1 set out 

here wiU be taken to apply to the entire North American truck freight market- 

Since cabotage reform represents a M e r  detepuiatory initiative on the part of 

the two federal govemments, there are expectexi to be further welfare gains 

from deregdation in the folIowing forms: market ratiodhtion in terms of in- 

creased cornpetition in ail S c  lanes due to a level playing field; and removal 

of regdatory uncertainty and the l o w e ~ g  of customs/immigration cornpliance 

msts. 

In the hnthauubackhad mode1 employed by Felton (1981). empty back- 

hauls cwur in the hdustry when the backhaul demand is low wk a vis the 

h t h a u l  demand andor the marginal mst of a loaded backhaul is high vis a vis 

the summed marginal costs of a fronthaul and empty backhaul. To simplify the 

analysis it is assurneci, to follow Felton, that ail matginal costs are constant 

which will serve to more easily highlight the weIfare effects of cabotage reform 

as specified below. Of course, the problern of nontraceability in joint production 

of round tnps is highlighted through the marginal cost curve that combines both 

the loaded Fronthad and the empty backhaul costs (ie. MCf+d. 



2 3  I k c k b d  Demniid and the Cabotage 

rate- 

where: Df+b=joint fkonthaui and backhaui demaad; & =backfiaul 

demand; DF froathaul demand; MG+b = margioal cost of loaded 

frcmthad and empty backhaul; and MCbi=rnarginal wst of loaded 

backhaul. 

TO the extent that the equilibrium fionthad quantity of trips exceeds the equilib- 

num backhaui quantity, that differenœ is the quantity of empty backhaul trips 

in equilibrium. When cabotage r e f m  is introduced, MCbl WU be reduced due 

to the removal of the regulatory restriction on domestic activity on the part of 

foreignen which thus increa~es the potential for backhaui opportunities. The fall 

in MCbl can be thought of in tenns of, for example, lower administrative and 

search costs through red-tape elimination, and more direct roubing. When the 

f d  in MCbi is not enough to totally remove the presence of empty backhauls in 

equilibrium, the welfare gain afcrues to backhaul shippen alone as shown by 

the shaded trapezoid in figure 2.5. The s i m p w g  assurnption of cuustant mar- 

ginal cos& means that producers' surplus is always zero. At this point it can be 



said tbat if both Canada and the U.S. fixe situations where the b a c W  d e d  

in each of tkk rrspective transborder markets coosists mainly ofoppommities 

on the o h ' s  îerritory then the urmateral removal of cabotage restrictions by 

the m q e d v e  government repnsents a welfare gain to its domestic shippers. In 

other words, the removai of a non-tariff biurier (NTB) will inmase welfan in a 

positive-sum sense. It will be assumeci for simplicity thughout that the back- 

haul demaad cuve  consists of the demand for the domestic carriers by fmign 

shippers which, in a he-cabotage environment, means the demand to cary the 

foreign country's exportables as weii as allowable cabotage moves.16 

A special equilibrïum is proposed in figure 2.6 whereby MCbi has fallen 

such that Qp Q (ai the hoUowed out point cm the fronthaul demand curve). 

Tàis would be as if MGr fell M e r  in figure 2.5 und gl= Q. At this point 

the joint demand function becornes operative for the transborder trucking 

industry and there are w empty backbauls in this equilibrium. As wiU becorne 

apparent below. when Q,=Qr a point has been reached whereby ail the effi- 

ciency gains from lower costs stop accniing exclusively to backfiaul shippers.17 

In any case, if MCbi slhould f d  any farther the welfare analysis becomes 

slightly more compricated. There is no a pnOn reason to assume that the full 

cabotage r e f m  effect would p ~ c l u d e  MCbl h m  falling below this @al 

point and so its implications must be examined; however the nam>w focus of 

the mode1 on incidental movement cabotage alone rnay perhaps mitigate this 

problem to some extent. When MCbi intersects Q, such that it seerns that 

Qb > QI obtains (referring to the holiowed out point on &), the tnie Q, will 

have to equal Q as given by the joint demand cuve as shown in figure 2.6. 
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where: MCf+ci=marginal cost of loaded fronthaui and loaded 

backhaul. 

The r e d t  is that a portion of the fronîhaul costs will be borne by the backhaul 

shippers due to the jointness of production leadiig to a weIfare gain for 

froothad shippers and an inmemental welfare loss for backhaul shippers. At this 

point the case for unilaterd cabotage refonn is dulled in that the net welfare 

gain occurs over the two counmes taken as a unit. Following a typical Kaldor- 

Hicks compensation scheme, a country whose stiippers received a weIfare loss 

from unilateral cabotage reform may still undertake reform if it is part of some 

overall international negotiation. Thus, it must be shown that the stiaded welfare 

gain always exceeds the shaded incremental welfare loss. This is best accom- 

plished through the use of rnarguiai welfare analysis whereby it is assumed that 

MCbi falls incrementally (to MCbl') and the resulting additions to the welfare tri- 

angles are exdmined. It is appropriate to use marginal welfare analysis since, in 

the incidentai movement cabotage framework, MCbi cannot be expected to fa 



gnatly under cabotage reform anyway because the aarisborder route is still in- 

tact and a i l  r o u t e + ~ c  cabotage opportMities exist ex aate. It is just 

somewhat easier to locate and act on them. Figure 2.6 shows a visibly s d e r  

welfan loss triangle as oompared to the trapemidal gain meaning that th= is 

still a net welfare gain to backhaul shippers after a M e r  h m e n t a i  fall in 

marginal backhaul cost. It is important to note that the entire trapezoid bounded 

by and MCbi. is not considered in the welFare aaalysis because the hollowed 

out point is unschievable given tbat it implies a quantity of trips in excess of Qf. 

The shaded friande is, again, the incrementai w e l b  loss in not oboiining the 

hoilowexi out point beyond Q= Qb* . 

The result of cumplete cabotage reform wouid be to rationalize transborder 

truckhg networks and lead to the eliminiition of some empty backhauls as a 

consequeme. Thus, in this mode1 the relevant industry demand curve shodd be 

the joint demand c w e  refiecting the refonn. In the industry supply framework 

of figure 2.1, demand curve shifts were taken as temporq while its permanent 

position was given by the kinked point on the supply curve where it was as- 

sumed that the nurnber of h s  currently in the market was h l ly  adjusted to the 

current regulatory regime. if cabotage r e f m  is taken to be a permanent change 

in regulatory regime then, given that the higher joint industry dernand is now 

relevant, demand is thus seen to pennanently iacrease vis a vis the pre-reform 

demand cuve which is taken to be only a fronthauvbackhad demand curve 

with empty backhauls occurring. The consequence of empty backhauls occur- 

h g  in the pre-refm case is to generate an effective demand curve18 (De) as 

shown in figure 2.7. Since empty backhauls are inevitable in the pre-refonn 

case, this effective demand cuve is obvioudy lower than the joint demanâ that 

would obtah under a zero empty backhaul situation after cabotage reform. Fur- 



thermore, the effective demand curve canot, itself, be taken as permanent in 

stnrtine since Q and Qf are fonned independently, thus leaviag Qe endogenous 

and in a state of flux. But the main result is that when empty backhauls are pre- 

sent, the effective demand curve is unstable and always lower than the stable 

joint demand curve. An assumption involving a fixity with respect to Qf will 

serve to stabilize De. Changes in DI, &, or MCf+b. (which determines RdL9 are 

shi f i  variables for the effective demand curve. 

Figure 2.7: The E f f i v e  Demand Ctuve 

where: Q, =quantity of empty backhads. 

trips 

Point A is the sum of the given fronthaul rate (Rd and the R-intercept of the 

backhaul demand curve. The effective demand is the set of vertical sums of the 

stationary fronthaul rate and the set of possible backhaul rates. 



The formulation employed in this sectioa foUows De Vany and Sa* (lm and 
Taky (1989). Consider trucking fûm (i) which operates in a competitive marketplace 
and is an expected-fidl-prie-tahr whereby: 

4 = r i  + nfWf (frontbaul market) (2.11) 

and 

where: 

n= the cost of holding a loaded truck in inventory per unit of time at the origia 
(A) through to the destination (B). 

W= expected time elapsed in transport. 

hJi= truck capacity for fimi (i). Note that w = w(N~); (dw/dNi) < O. 

R= expected fidl rate which is assumed constant across all fùms. 

r= a d  transport charge which may be variable across h s .  

n W =  expected cost of in-transit delivery tirne. 

If the firm is truckioad (TL) then fim (i) may dso ship one, and only one, good 
iabeled (i) which removes the need to distinguish the shipment from i t .  conveyance. 
Since the h is a Mce-taker in R, a change in (r) m u t  lead to a one-to-one change in 
N; that is, a doubling, Say, of capacity doubles the arriva1 rate of goods per unit of 

time which is a variation on the assumption that a fVm in a competitive market can sel1 
al l  that it wants at the equilibrium pria. The firm may choose (r,N) or (QJ) but not 
both. 



The fioathaul demand faicing firm (i) is derived as the number of amvals at point B 
h m  point A and in the reverse for the backhad &maad. Notiag that R is a parameter 
for the h, these & m d s  may be expressed as: 

Q = Q&rf',~i) 

- + (expected signs) 
and 

The k t  that Qf enters Qb highlights the jointness aspect of the @Iem in that a 

hnthaiil is required before there can be a b k & a u i .  Techaidy, these may be 

characterized as the expected net flow of shipments made to resemble a demand 
funaion. 

From equations (2.11) and (2.12) the foliowing pamal denvatives are obtained: 

(W&8rt) = 11(6rti/6wf) x (GQfi/6wf) = (-Und x (ûQ#/6Wf) = 

- I/n@W@@) < O 

since r j  = Rf - nfWf from equation (2.1 1). (2.15) 

The industry (I) demands are functions of the expected full prices alone: 



while the effective demand (shown in figure 2.7) may be written as: 

Equation (2.22) is a positive a f i e  îrmsformation of Q ~ *  with a constant expected full 
hnthaul price (Rfi and a trivial monotonie tmasformatioa by 1. By examining figure 
2.7, the portion of traced out given (R~C,Q~C) is taken and vertically rai& by ltfC 
thus putting it the distaace (y) above lQC. F W y ,  the joint demand is: 

Q' = @(R~+ %, such that Q#=Q& for every Rf and Rb. (2.23) 

The eqdibrium fiunthad and backhaul rates, as weii as ( K / ~ N ~ ) ,  may be found 
h u g h  the profit f&tion for firm (i): 

where: C is the expected total cost hnction, and 
(6CibQi) > O; (bC/ôQ&) > O: ( 6 C 1 6 ~ ~ )  > O 

Note that (~3/6Qt) is non-zero since. as N rises for a given Q, W fdls thus adding to 

output quidi@ In this way, (r) nses since R rernains fixed. The total differentials in r i ,  
rbi and ~ i ,  respectively, are: 



The equilibrium values. r$* and rbi*, and (bC/GM) are obtained by solving equations 

(2.25), (2.26). and (2.27) using equations (2.15). (2.16), (2.17). and (2.18). 

Solving for rbi*, using (2.17) gives: 

Thus, the equilibrium backhaul transport rate equals the marginal cost of haulage plus a 
congestion toll. The congestion toll ù the arriva1 rate or number of trips (Q& rnultip- 
lied by the margural cost of elapsed waiting time of an additional truck [nb(6wdSQbi)] 

at point B. If a portion of the B to A backhad is a regulated cabotage move there 
would be two expected effects for a i l  h s :  (1) nb would be higher under incidental or 

retum trip, outward (U.S.) cabotage since the domestic good must be ready for pick-up 
when the truck anives and the foreign driver must be laid over or transferred while the 
extra cost of a domestic driver is incurred; and (2) (6wdSQbi) must dso be higher 

since the anival time at A from B is necessarily siowed due to route deviations as part 
of the cabotage move as well as unloading at the intermediate point and 
customs/immigration checks upon exit. Of course, cabotage refonn would diminish 
these effects due to lesser aciminstrative costs and the extra move itself would be lwked 
upon as its own market transaction that is no longer dependent on the existence of 
international fkight at point B. 

Solving for rt* gives: 



Plugging in equatim (2.28) to the above gives: 

then replacing (ûQti/6rfi) in the above with equation (2.15) gives: 

and, finally , replacing with equation (2.1 8): 

where (6~dbQi) < O.2o The second tenn in equation (2.29) is a congestion toll on the 

fronthaul qua1 to the cost of increased waiting time for each marginal truck unit at 

point A commencing the fronthaul. The third terni is the cost of decreased waiting time 
at point B resdtuig from an increase in traffic flow From point A. Even with empty 
backhauis, Qbi< Qi and ri* > rbi* will always obtain if the cost and wait times at the 

Fronthaul are greater: 



But with no empty kkbauIs, as a -ter possibiiity under cabotage ref~rm, Q ~ = Q ~ ~  
30 that rt* becornes 

which is essentially in figure 2.6 in that it is the expected full-price equivalent 

of the loaded fronthad minus the empty backhad cost plus the lœded backhaul cost. 
RecaU that %. > MCbl# and Rr < Rf is implied by equation (2.29). With Qb rising to, 

and passing Qf as MCbi M s ,  (ûW,,/ûQ+) must be getting d e r .  

F ' d y ,  solving for ( b c / G ~ i )  gives: 

and &ter plugging in equations (2.28) and (2.29): 

and replacing (GQ&Wi) and (iQ$@) with equations (2.1 6)  and (2.1 8), respectively : 

which afier expansion and cancellation gives: 



where (6Wd6~i) <O. Equation (2.31) indicates that Capacty is detennined exclusiveIy 

in the fronthaul market. The marginal expected cost per extra unit of capacity e q d s  

the effect on waiting t h e  at point A as bmught about by a chaage in capacity. 

It is also usehi to specify rj* and r&* in tems of price elasticities. Substitu~g 

equations (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17) into (2.29) pives: 

and multiplying the second and third temis of the above by (ri/$) and (rbi/rbi), 

nspectively : 

where ili and are the price elasticities of demand which are, for non-Giffen goods, 

l e s  than zero. Thus, 

Substituting equation (2.17) into (2.28) gives: 

and multiplying the second term by (rbi/rbi): 



While it may seem that equations (2.32) and (2.33) imply that if, in equilibrium, 
the prïce eLasticities equaied -1, rbi* and rbi* wouici be innnity, these equaîions are in 

fkct variations on the familar relationship: MR=P[1 +(UV)]. While R is fixeci, (r) 
bctim like a downward sloping demand and is counteracted by W until R is 
unchanged. In other words, 

which, in equilr'briurn under perfect cornpetition, fequires MC = MR where MC is 
rising. Thus, with (r) acting as a downward slopuig &mand, MR-O when q =-1 
meaning that only price-elastic values apply to equations to equatioas (2.32) and (2.33). 

Finally, a partial denvative of interest is: 

Equation (2.34) irnplies that Qb and Qf fall in the face of the backhaul demand shiftuig 
leftward. Note that (6rPlûqi) and (6rbi*/6tmi) were found by TaîIey (1989) to both be 

positively signed, which indicated value-of-se~ce pricing. 

The industry demand curve is the e f & t i ~  demand curve since empty backhauls are 
always assumed to be present. The finn wül take that demand as the basis on which to 

product differentiate. in this regard a national shipper (k) has a utility maximization 
problem over (m) choices of truckhg firms desirable out of NI. These Ni firms are the 

total operating ones out of a total of N possible firrns. Contestability is accounted for 
since (N-NI) firrns are potenriai entrants. The problem is Opecifiexi as such: 



where q is a nunamire good and v is the finite dimensiod vector indicating the 
shippa's Mtuation of the product typ .  The price is normalized to equal 1 

and each firm may charge di f fant  prices. Foliowing Hnrt (1985). the prices of ail 
goods (j) not being produad are taken to be infinite. Thus, 

A firm (NI + 1) is the represeooitive h that product diffecentiates reIative to the NI 

h m  (that WU not react). 

A simple and couvenient case is the quasi-linear utility functioa: 

where f(&J indicates that & is a function of the firm's choice of product 

differentiatioa. The first-order condition for equation (2.37) is: 

U'[5i,lf(Qa)]f (Qi3 = & for every i = l ,  ..., m . (2.38) 

Without reaction from other tirms, firm (NI + 1) talces the index of total output of 

the (m) types as a constant. Thus, 

where QLC indicates a constant Q. In this way, the firm' s demand f'unction may be 

written: 



Thus, d(-) = f (Q&. Equation (2.39) is a pqmtiOIMiI demand (QP) by which the 

(N+ 1) tirm's praiuct ~ ~ t i a t i o n  leads to a more priœ-elastic demand: 

that is, the b ' s  actual demand is based on a shipper's d o n  to price or freight rate 
changes under conditions of a constant index of total output quality (QC) available 

ekwhere. 

that is, Qi* is rangent to ATC but the proportiomd dernand (QP) through 
point. 

(2.40) Equiobrium and Cabotage Relorm 

The equilibria given by points B and C in figure 2.1 were temporary in nature and 
dependent upon the regime in place at the time of adjustment. The permanent equrlib 
num highlighted by point A in those figures was the steady state, based upon the 
location of the non-cyciicai demand and the freight rate indicative of an industry that 
has, in the long run, M y  adjusted to the regime in place. This section will discuss how 
a permanent change in industry demand through cabotage refonn will lead to a change 
in the steady state equilibrium. 

Successful reform of incidental move cabotage may be characterized by a fall Ui 

marginal loaded backhaul costs to the extent that empty bacbuis are completely 
eliminated. When this occurs the effective deniaad curve becornes irrelevant and the 
joint demand c w e  is the one faced by the indu-. If the rnargiDal loaded backhaul 
costs fall as s h o w  in figure 2.6 it shouid then be noticed that the fronthaul rate is 
lower as well. With the wmmed k ight  rates thus lower, the relevant equilibrium 



quantity mua bave increesrd as well. This point is niiade by comparing point F 

with point G on the joint demaud m e  of figure 2.7. in oder put the point in 

its proper context, for cabotage reform to be of the magnitude necessary to 

bring about the appropriate fall in marginal costs, it must take piace in a deregu- 

iatory regime- in this way the &regdatory k i d d  supp1y curve is the locus that 

is needed in this context. This assumption is masonable since it would seem that 

domestic deregdation is a necessary precufsor to transborder deregulation. 

Wrth a permanent increase in demand h g  the deregdatory kinked supply 

curve, the industry can maintain a permanently iarger ntuuber of h s .  In fig- 

ure 2.8 it can k seen that the long nin eqdibrium wiU move from point F to 

point G. In effect, cabotage nfm works like a permanent &mand expansion 

in the industry causing a permanently lower expected freight rate since Loaded 

backhaul wsts permanently decline. Again, society gains on net because any 

welfare loss triangle applicable to backhad shippers, due to the rate king set 

above marginal cost, will be outweighed by: (1) a pomon of consumer surplus 

remaining due to the faU in marginal cost; and (2) the net gain accruing to 

fronthaui shippen. 

fi- 2.8: hciustry Supply and the Cabotage Effeet 

Q Q'Q" t* 



In the framework for figure 2.8, ATC contains the approPriate average costs of 

the h t h a i i l  and empty backhaul at Q plw the average cost of the hackhaui at 

Qb < QT while ATC' cwtains the effect of the typical assumptim of increasing 

costs due to firm entry. The MC curve is drawn given the assumption that total 

industry costs inmase equipmpoTtiOLLaUy meaning that MC in effect sbifts up 

ont0 itçelf over the pre- and --cabotage reform cases. In other words, & 

tage reform is assumed for simplicity to affect only tbe fUBd costs of a h ' s  

operation rather than its marginal (i.e. he-haul) cost 

In compering the set of figures 2.5 through 2.7 with figure 2.8, it will be 

noticed that the marginal cost c w e s  for the fornier were drawn horizontally for 

simplicity of analysis but can, in the present context, be considerd to be the 

long nm marginal wsts for an industry indicative of passive supply. The mar- 

ginal cost c w e  for the firm in figure 2.8 is short run ia nature and drawn in the 

familiar FaShion and, with each tmcking h approxiinaîeû to have nearly con- 

stant rietums to scale in the long run, their long nin margiaaI cos& would be 

relatively tlat, as depicted at the industry-level. 

The process of cabotage reform takes the firm and the indus0 h m  point A 

to A' and then fhaiiy to point G (by-passing point F as s h o w  in figure 2.7). 

Note that the quantity difference betweem points A and F indiates the quantity 

of empty backhauls. Each fh at point G is producing less but there are more 

h s  in the industq and the expected permanent fieight rate is now lower after 

cabotage reform. The movement h m  point A to A' highlights the effect of a 

permanent increase in demand in the pst-reform environment. Referring to fig- 

ure 2.7, the effect is that the joint demaad becornes operational instead of the 

lower effective demand indicative of empty backhauls. At point A', the inmeas- 



ing cost nature of the iridustry as given by the supply m e  leads to an increase 

in the freight rate when fimis enter the industry attempting to capture the posi- 

tive eumomic profits king earned by the incumbents. Point A', king on the 

joint demand curve, can also be considered to be the steady state point where 

l d e d  backhauls have just increased to the level of Iaaded fronthauls. But, as 

mentimed above, there is no a pnori reason to assume that loaded backhaul 

cost afkr cabotage reform rnight not decnase M e r .  The move from A' to G 

highlights the effect that occurs when 1- backhaul wsts becorne perma- 

nentty lower. Using figure 2.6 as a referenœ, industry output inc~eases further 

but under the condition of backhaui shippers paying a premium above their mar- 

ginal I d e d  beckhaul costs and fbnthaul shippers paying Iess than their 

fronthaul @lus empty backhaul) costs. The s m  of these two rates is lower dter 

the fall in backhaui costs and this is reflecte!d in point G as compared to A'.21 

The supply curve (S) was drawn on the assumption of domestic market deregu- 

lation only while the new supply m e  (S') refiects the permanently lower costs 

that corne about due to transborder market rationaiization. Finally, at the firm 

level this ratiooaliration is reflected by the fd1 in ATC' to ATC' ' . Since the 

supply curve has shifted nghtward the long nin structure of the industry has 

been positively affecte.& 

This chapter has developed a mode1 of the trucking sector that establishes 

the operational responses that a f5.m makes within regimes of either regulation 

or deregdation. The structure of the industry was oiken to be an approximation 

of perfect competition or monopolistic competition under the regulation or de- 

regulation regimes, respectively. The cyclid nature of truckhg demand was 



d k u s d  through the dfcct, of temporary demanci expansion and contraction 

d the steacfy-staîe e q d i i u m .  The effect of incidental movdretuni trip, 

outward cabotage refonn was also buiit into the mode1 to highlight the gains to 

be had from a refonn proces dong those iines. A regime change of this type 

bad the obvious supply-side effec*i but the= were demand-side e f f e t  as weil 

since the change was not m d y  c y c W  in nature. The mode1 sefved to show 

that the deregdatory pmusses undertaken in Canada and the United States were 

not capable of capturing di possible welfaR gains since the context of thosc 

changes were d y  domestic in scope. The ability to efniientiy deal with an 

empty b a c W  problem that exists due tu intemational hight transport puts the 

cabotage problem into proper focus. Cabotage reform is, thenfore, international 

dereguiation that is a source of further w e b  gaias. There was no attempt to 

sort out the distribution of these gains between Caoada and the United Staies. 

k k h a u i  shippers receive the kgest welfare gain. Of course, given the longer 

run into the United States by Canadian trucks, it is UA-based backhaul ship 

pers that outnumber Canadian-based ones in a ton-mile smse, at least. No pre- 

dictions cm be made regarding which nation's carriers and shippers might gain 

more. 





' Of course, neither does a perfacty competitive long run equilibrium am- 
to the histoncal record but it does serve as a better benchmark for an in- 

dustry that does exhibit sow of the characteriistics of a competitive market- 
Furthemore, even if the steady state were characterized by a permanent regda- 
tory regime of the type discussed in chapter 1 it is uniikely that a large de- 
of excess capacity wodd pvai l .  Reguiatim would merely slow the a d j m e n t  
process; it would not stop it. Under the assumption of efficient markets9 a long 
run adjusment process would entail licenses whose values characterized the 
h g  run marginal cost of production of a unit of tmcking services- And if a 
PCN case could be d e  by a new entrant, in the long nin all such entry would 
be p t e d .  However, the implications of market bias through long run rent 
seekmg will be explored in chapter 3 so that this assumption may be relaxed 
somewhat. 

As mentioned above this implicit cooperatim should not be taken to be oli- 
gopolistic. There are N f i m s  that may produce any one of N t y p  of differenti- 
aîed products for a Iarge set of shippers that are d y  interested in the f i t e  
number of firms (m) that are able in Yatious degrees, due to regulatory restric- 
tions, to satisfy their demands What is rquired, however, is to assume that any 
mcombination taken out of the N product set is equi-probable for a given sbip 
per. As Hart (1985; p. 530) points out, such an assumptim ruies out the 
"neighbouring" of h s  such that a change in the action of one fh will now 
be evenly spread over ail firms making an one fim's actions negligible when 
the number of h s  is large. Thus point ( $ ), supranote 6 is satisfied. National 
sbippers are thus eq&y likely to make use of any jurisdiction so long as thek 
delivery range is large enough. This distinctly reheves this mode1 of the need to 
assume duapoly or oligopoiy based upon a jurisdiction in isolation h m  others 
as was suggested in Prentice (1994). A more competitive, and yet 
govemmentally-îduenced, process of operations fits in more effectively with 
the rent seeking a p p m h  and indeed with the ernpirical evidence of regdatory 
decisions (Boucher, 1991). The idhg of a truck is independently rational, 
non-pria cornpetition and ail firms will do this in response to a f a  in demand 
that affects al1 N f h s .  

Of course, wages may be characterized as either variable in terms of pay- 
ment per completed trip or fixed in terms of contractual agreements. The effect 
on labour, if it were indeed characterized as a variable cost, would not be tm 
large if the fall in total variable cost were such that it was able to maintain its 
approximate graphid shape in the relevant production range; that is, it would 
be the case that its marginal cost derivative would be affected only in a minor 
way. This is reasonable since layoffs of labour would not be too pronomced be- 
cause the fdl in demand is taken to be temporary. 

l0 At point B in both panels, the two D' demand curves will not possess the 
same pria  elasticities. It is the case, foilowing Chamberlin's original specitica- 
tions, that the h ' s  demand would be more price elastic than the indu* de- 
mmd. Without "neighboring", the firm's pricing actions WU not provoke a re- 
action h m  cornpetitors meaning uiat if, for example, it lowered its price it 



wodd capture a hger shen of the market than it would witbut differentiatim. 
The industiy demand curve is the total demand for the g e n d  chas of the good 
that is an ex ante benchmark used by aü nrmS in k i r  difEermtiati011 processes. 

l1 The assumption of equal f d s  in ATC across regimes is dso reasonable 
given the e f f d  of market C a p i M o n  that may oaur under regdation. Lf one 
wishes to depart h m  an assumption of cornpetitive f- markets under regu- 
lation then one might assume that, given the greater flexibility of iarge firms to 
acîjust under regulation, ATC might fall mon than is indicated. But the effect of 
market c a p i m i o n ,  through unionized tabour for exampIe, wodd serve to 
mitigate the fall in ATC beyond that expected by a fall in the fixed costs of fieet 
operatioa. A more interesting question would revolve around the dynamic ad- 
justment of ATC açross mgimes so as to determine which regime is more sus- 
ceptible to a longer period of Iosses while ATC fkUs to meet the fall in dernand. 
This institutional question cannot be a pnonn adâressed with this model. 

l2 Zero earnomic profit occurring in a rent seeking environment is known a s  
"efficient" rent seeking and is the type most often employed in the fiteranire 
Snce it is the most straight fofward. A bidding for licenses among incumbents 
in an efficient audon process would be expected to lead to such a rationhg 
when mergers or acquisitions are talring place. Another important Rason for 
ATC rising, as mentioned in Rentice (1994), is the grniter prevalence of the 
backhad problern in an expanding, though regulated, industry. Indeed, the 
backhad prob1em will figure largely in the discussion of the demand side as 
weiI as in the building of the cabotage reform effect into the complete model. 

l3 This conclusion for the reguiated firm's output relative to the deregulated 
b ' s  output is not an a prionn one. As can be seen in the firm panel of figure 
2.4, the degree of point B king to the nght of point C is based upon: (1) the 
shape of the marginal cost cume beyond point C; and (2) the price elasticity of 
demand. A more price inelastic demaad andlor a greater degree of diminishing 
retunis, through a steeper marginal cost beyond point C, codd lead to Q < Qc 
at the firm level. On inspection of figure 2.4, point B would lie to the left of 
point C if, for the given marginal cost, MR' =MC at a point below Rc. Of 
course, it will always be the case that Q=Qc so long as MR'(&)=Rc. 

l4 Mishan (1971) notes that a shifting consumer demand cuve  dong with a 
shifting cost or supply cume provides no real insight into the welfare masure- 
ment problem. In k t ,  the concepts of consumer and producer surpluses cannot 
be accurateiy measured when both demand and supply are moving in a corn- 
parative static sense. 

lS The seminai mathematical work on modeling the allocation of joint cos& 
is fwnd in Samueison (1969). An earlier debate by Taussig and Pigou over this 
problern as applied to railways is provided in Taussig (1913) and Hgon and 
Taussig (1913). Taussig correctly argued that it was jouit cost that explaineci the 
readily obsewed phenornenon of d e r s  charging rates in inverse relation to the 
absolute value of the price elasticity of demand (so-called vdue-of-service pric- 
hg) while Pigou felt Uiat the result sternmed exclusively fiom the existence of 



monopo1y. 7'- (WB) demonsbrates that joint cos*, alme are a suffiCient 
condition for due-of-seNice pricing, m d g  that such pricing may exist in 
cornpetitive, umegulated markets. 

l6 This simple diagram may also be used to make the foUowing point regard- 
hg the "equal rates for equal milesn style of regdation practiceù by the ICC. 
To the extent that the regulated rate set the price lioe above dl points on the 
backfraul demand curve, a potentoial backhaul market is closed off. In this re- 
gard, the entk  coosurner surplus obtaùied by beckhaul shippers, if an efficient 
rate were set e q d  to MCbl, wodd be lost. This is a definite welfm cost of 
regdation. Intentational trade theory is beginning to recognize the existence of 
welfare lozrses due to closed markets resulting h m  barriers to haie. Romer (lm sets up a mode1 arnomy that bas a 1096 tariff on capital inputs reducing 
national incorne by 1 % using a k e d  list of capital inputs. If this kt is change- 
able due to markets being closed off, the resdting 10s in nationai incorne rises 
to 20%. 

l7 Shictly spealong, a portion of the gain in consumer surplus to backhaul 
shippers is aypivyriated by fionthaul shippers !eaving the former with a freight 
rate above marginal loaded backhaul costs creating a quasi-economic rent for 
the tmcking firms obtaining backbauls. 

l8 This effective demand curve is taken to be the mm of the marginal will- 
ingnesses to pay over the various ptential backhaul points on & and the 
stationary fronthaul quantity &manW, QI. By construction, De will always be 
parailel to &. 

l9 When f d s  it causes a demand effect by way of a fdi in De due to 
a fd in Rf and a rise in Q. With a change in both cost (Le. supply) and de- 
rnand, the steady state equilibrium will be expected to change as wiil be made 
clear in section 2.40. 

De Vaay and Saving (1977) listeci the third term in equation (2.29) as 
negative contrary to the above. That difierence was also noted by Tdey (1989; 
supanote 2). 

21 To verify this, one need only examine figure 2.6 where it may be found 
that: MCf+br < [MCf+bc+ MCb& The marpuiai cost with no empty backhads is 
always less than the summed marginal costs with empty backhauls present. 



Chrrptei (3): Appbtioœ Pnd extedom of the transborüer tmckhg 

m o d e l m  

This chapter wiU use the mode1 of chapter 2 as a base for M e r  andysis of 

reguiation, dempuiation and cabotage refom. Section 3.20 wiU further discuss 

the regulatory rents that accrue to the firms in a repuiated industry, using =nt 

seeking theory. Section 3.30 wil i  more exp1iciîiy &USS the cabotage refom 

process by way of the precision afforded through mîrgkd welfàre changes. Fi- 

nally, section 3.40 offers chapter conclusions. 

(330) Reguiatory rents and rent seeking behavior 

Thir section lays out the nature of rent seeking finns which operate under 

~gulatory protection. In general, rent seeking théory has sought to combine 

public choice theory with the neoclassical theory of the b. The govemrnent is 

endoge- in thaî it too possesses an objective function characterizeù by the 

maximization of the revenue to be extracteci through the rents it &es competi- 

tively available to firms entering or already within regulated indusmes. It is 

fiom this theoreticai base that a comection between the rents created in a regu- 

lated t r w b g  industry and the welfare loss of regdation may be M e r  sub- 

stantiated. How is rent seekiag applicable to the trucking indusûy? it is a ra- 

tional response by trucking h s  to a regdatory game whereby the reguhor 

seUs benefits (Le. operating licenses) in exchange for money while, impor- 

tantly, rrfiisiag to refund the expenditures of firms unsuccessful at this gameel 



(331) Rent DefMtion 

The concept of rent seeking was h t  developed by liillocL (1967) and 

showed, contmy to studies indiEIiting smali social costs of monopoly, that such 

cos& cuuld in fàct be quite Large. The term rent seeking itself was first wined 

by b e g e r  (WQ) and used to analyze the nature of quotas as developed in in- 

ternational trade theory. A reappraisal of the seminai welfare cost of monopo1y 

study undertaken by Hkrbsger (l954) was completed by b e r  (l975) using 

the new rent seekhg penpective. Harberger's esbimate of the welfare loss of 

mompoly was calculated utilizing statistcs for the rate of ~ t u r n  to capital for 

73 manufachiring industries in the United States over the years 1!224 through 

1928. The loss of consumer w e b  based on the industrial structure in question 

represented a value qua1 to a surprisiagiy low, O. 1% of national inc~rne.~ In 

this cuntext it would be reasonable to conclude that monopolization was not a 

source of great inefficiency in the U. S. ecmomy. In contrast, Posner asserted 

that al l  rent wouid be exactly dissipateci at the social level meaning that $1 

would be coiîectively spent in order to capture $1 and that the rents in Har- 

berger's anaiysis would then represent a further los in consumer welfare. Pos- 

nefs estimates are industq-specific but, to provide some contrast, in his refor- 

mulation of the Harberger analysis for the airline industry, under Civil A e w  

mutics Board reguiation, he caiculated a total social cost of airline monopoly 

equal to 9î% of total revenue of the industry at the monopoly price. 

Rent seeking is an activity involving the punuit of economic rents that are 

u s d y  granted by govemment. The process is a cornpetitive one since firms 

will attach a value to the rent to be granted and wodd compte foz the pnvilege 

of receiving such rent over other finns b u s e  monopoly profits could then be 

realized. The process is also a wastefid one in that, while the rent itself is 



rnerely a M e r  from one agent to another, a departure h m  a competitive in- 

dustrial structure has a w e h  loss accompanying it (te., the Harberger Trian- 

gle). Furthemore, the reœiver of the rent, and indeed the unfortunate h s  

that cornpeted for it and lost, all spent resources for the purpose of winnuig. 

These expenditures are labeled rent seeking waste and must be added to the tra- 

d i t i o d  Harberger Triangle measure of the cost of monopoly. To the extent that 

the rent -king waste is wual to the rent itself, the economic rent will precisely 

highlight this M e r  rent seeking waste- and it may be iabeled the Tuliock 

Rectangle- &kg, io effect, a w e l b  loss trapezoid. 

It is important to be precise in the use of the term rent seeking. The devo- 

tion of resources for the sole purpuse of achieving r a t s  need not in itself be 

rent seekhg. Rent seeking has corne to be used in the context of the pursuit of 

rents that do not offer Pareto Unprovements to welfâre. Tdock has been careful 

to note, for example, that rent creation through patents and their pmuit is not, 

in general, an example of rent seeking activity. Consider that patent protection 

for a cancer drug surely m a t e s  a rent for the possessor but is Wrely Pareto im- 

proving while, on the other hand, a tariff erected under pressure by domestic 

drug h s  to bar the importation of such a drug is not (ToUock, 1993). The 

tariff case, showing a clear distinction between winners and losers, is the true 

thrust of the rent seekhg literature. It is aiso useful to think of rent seeking 

games as negative sum h m  society's point of view (TuIlock 1980a). From the 

individual h ' s  point of view the game can be positive, zero, or negative in 

sum but it is generally assumed that the expenditures of the losers far oubveigh 

those of the wi~er(s) .  More specific means to calculate rent seeking expendi- 

ture are shown in section 3.22. If a fVm does play the epme, it is an efficient 

response h m  its point of view but wastefui h m  a societal view. 



The themy of public choice- the ecommics of politics or of political deci- 

sioa makers- becornes useful in the nnt seeking environment and over aU 

forms of disposition of rent. It is through the politicai process that rents are cre- 

ated; it is to the political agents that rent seeking payments are made; and it is to 

the political agents that mit maintenance payments or tributes might be made by 

recipients in order to maintain a privileged position. A theory of the firm in a 

rent seebg environment ouiwt  be complete without the inclusion of public 

choiœ theory. Public choiœ serves to mode1 govemental activity and it is pre- 

cisely for that reasoa that such models are important in the rent seeking litera- 

ture sinœ the govemment is a player almg with the agents that are cornpethg 

for rents. Govemment is endogenous in this framework. A govemment knows 

that a rent created will encourage a certain amount of rent seeking for it. To die 

extent that the govemment relies on fun& from aich sources, one can say that 

the rent creation itself is a function of the rent seeking expenditure it is thought 

to bring about. Governments treat these market inefficiencies as a source of 

revenue. Regulation of industries not only stabilizes their size but also the reve- 

nue to be acquired by the govemment; in other words, there exists a stability- 

efficiency trade-off as part of the economics of regdation (Prentice 1994). 

Within the theory of the firm is the idea that, in the absence of barriers to 

entry, a firm making positive econornic rent wili have its position ercxied in the 

long run as firm e n q  drives such rents down to zero. This familiar set of finns 

one can label as profit seelcers (Buchanan 1980) which serves the purpose of 

showing the benefits of competition. But with government involvement in rent 

creation- in effet, institutionaiking barriers to entry- competition can serve 

to -te social waste. F h s  are now competing for rents- in other words rent 

seeking- which at the societal level creates a welfare loss and negative sum for 

society as indicated above. The transformation of firms from profit seelcers to 



rent seekers is codtioned by a c b g e  in the ins t i tu t id  sethg brought about 

by government. And it is important to note that whether a firm is a profit seeker 

or rent seeker, it is st i l l  acting efficiently h m  its own point of view; but it is 

the societal effect which ciiffers. 

Another term that Tullock ù i ~ u c e s  is rent avoidance (Tullock 1980a) 

which essentidy means activity undertahm by an individual or fim so as to 

m .  rent seeking msts to itseIf. W d y ,  this involves working around 

iaws or reguhons îhrough governmental connections or, if necessary, through 

bribery of officials to afhieve illegal exemptions. While this may minimk - rent 

seeking outlays for a fhn,  rent avoidance does not corne without coa  F i s  

may have to retain lawyers, lobbyists or iasiders in order to effectively deal 

with the govemment for such purposes. In k t ,  any lobbying so as to influence 

the shape of government regulations is rent avoidance since one must assume 

that the fim is acting out of self-interest Such activity will have a time cost and 

perhaps the wst of hiring the required specialists. An example of rent avoidance 

here wodd be situations where a trucking firm avoids routes that put it in con- 

tact with customs officials that are more "by the book" than othen. Rent avoid- 

ance will provide a r e m  to this trucking tirm but it wodd be a srnail one if the 

firm finds it necessary to hKe s t a f f  for the sole purpose of engaging in reat 

avoidance activities. The institutional environment wodd sti l l  be wastehl be- 

cause one can assume that rent avoidance cannot be so successful as to mean 

that mgdations becorne ineffective everywhere. Distortions will likely st i l l  ex- 

ist. 

One can see that such a rent seeking process is a cousin of the Stigler- 

Pelaian view of regdation whereby the very finns that are regulated have the 

biggest stake in the regdatory environment in which they conduct business. The 



ngulator wiU attempt a mmimk hU own wealth fuaction subjea to cornpethg 

speciaI interests with tbe resuit king that regulated firms wdi be prevented h m  

achieving competitive revenue (or profit) maximization s i n a  the regulated price 

is inversely related to the wealth of the reguiator. Following Wuï and Schoep 

ing (1991) the reguiator wishes to maximize his wedth (W) with respect to the 

size of the poEtical majority (M) he can gather through his actions. 

This majority is a fimction of the regulated price (P), which is the reguiabr' s 

choice variable, and the h ' s  revenue (Y). Theref', 

The sign of Mp shows that a higher price reduces consumer support but the o p  

posite is true for the p d u c e r  given that: 

The first*rder condition for Yp is: 

For Yp > O to hold in equation (3.4) the wealth-maxirnizing price chosen by the 

regulator will be one l e s  than the revenue-maximlling one (where Yp=O would 

be the case). For Yp=O, &=O must hold which means passive consumers. But 



it is the politid pressure of OOIlSUmers, through Mp<O, that is respollsfile for 

the above d t -  The sam d t  was obtained by PeltPsian (i97Q excep that 

he used profit as an argument instead of revenue. Paul and Schoening have ar- 

gued that revenue is better suited where fïms are susceptible to rent extraction 

by resource suppliers. It is the case that unionized labour was a source of profit 

capitakdoa for many iegulated tmcking firms (Rose 19ûï). Compensatory 

f'reight rates were, however, oombined with enûy resÉnctim and was part of 

the regulator's reqmnse to conflicting consumer (shipper) and fim pressures. 

Then i s  a demand for regulation which, through the political process, cm 

&kt the forthcornkg supply of regdation. Firms wish to see entry to their in- 

dustry controiied through the set up of regulatims. A govemment will respond 

in the way îhat best serves its self-interest, just as would any other agent The 

international trade fiterature developed the closely relateâ theory of directly un- 

productive profit seeking (DUP) to show that tariffi and quotas are not welfare 

quivalents when the output effect is the same since the latter urn produce rent 

dissipation through rent çeeking for licenw (Bbagi*ati, &al. 1984). This is 

similar to the notion of the foreign discovery of a cancer drug. Domestic drug 

firms would ideally rather see a blockade on the cure rather than compete with 

it h u g h  the setting up of a tariff. In general, the Stiglerian view of regdation 

mupled with the theory of rent seeking also serves to explain why mts are not 

simply sold off by governments to the highest bidder at an auction. An auction 

mechanism is an easy and l e s  wasteN infiastructure to maintain relative to a 

regulatory bureaucracy. An auction might put the class of winners in a state of 

flux while a reguiatory bureaucracy, with ail of its d e s  and standards, creates a 

class of "insiciers" and incumbents that can serve to entrench the class of win- 

ners through lobbying from a position of asymmemc information. As wiiI be 

seen in section 3.22, that point has not been modehi; rather, it is assumeci that 



incumbent nniis am engage in collusion or pr~emptive rent seehg b i d ~ . ~  The 

idea of 'insiciers" is relevant to the real world sina governments rely on expert 
. . advice fiom the very groups they desire to reguiate; to wit, the associahms for: 

physi*, teachers, kwyers, accounmts, etc. (Dean and Rokop, 1996). 

It h d d  be noted tbat some have criticized the way the concept of rent 

seekhg bas been f e ,  particularly those in the institutional- 

methodological school of ecunomic thought. Samuek and Mericni.0 

ciaim that rent seeking can be either negative sum or positive sum for Society 

dependhg upon the sorts of legal-eooaornic settuigs involved. Of coune, their 

differiog amclusions arise h m  the differient underlying assumptims, an exam- 

ple of which would be the objection Samuels and Mercm have to the concept 

of the ncm-coercive marketphce and the coercive polity which, however, is a 

popular assumption employed by many (e.g., Buehanao, 1964). As noted 

above, Tullock stresses that rent seebg aiways involves the generation of 

waste. Samuels and Mercm feel that definhg waste in tems of a weIfare loss 

triaagie generated in a price-autput diagram is too simplistic because the physi- 

cal cornmodity itself is ody a part of the tnie output. They wish to define an ef- 

fective commodity as king the physical comodity plus the property rights as- 

sociated with its use; and any exchange of the latter is aot accounted for in neo- 

ciassical methodology. The h s t  seems to be that, since there can be no unique 

set of rights applicable to a particular physica cornmodity, there are no constant 

effective comrnodities when laws change due to rent seeking because them items 

are a h c t i o n  of current law. S k  rent seekuig endeavm to change the law, it 

alters the effective commodity and thus the concept of waste cannot apply to ef- 

fective wmmodities. The initial set up of property rights by the government has 

been taken by rent seekhg theorists to be constant. Certainiy, this is a require- 

ment in a C&an world in which Paret~improving rights trade can take place. 



This of course is foreign to the distributional issues that Samuels and Mercm 

wish to raise using their @cular methodoIogy. It would be a waste-@dg 

enterprise for private agents to attempt to change the law. It is tme, as a r e d t  

of the Coesian method01ogy, that eamomists have been more concerned with 

the exchange of legal rights and not the legal change of legd rights so that it 

might seem, as Samuels and Mercuro would argue, that amstitutional change 

simply cropping up as a solution to perceived rent seeking activities appears out 

of p h  because the prrress of iegal change, itself. is not modeleci. 

These points are useful when one is at the stage of proposhg constitutional 

change so as to alter the foundation block of aii laws. But one can argue that die 

legal change of legal rights, so as to get a hande on the ever-changing nature of 

effective commaiities, is fraught with waste of its own in terms of 1ogroIling 

and agenda-setting on the part of politid agents, thereby bringing about lobby- 

ing efforts through interest group formaton. Samuels and Mercuro would say 

that this is an activity that is simply changing the nature of the effective corn- 

modities. But in the political market, through such things as logrohg and 

agenda setting on the supply side and rnultidimensionality of issues on the de- 

mand side, one can expect uncertainty in politid decision making. Uncertainty 

raises costs. Rivate agents would spend resources so as to minimize such uncer- 

tainty but cornpetition in the marketplace means the pcditical ddecisions that are 

purchased are very Wrely not Pareto-improving. The losers in the process must 

have wasted resources in that their resources were devoted for naught. The 

institutional-method010pical h e w o r k  as a critique of rent seeking seems to 

address only the nature of what a commodity is but not the fundameutal change 

in the social consequences of the actions of private agents in order to influence 

political decision-making. A tinn would only make use of a lobbyist if the gov- 

ernment aiiowed itself to be lobbied, and would d y  attempt to influence regu- 



latory decisioas if the ~epuiator were willing to be influenced. 

The application of rent seeking below WU take place using the neoclassical 

framework as its base since, one c a .  argue, it is still the more powerful means 

to d y z e  market behavim. One can simply build the legaleconomic aspects of 

the market into the stratepic behavior of the fïrms that undertake rent seeking 

activities. As will be seen, there are a vaiety of refinements to rent seeking 

games. 

(3.22) Rent seeking in regulated for-- tnickiiig: evidence 

The trucking industry as characte* by rate and entry regulation operated 

using a licensing system. Regulatory boards, during the years before deregda- 

tim, controiled pmvincial and state for-hire trucking operations on an inter- and 

intra-jurisdictional basis. Operathg rights acquired through a license conferrecl 

rents upon the recipient based on the geographic andor b a g e  restrictions a p  

plied to others. A system of rent seeking on the part of wodd-be entrants and 

rent maintenance and defense of the part of incumbent tirnis over Iicensing p r e  

d u r e s  has been comprehensively documented by Boucher (1991). Further- 

more, in the discussion of figure 2.1 it was mentioned that the regdatory rents, 

if subject to efficient rent seeking expenditure, would be a further source of 

welfare gain h m  deregulation. Thus, a discussion of rent seeking is important 

in order to establish the complete welfare effects of institutional change. This 

section provides a review of Boucher's hdings as evidence of rent seelang be- 

havior. 

Boucher's mode1 builds upon other studies of the reguiated trucking industry 

that have shown the main beneficiaries of regulation to have been the owners of 



the aperating iicenses and the unionid workers (see, for example, lMoom 

(1918)ad21os(19al)). Aswascikumdinchapter 1, thedecisionsoftée 

r e g u l a .  boards were made in a quasi-judiciai mamer whereby both pm and 

w n  evideace relating to entry viability were presented. Since there cannot be 

systematic bias in these proocedings there will never be a zero probability of 

suaess attached to the next marginal dollar spent in the rent seeking process. 

StiU, as will been seen below, there is an optimal amount to be spent by any 

rent seeking firm. The choice of variables in Boucher's mode1 are instructive in 

that they indicate the active and d v e  arguments that mur at board hearings. 

The sample used by Boucher consisted of 776 applications to the Quebec 

Traasport Commission for general and speciaity operations g a t h d  over the 

years 19761980. These were codifiexi on the basis of: (1) content of the re- 

quest; (2) characteristics of the applicant; and (3) the reactions of the incum- 

ben& and the board. Each point will be ekborated upon in hini. 

The content of a request could range h m  a mere application to loosen re- 

strictions within a given jurisdiction aU the way to an expansion into a new ju- 

risdiction. This latter request was more iikely to elicit challenges by incumbents 

leading to a lower probability of Commission approval. That hypothesis was ac- 

cepted through statisticaily signifiant evidence4 Furthemore, the hypothesis 

that applications for specralty freight d a g e  would be less likely to be denied 

relative to an application for generai h ight  carriage was also found to be statis- 

t i d y  ~ignifiouit.~ Certainly, specialty ûeight caniage is a more diffcult busi- 

ness notwithstanding the entry process A major k t o r  is the backhaul problem 

that in and of itself acts as a deterrent to entry. Finally, the hypothesis that an 

applicant that showed evidenœ of a shipper contract allowing for agreed-to 

freight rates, as opposeci to general rates set through the Quebec Tariff Bureau, 



w a ~  more likeiy to -ive appmral was also f d  to be sfatstically s i gd ï -  

canL It may be i n f d  that certain sbipper groups are third party players in the 

 nt seeking process. Though this was not part of Boucher's study, evidence of 

shipper strength in the reguiatory decision making process over bafkhaul mar- 

kets could serve to explain some of the reasons for the c m n t  reforms of the 

cabotage regulatim. Now unencumbered by ge~gfaphic or comrnodity restric- 

tions, truckhg firms would be l e s  effective in this lobbying process than would 

be the slippers themselves in maLing the case to their governent that their 

COS& wodd fàU wiîh greater cornpetition in backhaul markets. 

Regadhg the characteristics of the applicant, two variables were specified. 

A pmxy for the 'impoaancew of the fkm was established by way of the number 

of tractors and Mers owned6 Size is also some indication of the resources tbat 

the firm might h g  to bear in the r a t  seeking proces. Boucher notes that am- 

biguify exists as to the expected sign of this variable with respect to the prob- 

ability of acqtmce. it is not clear because ihe importance of a new entrant or 

expansive timi bas to be weighed against the importance of the collective set of 

incumbenu. Nmetheless, the mode1 indicated positive and signifiant coeffi- 

cients for two of the three classes of size used. Boucher notes that the largest 

fket sUe class was significantly different from the other two meaning that the 

board discriminateci in favor of those h n s  with seemingly more political clout 

and rent seeking resources. The second variable was the location of the appli- 

cant's head office in the jurisdiction of expansion or simply the willingness to 

be located there as part of the case for entxy. In a sense, this is a proxy for 

"visibility * and a definite source of further tax revenue to the jurisdiction. This 

variable was found to be positive and statisticaiiy signiIicant. 

The reaetions of incurnbents and the baard higblight the rent maintenance 



pnness which seeks to prevent M e r  cornpetition h m  eroding the value of 

the operathg rights Five dummy variabIes are propoS8d. (1) a dummy variable 

is set to quai one when a p t e s t  is laid Its enpected sign is negative but a 

positive Sgn was found to be statistidy significant. (2) a dummy variable is 

set equal to one when an applicaat introduces an amendment to its application in 

order to piacate opposition. It was found to be statistidy signifïcant and have 

the expected sign. (3) with respect to the reaction of the board to a request, a 

dummy variable representing prie  cornpetition is employed and is set equal to 

one if the application makes any mention of the entrant proposing rates below 

diose set by the TadT Baard. The expected sign is negative because the board 

wiU likely react in favor of the financiai viability of the incumbents and of the 

jurisâiction in general. However, this variable was statistidy signincant with a 

positive sign. (4) a dummy variable representing an iacrease in traffic to the ju- 

risdiction is set equal to one when an entrant makes that argument. The idea is 

that an entrant is able to increase fm-hire trucking's market share at the expense 

of other modes which is a Paret&mprovernent to the jurisdiction in that the in- 

cumbents maintain their share and the board has more activity upon wkch to 

oversee. The variable was found to have the expecred positive sign but was not 

statistidy significant. F W y  , (5) a dummy variable is set equal to one if the 

board grants operathg rights for rûisons beymd those made by the entnnt. The 

Quebec board is expected to follow this strategy when a new territory or market 

opportunity for for-& truchg presents itseif. Thus the board acts as a third 

party in the rent seeking proceu by expanding its own wealth and authority and 

acting over and above its simple d e  of enforcer and adjudicator of government 

policy . The variable's positive sign was not found to be statistically significant, 

suggestiag that the board was not independent of its political masten.' 

It should be noted that Boucher's findings lend empincd support to the for- 



muiaîicm of the kinked repuiation suppIy m e  of chaper 2 in that regulators 
. * .  

act as a discriminating m~~lopoIy which serves to bias opporhinities in hvor of 

large firms. It is this combination of large fieets coupled with piecerneal 

changes in operating authorities- with M y  ever an expansion of a firm's 

germai hight  carriage authority- that is at the kart of the regulation-inducd 

product differentiation pmcas occurrïng among the regdateci firms within a ju- 

risdiction. To the extent that Boucher did not find evidence to support the view 

that repuiators îhemselves muid rent seek, the r a t s  obtained in the regulated 

fm-hin truckhg industry wi l l  be shareà among the large firms and certain ship 

per groups. Of course, with a board less Likely to possess an agenda of its own, 

it is certallily easier for a dereguiatory process to take place when the politicians 

deem it advantagrnus. 

(3.23) Rent seeking games and the tmnsborder triickïng modd 

As is often pointed out in the rent seeking literature, the presence of regula- 

tors with the power to p t  market share to fïms will serve to make the rent 

seeking process on the part of these firms a perfectly rational one. In this way, a 

finn's rent seeking behavior may be precisely fomulated with the foundation 

mode1 in Tuliock (1980b). This section disusses: the nature of rent seeking 

games; the conditions required for efficient rent seeking to occur; and the impli- 

cations of these games for the transborder truckhg mode1 of chapter 2. 

The typical remrio for a rent seeking mode1 is to a nnmber of h s  

cornpethg for a rent of a fixed present value with all perceiving to have the 

same chance of winning. Along with this cornes the usual assumption of risk 

neutraüty and thus a spending of the expected value of the rent on rent seebg 

activities. The analogy is that of a lottery with a fixed p& so that the total 



amoimt spnt by al1 piayers wiU nat alter the amount of the prUe. Underdissipa- 

ticm of =nt wodd arise from risk aversion a d o r  d d g  returns to d e  

while the opposite of the two wodd be necessary for overdissipation. As to un- 

derdissipation, risk aversion would mean that if a person had a chance to win a 

large number of lottenes, he would not buy a ticket for ail of them if it meant 

that al l  of his incorne wouid be exhausted. In a singlar vein, decreasing returns 

or disecunornies would mean that, with a large set of tiny h s  rent =king, a 

small  6rm would face a lower limit in terms of the cost of the cheapest f o m  of 

rent seekiug since phoae d s  beget phone bills, sending letters involves the cost 

of stamps so that if these costs are too large for the tiny finn, the lunit will not 

be reached whkh brings about underdissipation. It wiil be seen below that en- 

due to such cos& might be deterred at some point in the long nin leavhg the re- 

minhg firms with positive econornic profits. 

The most basic cent seeking game is to have two people (A and B) involved 

in a lottery for a h e d  prize of $100. Each ticket costs $1 and the players can 

buy as many tickets as they want. It is assumed that each player is rational in 

the sense that when one player enacts his optimal strategy, the other player wili 

recognize it and act accordingly as in the usual Coumot model. The probability 

of person A winning is: 

PA=A/(A + B) (3-5) 

where A and B are taken to be the respective expenditures of the 

NO players. 

nie optimal strategy for the players of this game is not for each to spend $50 

which would thus mean a total expenditure of $100 leading to complete prize 

(rent) dissipation. The optimal strategy is for each player to spend $25 which 



thus h p k  UllClerdissipritiioa. To see why, let p e ~ o n  A buy $2!5 worth of tick- 

ets and B buy $50 worth. W e  have: 

The expected values of A and B's investment are $lûû(l/3) ~$33 .33  and 

Slûû(Z3) =$66.66, respectiveïy . But if B reduced his investment to, Say, $40 

then his probabitity -mes: 

The expected value of B's investment becornes $61.54 meaning that with a $10 

reduction in his investment his expected gain fidis by only $66.66-$61.54= 

$5.13 l&g hun better off by $10-$5.13 =W. 87. Of course, in this context, A 

gains as well because of B's action: 

implying an expected gain of $38.46 instead of $33.33 for the same investrnent. 

The savings for B, however, will continue to nse untii his investment f d s  to 

$25. It c m  be shown that if B shick with a $50 investment, A's optimal invest- 

ment is then $17 but the problem is that B wodd still gain by lowering his in- 

vestment and, of course, A would gain by increasing his. In an intuitive sense, 

the reason why a $50 investment per player is not optimal is because it ody en- 

sures that total expected retum equals total cost rather than marginal return 

equaling margiaal cost which is a fundamental tenant of neoclassical micmece 

a o m i ~ s . ~  From Tulloek (19210b) the optimal response is derived bas& on the 



pi = (n- l)/n2 

where (n) is the number of players. 

Thus, the equilibrium investment for each player in the two-person game hem is 

$100(PJ or $25. Of course, with a $50 total expenditure, each player has a 50% 

chance of winning. Again, what is crucial here is that each player can figure out 

the amect strategy, and that the other players know tbat strategy as well. 

A cornmon variation of the previous game often employed in the literature is 

to make the odds a nonlinear function of the investments in the following man- 

nec 

which also possesses an equilibrium investment of the form: 

Pi = Q(n- 1 )/n2] 

where R > 0. 

One interpretation of the R exponent in equation (3.7) is as an index denoting 

the different marginal cost stmctures of the firms playing the game; specificaily 

the steepness of the supply c w e  built into the game. Another interpretation of 

R is as the negative of the rnarginai cost of influencing the probability of win- 

ning the game (Corcoran W). As R rises the marginal cost is decreasing and 

its c w e  is getting flatter which is akin to economies of d e  becomiag more 



pronounced. In general, total expenditures can be les, eqd,  or -ter than the 

prize dependhg u p o ~  the number of players and the vahe of Et. It is h m  this 

point that the nature of the long run behavior of the rent seeking firm can be 

analy zed. 

Corcoran contends tbat Tullock's model, as presented above, represents a 

short run aaalysis of the h in a rent seeking enviromnent in that the number 

of h s  in question has been taken as fixecl when calculating rent seeking costs. 

Of mune, the concept of efficient rent seeking- the speciai case when total ex- 

penditures in the iodustry q u a i  the rent available uirough competition (Le. ex- 

act dissipation)- is a long run concept akin to zero economic profits in the n e  

classical perfdy  cornpetitive mcdel. The difference between the short nui and 

the Iong run is, as d, the length of time it takes for: a rent seeking opportu- 

nity to becorne knowa; and fïrms to adjust so as to enter or exit the industry. In 

other words, a trucking fîrm wishing to expand the scope of its existing license 

within a jurisdiction wodd be engaged in short nrn rent seeking while a oew en- 

trant to a jurisdiction would be engaguig in long nin rent seeking. The revela- 

tion of a rent seeking opportunity, in this wntext, would arïse if: (1) a fum be- 

lieves it can now show PCN; or (2) the regdator will indeed act as a third party 

rent seeker thereby signahg firms regardhg jurisdictional expansion. Using the 

analysis above, the long run can be dehed as the length of time it takes the 

long run equilibrium number of rent seeking firms to becorne informed and 

make an entry or exit decision.1° A cornparison of short nin and long r u  be- 

havior can be achieved through the foUowing game-themetic model where play- 

ers, again in a Couniot sense, anticipate the actions of their rivals, and tirm en- 

try is modeIed for the industry. Consider the two player case: 



where: VA is the net present value of A's expenditure; P is the 

payoff which occurs at time $ and q is the discount rate. 

Each firrn wishes to t n a x h k  its V. In this formulation the prUe is interpreted 

as (P/@ ) or the present discounted value of a prize whose fume value is P. 

Differentiating equaîion (3.9) with respect to A, setting the result equal to zero, 

and soIving for A gives the expenditure of firm A (and that of firm B, by sym- 

rnetry) which is: 

Note that equation (3.10) is comparable to (3.6) and (3.8) when they are multi- 

plied by the discounted value of the payoff. Since each piayer spends an qua1 

amount because of the assumption of symmetty, the probability of any fïnn 

winning is obviously (lh).  The total collective expenditure on rent seeking in 

the short nin is equation (3.10) multiplied by n, or: 

From equation (3.11) one can see that total rent seeking expenditures (T) would 

fali if the nurnber of tums in the cornpetition were reduced so that (n-I)/n 

would f a  which leads to some of the cornier-intuitive points involved in the 

dealing with the rent seeking Society. For example, cornpetition biased to one 

player h m  the start and overt nepotism are two ways in which societal waste 

can be curbed as the playing field is not ody unlevel but is observed by dl to be 

unlevel. With n= 1, it is the case that T=O and, as n approaches infinity, 

(n-l)/n will approach 1 d n g  (me? the total rent ntking expenditure in an 



industry with idbite firms. T also f d s  if R falls which means that the marginal 

cost of affecting the probability of &g wouid have to be rising in that con- 

text. Again. R falling implies diseconornies thus making it harder for other 

firms at the margin to enter the industry. While the interplay of iarge tmcking 

h wishing to enter a jwisdiction may certainly be opposai by other large in- 

cumbent fïms, there can be no doubt that the rent seekir~g environment leads to 

a juridiction made up of primarily iarge firms. Finally, T would also fdl if the 

discount rate or opportunity wst (q) were to rise which could happen for such 

reasons as uncertainty or delay in receipt of P when due. This maLes sense if P 

is considered to be a rent in the future to be cffated by proposed regdations stiii 

pending approval. Obviously, -ter rent seeking occurs in the coatext of cur- 

rent regdations and not those that rnight or might not be instituted because the 

disposition of P wouid be uncertain. 

To build a long run perspective into the model, one has to allow for the en- 

try and exit of rent seeking firms. A firm enters (or stays in) the indu- when 

the rate of r e m  to the rent seeking game is higher than those of the altemative 

uses of tirne and h d s ;  if not, it does not enter (or stay). Here an expected rate 

of retum (m) is distinguished from the discount rate (q); the former king a 

function of the ratio of the expected payoff per fïrm and the firm's expendinire 

which thus gives the following discount factor 

The numerator of equation (3.12) is P(l ln) which is the product of the payoff 

and the probability of winning and is thus the expected payoff per firm while 

the denominator is the equilibrium expenditure of a firm with (n) cornpetitors 



(eqUati0113.10). By taLing the natural logarithm of both sides of (3.12). the ex- 

pecoed rate of return may as0 be written as: 

Firms wiU to enter the rent seekbg industry until the expected rate of 

retum to all firms (which is sensitive to n) is quai to the firms' discount rate. 

Thus, en- stops when m=q which will ocau when: 

In =O 
(n- l)R 

Thus, from equation (3.14) it foilows that n/[(n-1)R] = 1 from which one cm 

obtain the number of entrants necessary to achieve long run equilibrium: 

If it is assumed that the payoff occuned as soon as the expenditures by the 

M g  finns were made then t=O Li equations (3.10) and (3.11) and the ex- 

peaed rate of r e m  or profit rate would be infinite as given in equation (3.13). 

In this context Corcoran focuses on the level of profits such that entry occurs in 

the t=O case only so long as the level of profits is non-negative which impiies: 

(Ph)-A = ( P h )  - [(n-1)RPe41n2 

which, when noting t=O, can be transformed into: 



Note that equations (3.16) and (3.17) calculate the expected payoff to the firm 

minus its expenditure in order to achieve it; that is, a net expected payofT in 

conhast to the ratio of expected payoff to expenditure (i.e. [PInJlA given in 

equation (3.12)). From equation (3.17), entry arw until profits fall to zero 

which occurs at the same number of firms as that given by equation (3.15). For 

simplicity , many of the other games discussed below wiil also empioy t =O so as 

to avoid the unillumi~ting complicatio~ of diswwiting. Finally, substituting 

equaîïon (3.15) into (3.11) gives the togl rent seeking expenditures in the long 

nui: 

Thus, (3.18) States that in long nui equilibriurn die total expeuditures of h s  in 

the industry will equal the present discounteci value of the payoff, as is expected 

under the efficient rent seeking result, irrespective of the number of fimis in the 

industry.I3 An important result of equation (3.18) is tbat it is not sensitive to R 

in wntrast to the short nin level of expendittue found in (3.11). In the long run, 

if R feu then each finnts expenditure (A) falls based on quafion (3.10); the ex- 

pected rate of rem (m) to each fhn would rise bas& on (3.13); and profits 

would nse for each firm based on (3.17). This last e f f a  cornes h m  the k t  

that the partial derivative of profits in equation (3.17) with respect to R gives: 

[P(l-n)/n2 ] <O. Thus, an individual firm's expenditure falls but, in an offset- 

ting fahion, entry occurs because of the profits such that total expeaditure will 

remain constant in the long nui. 



in aimmary, the long run behavior of the rent seebg firm is such that the 

industry achieves an equilibrium whereby each firm's expected rate of return 

q u d s  the discout nite or, in the t=O case. expesteci profits are zero and the 

total amount of rent seeking expenditure equals the present discounteci value of 

the r a t .  As far as the curbing of toiai rent seeking expenditure is concemed, 

lowering the number of players through mitable batriers works only to preclude 

the short run result through free entry because (n) is an argument only in equa- 

tion (3.11) and not (3.18). Of murse, so long as O> 1, (3.11) indicates that 

there wili stiu be rent seeking expenditure in the short nui. Stating equations 

(3.11) and (3.18) again: 

T= [(n-l)RPe4/n (short run; Tullock) 

T=Pe* (long run; Corcoran) 

(3.11) and (3.18) 

Since (n- l)/n is bounded by zero and one, it is possible that short nm rent seek- 

Ulg expenditure can exceed long nui seeking only if R is sufficientiy large and 

n > 1. Again, a larger R reflects greater ease in affecting the probability of win- 

ning. In Boucher (1991), new firm entry was very much the exception in Que- 

bec and the bias was in favor of large fims. It would seem that Boucher's h d -  

ings corroborate a short run rent seeking process- The interesthg policy result 

would be: if R were large enough, it would be better for society to encourage 

fiee entry into the industry so that the smaller long nin equilibrium rent seeking 

expenditure were achieved quickly. Such a quick outcome needs the spreading 

of prior knowiedge before expenditures are made and such expenditures must be 

made with minimal delay by the finns. This seems like a reasonable outcome in 

industries that are newiy regulated in that no h s  are "insiders" to the regda- 

tory process and yet ail fïrms would wish to jockey for position quickly; d 



h have equal information and do not wish to delay expenditures. Wïth some 

d e w  of ecol~omies in trucking existing at the terminal level and over the tram 

port network, and rent seeking expenditures talOng place in the presence of 

reguiation, the short nin equilibriurn is less efficient than would be the long run 

equilibrium. 

From equation (3.15), if R were Iess than or equal to one, the eqdibnum 

number of firms in the long nm would be unbounded since there would be a 

continuous incentive for firm entry. Minimum long nin average total cost 

(LRAC) would not be achievabte over positive output levels meaning that 

LRAC wodd be an increasing functim over positive output levels which im- 

plies that decreaSng retums to d e  would exist over the fïrms in the industry. 

Of course, it is still true that total rent seeking expeaditure in the long nm is not 

sensitive to R. Wrth R= 1 comes a large (n) meanhg that (n-l)/n approacbes 

one which also indicates that long nin expenditure may now be more than that 

in the short m. In this case, a barrier to entry would lower total expenditures. 

Thus, a policy to iower total rent seeking expenditures has to be based on the 

long nui con structure of the industry c o n c e d .  Fïndy, from equation (3.18) 

total rent seeking expendihire could be curbed if the discount rate (q) couid be 

increased through such measures as increasing the lag between expenditure and 

payoff, or reducing taxes oa investment incorne. 

It should be wted that Tullock (1984) States that equation (3.15), while 

rnathernatically correct, is not very helpful in his view over the entire set of rent 

seelang problerns Onginally posed in Tuiiock (1980b). To be fair, Corcoran has 

laid out the nature of long run rent seeking equilibrium only when, as he 

stresses, it can acrually be reached. Tullock's point seems to be that his own 

complete short nin d y s i s  has parameters that, at times, would not allow the 



long run resuits to obtain. In effect, the long run d t  seems to be applicable to 

a narrow range of marginal wsts such tbat R:[1,2]; that is, a range in whicb 

niarginal cost is neither very low nor very high. 

Consider Comran's proposition above that, with R less than or quai to 

one, entry is unbounded in the long rm. Calculating the short run total expendi- 

ture of a i i  h s  using equation (3.11) with, say, R=0.5, P=$lûû, and t=O 

(again, for Smplicity) we se+ that T i s  only $50 when the number of nmis in 

the indusûy is infinite (meanhg (n- 1)ln would be 1 in equation (3.1 1)). Ail 

reguiatory rent is not exhausted. Corcoran's long run framework would suggest, 

in contrast, a long run equilibnum of (-1) firms bas& on equation (3.15) and a 

total expenditrne of $100 based cm equation (3.18). Technidy, when R= 1 and 

with (n) thus approaching infinity based on equation (3.15), both short nin and 

long run equations would indicate exact dissipation. This implies that the infin- 

ity of fims in the industry in the short run wouid never leave in the long m. In 

the context of R < 1, Corcoran's long run fmmework seerns unhelpfd, as Tui- 

lock has said, since it would seem difficult to envision a short run to long nin 

progression toward wmplete dissipation that involves entq up to an uitinity of 

fbms and then somehow arriving at (-1) firms. If this progression were true, 

then a large unexplained gap in microeconomic theory would indeed exist. 

However, it will be show below that exact dissipation can OCCLU in the R < 1 

case in contrast to Tullock's crîticism, if h s  are allowed to engage in bid- 

splitting. 

With R > 2, and again t = O, the short run result indicates T > P for (n) 

greater îhan or equai to 2 meaning that total expenditure exceeds the rent (Le. 

overdissipation). Yet, the long run result would have T= P and n: [1,2) where 

n= 1 occurs as R approaches infinity. To avoid non-integer solutions, the num- 



ber of finas in the long rur~ has to be 1 thus giving a long nm monopoiy situ- 

ation. But h m ,  again, thue is a probiem in progRsoing from a short run to a 

long nm t h  can involve f h m  two to an infinity of h s  collectively overdissi- 

pating the rent and then ending up, in the long nui, with d y  one firm that ex- 

&y dissipateJ it on its own thus denying itself monapoly profits while remain- 

ing alone in the industry. However, while the short nui game is negative sum 

for the two h s  as weil as for society, the 1mg nin redt of one firm remain- 

hg and the 0th- backing off is relateci to the precommitment part of the game 

to be discussed below. Iacidentaiiy, with R=2, both the short run and the long 

run result indicate exact dissipation at n-2; the two fïrms in the short run 

would wt want to leave in the long run. In this case, the Tullock and Corn 

equatim seem coosistent. Of course, if n> 2 in the short nui there would be 

overdissipation which would mach a limit of double the rent as (II) approached 

Uifinity . 

When 1 < R < 2, Tullock and Corcoran seem to h d  agreement. With, say, 

R= 1.5 and thus n = 3 resulting h m  equation (3.15), the short nui result also 

gives P=T when n = 3. It is likely that entry would occur up to n = 3 if it were 

not at that level in the short m. Of course, if R= 1.6 then the long run number 

of firms would be 2.67. Since only integers are reaijstic, the result would be 2 

firms as a 3rd would r e d t  in losses for all. Of course, the 2 firms here would 

have to be makhg positive eamomic profits in the long run because of that k t .  

But, as will be seen below, in the precommitment stage there might be reasons 

for that third firm to enter. 

The matrix of possible values of R aad (n) set up in TuiIock (l980b) have 

three regions: (1) under- and exact dissipation by the set of players; (2) overdis- 

sipation by the playen as a set; and (3) overdissipation by each piayer individu- 



d y .  These last two mgions qmaent a game that is defisitely negative sum as 

far as both the p u p  of players and Society is concernai. Of course, even the 

first regMn is b 1 y  negative sum h m  a societal point of view, as Tulloeir 

(1980a) ha9 argued, if we note that there may be other costs to Society omitted 

from a game played at the industry level. For example, there may have been re- 

sources used to lobby against the enactment of the regulations that are now in 

place and wbich are now malang the c m n t  rwt seeking game possible. Those 

resources have cledy been wasted. Furthemore, in a earlier game it could 

even be possible tint the resources spent for the pro-reguiation effort overdissi- 

pated the present value of the rent awarded to the +ers of those reguiations. 

In short, it does not seem unreasonable to hypothesize that pre- and post- 

regdation reat seeking is alwp a negaîîve sum game h m  a d e t a 1  point of 

view. Again, one can note that the framework here is different h m  the one 

Samnek and Meicuro (lm discuss SU, the question is, why would h n s  

play a game characteriad by the last two regions of the Tdock rnatrix if it is a 

negative sum even at the indu- or tirm levels? Because the optiog out h ( s )  

would lave large profits to the fïrm that continues to rent seek. To understand 

this behavior, Tullock discusses a sub-game imown as the precommitment stage 

where each player attempts an opening rnove that shows a cornmitment that 

would act as a deîerrent to entry for the others. But what is wublesome here is 

that the "paradox of the liarH (Tn(lock, 1980b) may crop up. Essentially, there 

may not be a solution to the precommitment game for, if there were one, aü 

players could figure it out. If the proper precommitment is to have a deterrent 

effect, the other players may consider it to be a device to capture rent and thus 

enter to prevent that, or if the proper precommitment is to not raise a visible de- 

temnt then entry is obviously not deterred. AU firms in the industq, as if off to 

a war that no one intended, will feel compelled to play a game that could be 

negative sum at the industry and even firm level. 



It shouid be noted that even precommitment games that actually have s&- 

tions may not be d y  played out Suppose that a short nin rent seekhg game 

is occtmkg with a marginai wst structure (through Et) such that each piayer 

spends more than the expected value of the rent For example, wiîh R=3, n=2, 

t=O, and P= 100 each player would spend $75 in the attempt to win $100. To- 

tal expenditure is $150 and, h m  equation (3.9), the expected gain for both 

players is -W. If both players had bid $50, it would be marguially profitable 

for one to inmase his bid to $51 which likewise leads to marginal pfitability 

if the other follows suit. In this m e r ,  the short nm equilibnum is $75. Tul- 

lock notes that if the first player spends his $75 up front it would seem sensible 

for the other player not to play which thus leaves a $25 profit for the former. If 

this deterrent worked one wodd have to analyze the parameters of that particu- 

lar game. The first player had made a large investment on nrinunal information 

in that he had moved before every one else hiad. Plus the fint player's decision 

to bid first may have involved resources spent to test the waters, so to spealc, 

and determine that a deterrent bid was usefiil. Although one c a ~ o t  say exactly, 

it might be the case that some or dl of the $25 profit could have been dissipated 

by precommitment expenditures. One can appreciate the complications involved 

in a rent seeking industry if one wishes to eliminilte societal wastes due to rent 

seeking. Short of engineering biases or simply putting up rents to auction, there 

is little that can be done. 

Corcolan and Karels (1985) attempt to address Tullock's criticisms of Cor- 

coran's origuial long run framework in the tnie sense of long run behavior it 

should be expected that al1 h s  in a rent =king environment would avoid en- 

terhg a game that produces negative expected gains since such firrns could con- 

si&r the alternative of entry to be a zen, 105s through no bid; however, in the 



coatext of "haidball campetition" discussed below, even that need not be the 

case. If aU finns employed a strategy of no-nepative-expected-gains-dowed, 

then there would never be overdissipation of rents. But it does not seem that this 

result can be stable. It was not profitable, in a total sense, in the last game 

above to end up bidding $75 but it was profitable in a marginal sense for every 

$1 hamental  bid papt the nrst $50. This, then, takes the firms back to using a 

precornmitmeat bid that would only -te an expected loss if the deterrent did 

aot work and another fkm had entered the garne. It would seem that Comran 

and Karels are arguing thaî, in the long nui at least, firms would never overbid 

because they woukl play a strategy of avoid-the-winner'scurse. What can be 

said is t h  the type of cornpetition going on in the rent seekhg industry is based 

upon the types of strategies the fimu are &g for the playing of the game and 

for deciding upon entry and exit. 

Corcoran and Karels have made some suggestions along these lines. Con- 

sider R=0.5, n=2, t=O, and P=$100. The optimal bid is $12.50 for each 

player leading to expezted profits of $37.50 based on equaîions (3.10) and 

(3.9), respectively . Now let one of the two players (player X) submit two bids 

at once. The effect is as if n =3 with the optimal bid now becoming $1 1.1 1 for 

each player and the expected profit per player now becoming $22.22. Of 

course, the double bidding player' s profits are really $44.44 which, it is noted, 

exceeds his profits under the two-bid scheme. What is the response of the other 

player who made only one bid (player Y) in this wntext? He wodd follow suit 

thus giving, in effect, n=4 giving an optimal bid of $9.38 for each of the two 

and an expecîed profit for boîh of $K62x î=  $3 1 .X. This sort of spiitting can 

be carried on until there is an infinite amount of splittings and the expected 

profits for both wiU continue increasing while the optimal bid size at each spiit 

becornes infinitesimal. This splitting device shows that as (n) appmaches infin- 



ity, the optimal bid b m e s  zero while the e x p d  profit of each bid given is 

stiU positive. For example, with (n) split to 1000, the optimal bid is W.04995 

and the expected profits are $0.û995005. One can notice that the p d u c t  of (n) 

and the expected profits per player is close to the $100 value of the rent. Thus, 

in contrast to TuIlock's critickm of the R< 1 case above, the resdts here show 

tbat m t s  are exactly dissipated since an infinite number of tirms can enter just 

so long as infinite bid splitting is aUowed every step of the way with each new 

e n m t  It may be unrealistic to say that the long run equilibrium consists of an 

Uifinity of h s  rnalang innnitesimal bids and earning at least zero profits but 

the example mentioned does show that the short run Tdock resuit- a $50 total 

expenditure over di b s  as (n) becumes infinity- will not be the case in the 

long run. Instead of only hdf  of the rent being dissipated, ail of it w i .  be at the 

lirnit in the long m. The long m adjustment always results in a srna11 firm 

sbe because equation (3.7) can be shown to be strictly concave when R is less 

than or equal to one and the probability of winning is a function of (A) that is 

increasing at a decreasing rate. So the largest marginal change in the win occurs 

close to A=O. 

Of course, the way to prevent the game h m  proceeding to infinite piayers 

and microsoopic bids is to institute minimum-value bids (or, alternatively, rec- 

o g n k  that rent seeking involves transactions costs such as the price of a stamp 

or a phone cd). It nims out that the optimal bid would be the minimum allow- 

able bid if and only if it were greater in value than the unconstraùied bid. For 

example, in the case of R=0.5, P=$100 and t =O, if the minimum bid is insti- 

tutionally set at $1, the unconstrained (A) reaches that minimum amount at ex- 

actly 49 fimis based on equation (3.10). From 49 finns up to 100 the optimal 

bid is $1 and the expected profit to ail of the b s  fds from $1 to %O at which 

point the nnt  is dissipated (100 firms @ $1 bids) and no entry will foilow. 



Technidy, it wiU be the case that a small positive profit wül exist for the re- 

maining firms at the point of dissipation (when M e r  entq would create nega- 

tive profits for all) if the payoff i s  aot integer-divisible by the minimum bid. 

Note as weii that bid-splitthg, if aiiowed, would simply artificially increase (n) 

fh&r and the result would be fewer firms in the end. It should be noted that an- 

other transaction cost appIicable to the trucking industry w d d  be a liceme pay- 

ment to a reguiator. Thus, it seems, one way to c d  the nurnber of b s  rent 

seeking for a regulatoly license is to put a lumpsum cost on that iicense as a 

form of minimum bid. 

Following Tdock's suggestion of preemptive bidding, Corcoraa and 

Karels show tfiat a range of bids for certain values of R and (n) exist but ac- 

knowledge bat R> 1 must be the case in the lmg nui result. The preemptive 

bid works ~ c h  that the incumbent f h s  in the industry will bid so as to main- 

tain non-negative expected profits and ensure that ody negative profits accrue to 

any entrant. The scenario is that a l l  firms currently in the industry are placing 

equaI bids, because they are following the same strategy, and receiving non- 

negative expected profits so that entq is possible if minimum bidding or trans- 

actions costs are not dowed. Corcoran and Karels suggest the foilowing way 

for calculating the range of pre-emptory bids. Since each incumbent fîrm re- 

quises m-negative expected profits, (Ph), with (n) now taken to be the num- 

ber of incumbent firms, would represent the upper bound of any such bid. 

Again, this is sirnila. to the long run equilibrium proposed in Comra.  (1985) 

in that long nin totaI expenditures and the pre-emptory bid are here both in- 

dependent of R. If ail  incumbent fïrrns had bid (Ph) then T=P and exact dissi- 

pation would be the long nin result which, of course, would have also obtained 

if entry had been occurring. In the latter case, the result wodd be that all h s  

would be guaranteed only zero expected profits as opposed to the possibility that 



a positive Ievel of expected profit to the incumbent fkm could result if they en- 

gaged in slsccessfid pre+xnpticm biddiag. The lower bound of the pr~emption 

bid is that pahcular bid small enough to just ensure a zero expected profit to an 

entrant, 

Takhg the parameters from the short nia precommiûnent game examined 

above, the range of prexmptive bids can be calculated. W~th R=3, n =2, t=O, 

and P=$100, the upper bond is $50 while the lower &und is $42. The mini- 

mum bid that tirm B would make so as to ensure that fim A has zen> e x p d  

pmfits ix 

But the range of such bids is sensitive to the number of incumbent firms. To see 

this, Corcoran and Karels give an example with R = 1.4, n = 2, t =O, and 

P=$100. The preemptive bid range is $33.5 1 to $50. If there were eight in- 

cumbent firms then the range would have been $12.45 to $12.50. But at nine 

firms the range is $1 1.44 to S 1 1.1 1 ; that is, the upper bound of $1 1.1 1 dissi- 

pates the rent while $1 1.44 is the minhum bid necessary to ensure negative ex- 

pectad profits for an entrant. So the $1 1.44 bid would deter entq but leave the 

nine firms with negative profits because of overdissipation. Since that would not 

be reasonable, the pre-emptive bid strategy would only work when the indusbry 

contains up to eight firais. 

However, if the number of incumbent firms in the industry is enough, 

through the bids they make, to achieve a n o d  Cournot-Nash equilibriurn as 

given by equation (3.10) and, furthemore, that value is within their pre- 



emptive range, then those bids at that equilibnum wodd be where the hcum- 

bent firms would settie under normal ckummmces. if the Cournot-Nash d u -  

tim were above the upper bound, exiting wouid occur since the number of ex- 

isting firms cudd not be maintaineci in the industry. As fims exit, the bid range 

increases until it envelopes the Coumot-Nath solution. Technidy, the bid 

given in equation (3.10) is incfeasing which also means that the range has to be 

expanding fister than the normal bid is rising. If the Cournot-Nash solution 

were below the lower bound, entry would ensue. The bid in (3.10) fâüs and so 

does the bid range; however, it can be shown that îhe bounds of the range are 

falling as weii so that the Cournot-Nash solution wiU stiU be enveloped. In gen- 

eral as the number of h s  incfea~e (decrase) the pre-emption range narrows 

(widens) with the upper bound falling (rising) k t e r  dian the lower bound. 

An example of a sort of non-normal circurnstance would be collusion 

whereby the incumbent nmis would agree to opt for the lower bound of the 

pre-emptive bid range where entry is deterreû. Another example of a non- 

normal circumstance, which happens to also work against the collusive solution, 

is what Corcoran and Karek (1985) c d  "hardbaii ampetition" whereby an 

entrant wiil deliberately cause negative profits for itself and the other fÛms. 

Preswnably, these losses will be short run until it achieves incumbent status. Of 

course, a burden of PCN set on aLl potential entrants to die regulated trucking 

industry would seems to over-ride this possibility. But the Iarger are the ex- 

pected profits of the incumbents, the smailer is the expected loss to the entrant 

meaning such a rnove by an entrant may afford it leverage over the others in a 

precommitment game. It may be possible that a regdatory board would look 

upon "hardbd wmpetition" as merely a signal of the entrant's faith th& neces- 

sitates a negotiated soIution at the hearing stage. The long nin equilibrium in the 

pnsence of hardball cornpetition occurs when the upper and lower bounds of 



the m m p t i v e  bids are qua1 to each other. Of course,  transaction^ a s t p  k- 

ing new entrants such as application costs etc. can serve to hold down entry and 

d u c e  dissipation. F W y ,  another interesthg result is that the minimum pre- 

emptive bid at nrd decreases as R increases, and then increases afterward. 

The recent theoreticai iiterature on rent seeking stiU embraces the mode1 of 

efficient rent =king fint set 9ut in Tuilock (î9ûûb) and M e r  rehed by 

Corcorao (î984) and Corcoran and kCarek (1985). Perez-Castrillo and Ver- 

dier (1992) c0nfi.m some of Corcoran's long nin analysis and fu tkr  discuss 

reat seeking activity in an industry with StackeIberg leader behavior. If i t  were 

the case that one fîm in the game pwsessed superior knowledge before the rent 

seeking bids took place then it would be usefid to consider a leader-follower 

frarnework for the incumbent firms. Tbings such as beFter connections with po- 

litical agents, or systernatidy better lobbying efforts introduce a de- of bias 

into the game. It tums out that a Stackelberg leader has an interest in entering a 

pre-emption bid and thereby attempting to deter the entry of othet fïrms that 

would compte with the incumbents. In iine with equation (3.191, the leader 

makes the minimum pre+rnptive bid which the foiiowen will match thus deter- 

ring entry. Of course, this model did not consider the possibility of handball 

cornpetition dirussed above. Again, such preclusion of entqr, short of mini- 

mum value bidding or other barrien to entry, ody occurs in the R> 1 case as 

seen by equation (3.19). Of course, Tullock (198ûb) aiso introduced bias into 

his lottery model in that one player would receive a multiple of tickets over his 

apponent with the same $1 spent. In that case, the region of underdissipation in- 

creased thus showhg that bias reduces rent seeking cost. But the fact that the 

davored player stiH engaged in the game shows that only perfect knowledge of 

the futility of playkg is the only tnie detemnt; that is, blatant biases such as 

nepotism, or political patronage are the only good deterrents in the rent seeking 



Reat seeking is a oatural phenornenon of cornpetitive market behavior and is 

ovemen to various degrees by govement. To acknowledge the rationality of 

f i m  rhat engage in such behavior, dong with its negative sum societal conse- 

quenoes, is to begh to give a h h  look to the t h q  of the firm in the presence 

of active govemmenr The societaî waste açcniiag from rent seeking entrants 

and rent defendhg incumbents serves to add to the view that rate and entry 

regdation in the for-hire trucking indu~ay in Canada and the United States was 

a source of w e b e  los. In effect, these ient seeking gaxnes show that a lot of 

activity oaws "behinû' the simple supply and demand c w e s  of the mode1 pre- 

sented in chaper 2. Of course, deregdation served to overcome most of these 

problems but them stiU remains the problem of achieving international deregda- 

tim of for-hire tnickhg senrices. The next Secficm WU examine the welfare ef- 

fects of cabotage reform in the context of marginal weIfare d y s i s .  

(3.30) Cabotage reform and margbd weif'are annlysis 

Cabotage regulseons are essentially a non-tarifT M e r  (NTB) to aade. In 

cornparison to the literature on M s ,  quotas and voluntary export restraints 

(VERS), the development of theory and appkations regarding NTBs has been 

sparse. l4 This section will examine the cabotage reform effect introduced in 

chapter 2 in more detail so that some Mer conclusions with respect to the na- 

ture of NTBs may be drawn. 

A useful discussion of the welfare effects of NTBs is provided by Herberg 

(1990). Consider a twocountry, t w o - c o d t y  mode1 in which a NTB is im- 



posed uaüabnally by the domestic goventment or, aiternatively, a VER is insti- 

tutecl with the agreement of the foreign exporters. Since the licenses or privüege 

un&r reguiatioû to import or export? as the case may be, are to be shand in 

some way ôetween the two countries the question to be asked concerns the ef- 

f a  of reguhtiou on the ecowmic welfare of each country. To simpiify the 

analysis? assume that: rent generation is aot dissipateci due to any rent seekkg 

activity; ali markets are perfdy cornpetitive; no international fàctor move- 

ments are iaduced; and naally, a country's share of the rent is distributed in a 

lumpsum (i. e., non4stortionary) hb ion  to its consumers. 

If the domestic share of rent created is lIDity then rents h m  quota îiœnses 

aîcnie only to domestic importe* If the domestic share is zero, or v e q  d, 

iben the foreip anmtry has instituted a VER and its now-Iimited exporters cap 

are ail rent. F d y ,  if the domestic share is between zero and unity then quota 

licenses are effkctively auctiowd off to both domestic importers and foreign ex- 

porters. The interesring conclusion of this analysis wiU be tbat a NTB set 

agahst domestic imports is more likely to lower the welfare of the domestic 

country and raise that of the foreign countq if the domestic =nt-&are gets 

s d e r .  Of course, one can aote that this welfare loss wouid be larger if rent 

seking were ailowed because the resoutces spent on competing for scarce Li- 

censes by those that did not ultirnately achieve them are a M e r  welfare los. 

The reason for the above conclusion is that a country cannot gain in welfare un- 

l e s  its terms of trade improve and this cannot happen unless its share of the rent 

is close to unity. Ta see this, let: 



where m is dornestic imports, S is the scarcity r a t ,  T is the ef- 

fective price of an import, (a) is the domestic rental share with 

=[O, 11, and the domestic and foreign prices are p and p*, respec- 

tively . 

Thus the effective price of an Unport equals the foreign price plus the prociuct of 

the foreign rent &are and the price differential, with (1-a)(pp*) king the for- 

eign rent per unit of a dornestic import that aames to a foreigner. Herberg 

takes T and (lm to also represent the domestic and foreign terms of trade, re- 

spectively. From equatim (3.21) we get: 

For an irnprovement in the domestic terms of trade 0, the domestic country 

needs dT < 0. With the imposition of a NTB one expects dT < O to hold with (a) 

close to unity and to be violated with (a) close to zero. With (a) close to unity 

and thus (1 -a) < (a), a fd in the foreign price in equation (3.22) overpowers the 

effm of a nse in the donaestic *ce such that dT< 0. The effect of the imposi- 

tion of a quota is to make the domestic price rise and the foreign price fall when 

the supply function is made verticai at the desired quantity under the quota. In 

the case of a VER imposed by a foreign country, a=O so that any foreign pnce 

change will uot affect the domestic country's tems of rrade and thus Wrely not 

to provoke any retaIiation which explains the populanty of VERS. 

The dornestic countcy's expenditure (or disposable income) is the sum of its 

revenue function (or factor incorne at factor market equilibrium) plus the scar- 

ciîy rent. 



If we consider 2 mmmodities and 2 countries, we have: 

Using the dual a-h, with cornmodity 2 as the g d  irnported by the domestic 
country we a n  assume, h m  Walras' Law, that world demaad equals worid supply: 

The importation of oommodity 2 is subject to a NTB that raises the domestic price 
higher iis a vis the foreign price. The import function and scarcity rent function, 
respectively , for commodity 2 becorne: 

With wmmodity 1 taken as a numeraire (Le. pl =pl*= 1). it can be shown that: 

A NTB will: lead to a f d  in imports (dm2 < O); raise the domestic price ( d ~  > O); 
reduce, if the country is "large", the foreign @ce (dpz* < O); and cause the domestic 

terrns of trade to improve (deteriorate) when the domestic &are of the scarcity rent is 
large (sd). It is also tme, given equations (3.22) and (3.29). that: 

and for the foreign country: 



which shows that an improvement in the domestic terms of trade (a< O) leads 

to an irnprovemeat in domestic welfare. The condition required is that the rent 

share be close enough to unity and that initial t d e  protection is low or close to 

zero. As long as markets clear, some fiuther propositions corne out of the 

analyfis. F ' i  if the domestic terms of t d e  deteriorate, foreign welfare is 

rais& with a s m d  rent share going to the domestic country with low initial 

trade protection. Thus, a NTB can never benefit both c o d e s  at the same time 

and yet, impoltaotly, if the initial trade restrictions were severe, hrh corntries 

would have received lower welfàre- This latter point can be seen by noting h m  

quafions (3.30) and (3.31) that 

dm2 < O, the effect on welfare of dT < O is such that: (1) w e b  for the 

domestic country falls when (pz-fi*) is large enough so that the lower-import 

effect overpowen the improved domestic tenns of trade effect making equation 

(3.30) Ml on net; and (2) welfare for the foreign country definitely fails irre- 

spective of the size of &-pz*) as the import and domestic terms of trade effects 

reinforce each other such that equation (3.3 1) fds .  

In summary, NTB imposition is either a zerwswn game or a negative-sum 

game. What complicates cabotage refonn in North America is that the design of 

the regdations are somewhat reciprocal between Canada and the United States 

leadhg to an ambiguous net effect accordhg to Herberg's model. In addition to 



the layout of the diflerent Customs and Immigration Acts on each side of the 

border, tbere remains the poapibility of diffenat degrees of enforcement and of 

cornpliance. Still, the fact that partial refm has been recently ancluded would 

seem to indiate that a positive d t  was, and is, expected h m  this and fur- 

ther refm masures. The demand-si& mode1 of chapter 2 may now expandexi 

by way of the specifïc marginal welf'are equations so as to examine the incre- 

mental effects of cabotage re fm.  

There are oome differences to consider between marginal welfàre anaiysis 

and toral we&e andysis as origiaally used by Harkger (1964).15 Consider 

again figure 2.5 in which the marginal loaded beckhaul costs decrease due to 

cabotage reform as rekting to incidentavretum trip movements. Igaoriag the 

rectangle pmon of the welfare gain aüows for a te-examination of the Har- 

berger triangle @on of the total gain. It should be borne in mind that the lit- 

erature has primarily focused on tax rates as the item subject to matginal 

changes: in the present case one must assume ibat there is a marginal cost of 

regulation applicable to a trucking firm's marginal cost of production. l6 Con- 

sider a fall in the implied mmpioai cost of cabotage regulation contained within 

the backhaui freight rate as shown in figure 3.1. 

Rgtm 3.1: aartserger Trinngle and the Cabotage Effect 



The Harkrger timgle @ai of the we&e gain in the ûackbaul marht is 

represented by area ABC. This welfare gain may be written as: 

W = ABC = (112) dQ [R-(k)R] = (112) dQ (CR) 

where c = the marginal cost of cabotage regulaticm. 

For a "small' nfam to the regulations, it is the case that &=CR which gives: 

Multiplying equatim (3.37) by [Q( 1 -c)/Q(l -cl] = 1 and manipulating gives: 

W = (If21 [(dQ/dR) R(lc)/Q2] [&(1+] R Q  or 

W = (1/2) N [c2/(1 -c)] R Q  (3.38)18 

where N=the compensated price eWci ty  of bGECkhaul demand. 

Because the regime change is one where (c) fds  due to cabotage reform, the 

Harberger equation is not applicable pst-refonn since it measures the gain h m  

the unobservable point A in figure 3.1 as opposeci to the obse~able point C. 

The margiaal gain in welfare is measured by the tqezoidal aArfition to the 

Harberger triangle when (c) falls by a " s d "  amount This is shown in figure 

3.2 by the ares BCDE. 



EFgnre 33: A Mhrgbd Change in Cabotage Regdations 

rate 

Equation (3.39) may be reworked into the foiiowing total differential. 

dW = CDF + BCEF = (1/2) [(l<)R-(lct)R] dQ + 
dQ [(l-c)R-(lc')R] or 

dW = (312) dQ [(l-c)R-(lc')R] (3-40) 

Noting that c' =c +& and dQ= [NQ/(1 -c)]dc aiiows equation (3.36) to be re- 

written as: 

Equation (3.41) shows the ma.@ weIfare gain in the backhaul market net of 

the rectangle gain. Since there are no transfer rents emed  under cabotage regu- 

lation the welfare gain is d y  a trapezoid as was show in figure 2.5. That 

f& aliows the analysis to stop at this point since there is no regdatory rent 



upai which to differentiate equafion (3.41). l9 The razangle portion of the 

trapezuid is neither a trander to backhaui sbippers h m  nnt earned by h s  

able to fiad loeded b k b a u l s  nor is it govement revenue h m  a customs levy 

or tariff. The m a q i d  cost of cabotage reguiation is in the form of a NTB cost 

of cornpliance applied to both sides of the border which reciprocally affects die 

trucking industry and shippers cm both sides. Nor is rent seehg a phenornenon 

Wrely to occur in the cabotage market since: (1) the negotiating îïrm would be a 

fmign entity to the govemment with the power to graot license; and (2) cab-  

tage regdations do not work like a quota system which is necessary for the bar- 

gainhg over Liceases. 

The above analysis may also be applied to the fronthaui market when the 

joint demand cuve becornes operative as was shown in figure 2.6. The dimis-  

sim as related to that diagram showed a weIfare gain accniing to fionthad shig 

pers as weli as a quasi-economic rent accruing to the h s  able to secure back- 

ha&. Figure 3.3 indicates the trapemidal marginal changes in welfare applica- 

ble to both fianthad and backhaul markets. 

Figure 3.3: Joint Demand and a Marginal Change in Cabotage Regdations 

rate . 



This figure is a compact version of figure 2.6 used so tbat the smal l  changes 

welfare may be easily seen. An incremental drop in MCbl leads to trapeu,idal 

weIfàre gain to fionthad shippers. Measuring this between the original 

fronthaui quantity befm îhe joint demand became operationai- thaî is, Qr 

and the obsemed joint quantity of g*, equation (3.40) may be rewritten as: 

Of course, the diffmce in fionthad rates in equatim (3.42) is measured by HI 

in figure 3.3 and is ~lated  to the fall in the marginal cost of regdation (Fe) in 

the tmns  of HI=(slope of Ddslope of Drcb)FG. Finally, for the backhaul mar- 

giaal w e i k  change, figure 3.3 shows (1) a trapez0ick.l gain, which wodd be 

of the same format as equation (3 .4 ) .  as weil as (2) a trapemidal loss measured 

from the hollowed-out point C. The measurement of this area is not adaptable to 

Browning's equations since neither Qb- nor the hoilowed-out point that repre- 

sented desired backhaui quantities are observable. Of course, it is always the 

case that the net nesult is dl a gain in welfare to the backhaul shippers as con- 

firmed by the shaded areas. 

(3.40) Chapter eonciusiom 

This chapter serveci to extend the mode1 presented in chapter 2. Indeed, the 

analysis of rent seeking behavior was crucial in order to explain the proceu of 

w e h  loss under regdation. As well, the possibility of shippers and regdaton 

as third Party players helped to explain why regdatory regimes evolve. In this 

Light the effect of cabotage refonn as a marginal fall in the cost of regdation 



was examined. The gak in welfare was shown to be bilateral since the regda- 

doos themseIves were Ceciprocally set. in tcnns of a continentai -cm 

framework the model does not mitigate w e l h  gains from urmateral r e f m  

either. As was made clear in Herberg's W of NTBs it is possible that unihi- 

erd imposition of a NTB ma- lead to a negative sum result for Society. The re- 

sults of this chapter shouiâ serve as a theciretical base u p  whkh hiriher cabo- 

tage refomi may take place. 

Cabotage reform is an activity that aatitrally fags behind free trade agree- 

ments. Tariff barners are being removed contuientally as weli as giobaiiy. 

However. non-tarifT barriers tend to remaia in place longer since they are more 

lucrative for the imposing goverment as compared to their tariff-eqWvalents. 

Thus, rent seeking t h q  and DUP themy have both shown NTBs and quotas to 

be harder to remove once they are put in place. It would seem that cabotage re- 

form will eventually oocur in a reciprocal fiashion, much in the same way as 

ftee eade in goods and seNices an negotiated. This has cleariy been the case 

with Canada and the United States. The process wïil be complicated by the fact 

that trucking senrices are both a means to trade in exports and imports as weU as 

king a potential source of cornpetition for freight transport in domestic mar- 

kets. The model presented here showed that efficiency gains occur over a conti- 

nental fieet. Trucking services wodd have to be recognized as such once & 

tage refm is completed. 



1Inordertok#pthisc~initspmperpenpectiveitshouldbeaoted 
that the rent seeking anaiysis dcveaped hen sentes to show that the welfare 
gains h m  deregdation are W y  to be hqer than those shown in figure 2.1 
(4. v. chapter supraxmte 5). It is not applicable, however, to the s p S c  case 
of cabotage nfom since regdatory nnts do not =rue to firms able to engage 
in cabo@ge. For example, while figure 2 5  shows a shaded tr;rpezoidal gain due 
to reform, there was no pn-reform regulatory rent beause MCbl' caneot be 
ccmsidered to be the applicable cust of b a c W  provision. W h ,  in the 
pn-refm state, m u t  operate under cabotage regdations and thus fàce costs 
given by MCM. The= is no i n t e r - h  cornpetition for the nght to engage in 
cabotage. 

It shouhi k noted that Harberger employed the simplifyiag assumptions 
that (1) dl monopolies operated with constant mYginal costs; and (2) they ail 
fàced a prïce elastitity of demaad equal to uni . The nrst assnmpton removes 
the need to consider produan' surplus while a: e second violates the common 
practice whemby monopofies set price ahmg the priœ-elastic porticms of the de- 
mand cames they fàœ. Altamative audies using different demaml and cost as- 
sumptians provideù eshates in a range h m  0.5% to over 5% of national in- 
corne (see, for exampk, =- (UNS) and Worcester (lm). 

Collusion is the typical form co-ordination used in the literahire. However, 
it wi l i  be d e d  from the discussion of the mode1 in chapter 2 that the trucking 
fhns operating under reguiation needed not to act in so covert a mamer. The 
contraction phase in the mode1 is marked by the observance among the firms of 
vehicle idling and in the expansion phase the barrier to eatty is re-enforced 
through r a t  rnaintenance by any one incumbent wishing to argue PCN thus at- 
ternpting to rnitigate any rent seeking among the potential entrants. 

* Signincance of the t-statistics is at the 0.05 level. Boucher's mode1 is es- 
sentially the estimation of a linear conditicmai logit function over the distribution 
of the probabiiities for a hvourable enhy decisim. This is formed based upon a 
proposed random utility function for the regdam in which its error term fol- 
lows an extreme-value dimibution. Both a bi-polar decision model and a more 
disaggregated decisicm model were estimated. Since the latter incorporated the 
more realistic regulator choice variabIes of accept, reject, and partial acœp- 
tance, it is the results of this mode1 that wiii be discussed Note that the pamal 
acceptame choice variable accounts for outcomes of any logroihg processes 
amoug the players that may take p h .  

Boucher notes that the @ebec Transport Commission had never granted a 
license to carry general freight in any narrow geographic region to any h n  in 
the last fïfteen years prior to the interprovincial deregdation of 1988. 

Fieet size was f o d  to give better statistical d t s  than gross annual op 
erating revenw. 



Except for the last variable, the other four d o n  variables were found to 
posses~ the urpectcd sign and were statistically significant in the simple accept- 
nject d l .  

It should be dear given the material of chapter 1 and the review of 
Boucher (1991) in section 3.22 that the pmcess for obtaining or expaadijig a fi- 
cense cm now be viewed as a rent seeking process occming prior to an 
entrant's production of micltllig services. The terms under which reguiation- 
induced prodm differentiatim wiU talre place are worhd out at this stage so 
thaî the monopolistically competitive set of incumknts will form according to 
the regulator's Qsired structure of the jurisdiction. A Cwrnot set of reacfions is 
both simplifyiag and practicaî 9ace it shouid not be too hard for an entrant to 
figure out that an incumbent's optimal strategy is to oppose entry (q. v. chapter 
1, supaote 13) and that, in amsapience, an entrant will attempt to appease 
the reguiator in some faShion. Whiie it is true that a Coumot model does not 
provide for an a&quate "story' as to how equili'brium among d o n  fiindons 
is achieved the bulk of the nnt seeking fiteranire malrw use of this formuhtim. 
For excepbons see Perez-Castiillo and Ver* (1992) and Lh&r (1993). 

Of murse, uader cooperaton, and with no m e r  entry, the optimal strat- 
egy would be for each firm to buy merely 1 ticket thus stül giving each a 50-50 
chance. Cousider this action in the context of the rent seeking trucking fïrm. 
Unless the class of shippers in the jurisdiction is found to switch often their loy- 
alty among particular h, or the ngulator is open to new appeals for mm- 
petitive pricing on the part of an entrant, the application for, or expansion of, a 
given license must be seen as close to a one-shot game on the part of the appli- 
cant. As such, a one-shot prisoners' dilemma game mitigatea the opportunify for 
capration. Recall tbat Boucher merely found evidence pointhg to a positive 
effect of a shipper contract on boani acceptanœ but this does not allow one to 
infer that such contracts shift often within a juridiction leading to a muent  
nesd to apply to amend a h ' s  operating rights. 

'O Note that in the context of the supply side model of chapter 2, firm entry 
under regdation was taken to be zero as part of a simplifying assumption of the 
incumbent h s '  power. This can be wnsidered to be an expost result of regu- 
lation. If so, there is no barrier to a firm's attempt at entry as part of a rent 
seeking environment. This point is made in tenns of the rise in ATC experi- 
enceci by the fimis (Le., incumbents) during the expansionary phase in demand. 
As dimissed in cwter  2, Kent seeking payments to regdators are occurring 
which may now be better classifïed as rent defense payments to regdators in the 
midst of the attempts of new firm entry during the expansion. Of course, if the 
time frame for the demand expansion is short then some short run rent seekhg 
in terms of license enhancement on the part of incumbents is to be expected. In 
tems of rent seebg theory, the= are close parailels betweea rent seeking and 
rent defense (q. v. supra-note 1 1 below). 

l 1  Paul and Wühite (1991) show that this equation would also hold in the 
context of rent maintenance or defense. In equation (3.9), Peqt would have a 
negative sign atîached signifying the preseni discounteci value of the rent to be 



lost to a new entrant ùy a rent-defendhg incumbent. The expected value (VA) tO 
this firm, if now an incumbent, is surely aegative because it is spendirig rp 
smrœs in & to pritvent a loss. But e~uation (3.10) will stiU hold for a rent 
defender as well as a rent seeker. 

l2 Equatim (3.15) provides insight into the expected size of the reguiated 
for-hke trucking industry. In the long nui, al l  of these entrants denned through 
(3.15) will becorne the pool of inçumbents upon which the short run rent se&- 
iog a d  rent defense pn>cess takes place in the midst of any temporary demand 
expansion. In the iight of the mode1 of chapter 2 it is reasonab1e to assume that 
long nm mt seeking oaurs <ni the basis of the given permanent and non- 
cyclicai demand c m .  In this way, îhe long rm regulatory equilibrium obi- 
ously defines the number of nmis that will exist when the industry is at the 
k h h f  point on the regulatory suppiy cwe. 

l3 The kïnks dong both the reguiatim and deregdation q I y  curves amu, 
it will be recalled, at the same point almg the permanent demand curve. In this 
regad, such a result can be taLw as a matter of anivenience since it very much 
depends on an assumpticm of the initial state of the world. If long nin rent seek- 
h g  expenditure is initially to take place, 0 will only be positive so long as (P) 
exirrts. As was dont in @ter 2, if one ailows P=O and no regulation to be the 
initial sta& of the world as part of the model then the firms' rent seeking re- 
sponse to reguiatioa in the next phase may serve to raise the W point of the 
reguiation supply above that for deregdation. While that wouid serve to amipli- 
cate the w e M  analysis of that chapter it would, however, increase the ex- 
pected size of the weifare gain h m  deregdation. 

l4 A theoreticai treatment of NTBs may be found in Eerberg (1990) while 
quantitative ove~ews are to be found in Coughlin and Wood (1989) and Win- 
ters and Brenton (1991). 

l5 While it wiII be argued in this section that margioal welfare analysis is a p  
propriate for an exambation of the cabotage reform effect there do remain some 
ciifferences of ophion as to how to measure marginal weifare changes. A re- 
view and appraisal of three of these measures may be found in Fuilerton 
(1991). 

l6 The assumption of constant marginal COS& of production under cabotage 
regulatim allows for a simple paraUe1, downward shift in those costs after re- 
form. While increasing marginal costs of production and regdation are an un- 
necessary complication to the discussion of marginal welfare changes, they do 
allow for other styles of regdation. One might wish, for example, to specify 
more "progressivew cos& of regdation in that the marginal cost of repuiation 
muld rise as more loaded intemational backhauls take place. In this way, the 
differendal berneen MCbl and MCbr would be seen to increase in figure 2.5 as 
the number of trips increased. Such cos& of wmpihce may arise due to more 
btaited border checks or a graduated sydem of license costs for international 
trips. 



l7 Note that the area of the trhgIe as mearaned by the product of one-half 
the base and the height is correct only so long as the compensated demand curve 
is assumed to be linear. 

'' This measure of total w e l h  change, as conaastsd by Harberger (1964), 
is discussed in Bmwning (19?$7). 

l9 For example, Browning (EM7') calculates the change in margiaal welfare 
brought about by tax revenue rising by an extra $1. 



This dissertation has attempted to make the thmticaî case that deregdation 

of the tnickhg industry is a source of efficiency gains However, dereguiation 

w a ~  not M y  completed because traasborder trucking bas remirined vexy much 

regulated through restrictions on cabotage activity. Such fwther dereguiation 

would be a source of continueci efficiency gaios in a marketplace that is increas- 

ingly continental in nature. 

The historicai overview showed that the trucking indu~bry in Caaada and the 

United States experkuced a fall in freight rates as a result of deregdation. Fur- 

thermore, the overcapcaCty of formerly protected firms, along 4th the entxy of 

owner-operatm, m e d  to m a t e  a more cornpetitive marketph. This con- 

forms to the rightward (Le., downward) shifts seen in the indus~y supply c w e  

after deregulation. It was shown how the ICC in the United States entremhed 

empty backhauls as a permanent feature of regulated interstate tnicking because 

of its non-market based approach to caiculating appropriate backhaul rates. 

Canada and the United States deregulated their trucking industries for d e  

mestic reasons and moved down pardiel roads without much interaction. This 

brought the reciprocity issue to the fore with respect to cabotage activity once 

transborder tnicling greatly increased as a result of CUSTA and NAFTA. 

Transportation was not addressed in either of these aade agreements leaving 

truck weights and dimension restrictions, as weii as cabotage regulations, as a 

detriment to the spint of free trade that was achieved with respect to goods aod 

some services, 



Rsciprocity with respect to rrpositioning mwe cabotage does not exist 

since, in the U.S., the move must be made in a IH)rthwafd dimd011. As well, 

different degas  of dorcement by Cwtoms and Xmmigratioa officiah sefved 

to M e r  blur the Usue. Compiiance with respect to cabotage mis atso a prob- 

km given the specific d c t i m s  mvolved in incidental moves. What was the 

same on bot& sides of the bordet? however, was that cirivers façed stronger re- 

strictions than did  the^ equipment. 

A re-interpretatim rather tban reform to cabotage repuiations is what essen- 

tially has o c c d  due to Canada's mwillingness to exempt the market value of 

US. tractor-traiiers h the Goods and Services' Tax levy. W e  the re- 

interpretatiion allows for scme efficiency gains, they are but a small step for- 

ward. Through the bill of ladiog, international fieight wi i i  be coasidered as such 

mtii the fhai destination is reached. In this way, fumign equipment and drivers 

may move such freight point-@point domesticaliy. Since the kight is interna- 

t i d  it is not a cabotage operation by definition. Stiu, b t m  fide incidental and 

repositioning move restrictions on domestic freight still apply, thus serving to 

l a v e  a gap in potential backhaui transport oppominities. Of course, the issue of 

t d e r  spotting has been clarified and such operations are made easier and the 

subjective term of " regularly scheduled" in the U. S. regulations is to be i g n d  

by officiais. Futhermore, U.S. g d  destinai for Mexico, as international aaf- 

fic, would now be fair game for Canadiaa trucking firms. However, while it is 

f d y  easy to discuss equipment reforms, immigration wiU b 1 y  remain an is- 

sue preventing rneaningfd cabotage reform with respect to divers. 

It is also interesthg to note the level of misunderstandiog relating to cabo- 

tage regulaticms as provided in the m e y  of Caoadiao &ers. However, these 

fims have indicated a willlligness to compte with their U.S. cornterparts in an 



enviroament allowing for freedom of cabotage. An expectation of efficiency 

gainsT even with reciprocity of refm. indicates potential welfare gains in the 

transborder trucking i n d q  due to a fall in cornpliance costs. 

Fnmi the institutional framework presented, a set of industry supply func- 

tims was estaf>Iished almg with their relatimship to a representative tnicking 

h or owner-uperator, as applicable. Temporary &mand shocks, as part of the 

cycIid nature of the truckhg industry, were used to elabonite upon these rela- 

tionships. The welfare gain to the trucking industry fFom deregulation occm in- 

dependentiy of the sign of the demand shock. Furthemore, sticky fieight rates, 

over and above enûy reguiation, were shown to be a source of even greater wel- 

fare gain when remed. 

The effect of cabotage refonn was intmiuced into the mode1 through devel- 

opment of the demand side. Ln order to keep the analysis manageable the fidl in 

marginal wts aione. in the midst of cabotage reform. indicated only greater 

ease in undertaking incidental move or rehvn trip, o u m d  cabotage. Reposi- 

tioning moves would require a general equilibrium analysis in order to capture 

the opening up of other markets beyond the initial transborder move. However, 

the partial quilibnum hamework alone is enough to establish welfare gains ac- 

cruing h m  lower operating costs and increased cornpetition on the given trans- 

border mute. Shce the mode1 is designed on a continental basis, it is not possi- 

ble to sort out the distribution of the gains expected h m  cabotage reform on a 

national basis; but net gains accrue even under the circumstance of unilateral re- 

form. 

The cabotage effect was cbaracterized in tems of a permanent increase in 

demand; specifically a change fiom the effective demand to the joint demand in- 



dicafive of zero empty bac-. As well, the fall in coats Ied to a supply-side 

effea in which a new and more efficient steady state eqdïbrium was achieved. 

A theory of reguiation of the tnicking industry was developed through the 

use of rent seeking theory. To this end. a caneful review of the literature was 

provided in orâer to differentiate tetween societally efficient profit seekers and 

th& transfodon, through government action. into societaliy inefficient rent 

seekrs. Evidence of rent seeking activity in the for-hire trucking industry in 

Quebec was presented showing that a bias axwred in favm of large h s  in 

reguIatnry consideration of their license applications. This lent empirical support 

to the theory b e W  the supply cuwe of regulation. 

Rent seeking games were explored as part of both short run and long nin ac- 

tivity. These sefved to show the strategic behavior of finns that wished to maxi- 

rnize their payoff from rent seeking activities. Insight was also provided as to 

the number of h s  expected to engage in long run rwt seeking. With exact 

dissipation of the rem, this also becornes the expected number of hcumbents. 

The theory between short run and long nrn rent seeking games is not always 

compatible. Devices such as rninimiim value bidding allow for a smoother pro- 

gression of short run to long n>n results. Nonetheless, the literature on long nin 

games does provide insight into the behavior of firms during a license hearing. 

If the number of incumbents is large enough, pre-emptive bids on their part rnay 

lead to an entrant's depamire h m  the game. On the other hand, the entrant 

rnay engage in so-caiied hardbail cornpetition and either successfdly enter or at 

least be taken by the repuiator to be engaging in a serious preammittment pos- 

ture. The d e s  of the game will always be defined by the regdabr. And it was 

likely that the weiî-hown bias introduceâ by the PCN requirement limitai 



greatly the abity of a new entrant to achieve mconditid entry. 

Finally, non-tariff barriers were show11 to be either a zemsum or negative- 

mm game over two countries. In terms of cabotage repuiatioas, the net effea in 

eithet Canada or the United SStites is ambiguous because of the somewhat recip 

rocal overall application of this protection. Using the cabotage model, marpinai 

welfare analysis was appfied in orcier to show the eff- of an incremenbiî fall 

in backhaul shipping costs arising h m  cabotage reform. WeLfare equations 

were deveioped in order to quantify some of these gains. The o v e d  d t  was 

that ail or a pomioo of the net gains to the industry wouid accrue to the ùackhaul 

shippers* 

Trucking cabotage refm is an exercise in removing uncertainty and lower- 

h g  operational costs. As such, the welfare gains from such reform have been 

highlighted if a country is able to &regdate its domestic trucking industry, 

there seems to be no reason why such effort cannot k extended to the transbor- 

der market; especially given the establishment of free trade agreements with re- 

spect to goods. In this vein, negotiations leading to free &es of M e  agree- 

ments are necessary to strength general trade agreements. 
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